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PUBLICATION OF 
PROFESSORS' PAY 
PROBED 
By Mark Eng~trom 
The question of puhlishmg 
facultv ~alanc~ was the central 
topic· as th.: faculty met m 
discussion Wednesday night. 
The meeting was· called by 
the Faculty Council so a 
consen,us could be tak.:n 
concerning faculty op1111ons on 
the matter. 
!)on Woodman called the 
meeting to order by 
announcing the findmgs of a 
poll which questioned 140 
faculty members. Asked 
whether teacher•; salaries 
should be published and made 
av,nlablc to the entire faculty, 
(, I favored the idea. 52 
responded negatively, four 
favored publication by rank 
only. and 22 abstained. With 
these remits stated. an open 
forum for d 1scussion wa~ 
mitiated. 
There were a number of 
sentiments expressed that 
publishing salaries would 
deprive faculty members of a 
necessary degree of privacy, 
and -could even serve to 
embarass some people. It was 
also suggested that since the 
College is a private school, 
there was no ohhgation to 
public tax payer~ to make 
this information known. 
Unnecessary Friction 
A ma111 concern of the 
consequences ot publishrng 
salaries was that it would 
cause an unnece~sary degree 
of fr1ct1on within the 
departments It was felt by 
some that salary publications 
alone were 111suff1cient in 
presentmg a Justified basis of 
comparison in faculty wages 
It was feared that people 
would regard salaries as an 
indication of rank. Besid.:s 
salaries. it was suggested that 
time of employment among 
other thing, would be 
.:,sent1al 111 any \alary 
pu hlicatwn. I he point was 
raised th.it thne \hould be no 
puhl1cat1011 of ~alanes by 
name 1f thne wa~ any chance 
at ,ii I that ,alaries alone 
would be viewed as a scale of 
ment 
Count.:r op1111on, to the~e 
w.:re also Vll!Cl'll. The value 
of publication 111 term, of 
barga1111ng contracts wa~ 
noted. One of th.: people 
present lelt that pnvacy was 
no pnv1lege 111 terms of being 
"left 111 the dark" with regard 
to the knowledge of ~alary 
discrcpencies. Some felt that 
in order to .:stablish a good 
bargaining ba,L' it was 
ncces,ary to know exactly 
where one ~tood 111 relation 
to colleague, of equal stature. 
It was also suggested that 
1f salaries wne made public, 
rumors of . favoritism 111 
contract negotiations would be 
laid to rest. In these terms, 
publication would be 
eliminating friction instead ot 
caus111g 1t. 
Which Way? 
In trymg to pmpoint which 
road would be the best to 
follow, some felt that it was 
a choice between two evils. 
and that the least of the two 
was what had to he 
determined. A number of 
comprom1se~ were offered to 
deal with the problem. 
Some thought that 1t 
would be best to list the 
salaries w1th1n each 
when· they ~tand with regard 
to pay qatus. ·1 o tills idea 
people argued. however. that 
this would perhaps create 
even more vagueness 111 the 
minds of faculty. It was 
ti.ought that this rrnght lead 
to second gues,111g, and wrong 
at tern pb to I ink various 
people up to certain figures. 
Currently there 1~ a report 
that has been compiled by 
the Provost '_s office wl11ch list, 
thl' salary characteristic~ of 
the Colkge a, a whole. 
School by ,clwol the ~ala nes 
are broken down by rank and 
sex. and the high. low. 
medium. and meal! for c·.1rh 
area arl' provided. 1'111s report 
1, of no help to the faculty 
when it come, to contract_ 
negot1at1on, though. and rs 
mainly u~t:d to compare 
Ithaca ('ollege to other 
schoob, and fnr the purpos.:s 
of the American Assoc1at1on 
of lJniver,1ty Profes,ors. 
Respect of Privacy 
Throughout the meeting 
strong sentiments were v01ced 
in both directions. Some 
mamtained tahat privacy had 
to be respected, and it wasn't 
worth risking embarassment to 
some faculty ahy allowing 
publication tn take place. Still 
others held that an umlerpa1d 
person should be given the 
opportumty to expo,e the 
salary gap betw.:en h1rn,elf 
and a person who 1s perhap~ 
overpaid. 
Less than 20s;. of the 
faculty was present at the 
meeling, wluch caused ~ome 
people to become discouraged. 
Others felt that the meetmg 
;erved no purpost.: S111ce they 
wer • not _there to vote on 
department bv rank. anti ti emotion i111t1ated by the 
without names, · as a suitable 1e 
way for people to know continued on page three 
Sharon Haas 
Kenny May 
CONGRESS.· 
FINISHING BUSINESS 
By Peter Korn 
W l'dm·,day l'Vt:nl!lg', I 111al 
Student ( ·ongres, m.:d1ng ot 
the year ,1gnaled hnth an end 
and a heg1nn1ng ,1, outgomg 
member, ~aid th.:1r goodbyes 
and Shawn Bennett turnl'd 
the chairperson\ gavel , ,ver to 
Sharon Haas for ne!-.t ),,·ar 
Ms. llaas, who ha~ been 
president ot ll1llel. a ~:udent 
manager 111 the Un1on 
cafeteria, and Stud.:nt 
Congress parliamentarian thrs 
year, ran agianst David 
(ireenhaum, the Student,' 
International Med1tat1on 
Society representative to 
Student Congress (;reenbaum, 
a transter, has been at Ithaca 
College only this yem. desiJ1tt' 
being a 1un101 llaa,, a 
,ophomore, ha, spent two 
yl'ars here 
Sp,·ak1ng before the 
Congre" pnrn to the vote, 
Ms. I-1:!a\ l'Xpr,·,sed concern 
ovt:r Student Congre~< pre~ent 
,tatu, She felt that the 
Congress mu,t "regam our 
re,pect as a true funct1onrng 
body on th 1, cJm pus." 
lier opponl'nt wa~, 
unfortunately Ill tht: ho\p1tal, 
unable to att.:nd the meetmg 
and ,peak on h1~ own behalf 
Representative Mike Freiman 
did the honors 111 !us stead, 
w I th (; .i r r I t I o o h e } also 
,peai--1ng 111 support ol 
c;re<:nhau111 Outgorng ,tulknt 
body pre,1dl'nt !( <:nny May 
Jlld Ru~, !yon,. 111conl!ng 
chairman ol S.,\.13, ,pokl' for 
M~ lla.1, ,\cl·ord1ng to 
l·re1m.in. "CongrL'\s would no 
longn hl' thL· drag 1t now 
occa,1011ally 1,." ii (;rel'nbaum 
were d1a1rper,on 
In the b,tllot1ng, llaas 
defeated Cirecnhaum _1() to 4 
with 2 ah,tent1011s 
Other Items 
l'wo othn 4m·,t1on, were 
put he fore Congre". one 
ga111111g pas,age easily and the 
other hemg defeated. I he !irst 
regarded ,1 <;;~()() gilt to he 
given lo the ~emor dnve, the 
money gomg to the ( 'areer 
Plans Otf1n: .\ kw members 
ra 1snl thl· po111t th.it the 
tunds were. 111 al'tual1ty. gomg 
tu an admm1,trat1ve oft1ce, 
not ,tudent~, hut thl' motion 
eventually pas,L·d with only 
two d1s,entmg vote, 
,\ motJon to put .ill lunds 
il'ttover Imm th,· '>tudent 
Congres, budget into the 
hnanc1al AHb Otf1ce did not 
f.1re ,o well. It, ddeat 
continued on page three 
RADUATION I 
Graduation Ceremony 1973 
By Miriam Clark 
Senior, the h1g dJy 1~ 
dawnrng the day you·ve 
worked ('') for. paid for. and 
awaited anxiously 
Grad ua t 1011. You're parenh 
will he here Jlllong.,t hoard~ 
of sm1!1ng lr1t:nd, and 
relative,. Wl1at do y"u nl'ed 
to know. and whl'Ie do you 
go from hen:·> 
At· '7 2:'i ,en1ur, will g..1thL·1 
at the l:ppl.'1 ()u.1d. to 
arrJnge thc·m,t.:lve, 1n an 
ordnly l.i,h1on to go Ill thl.' 
(; y m ft, r t h l' I O 00 .1111 
central cl'rmuny 
Thi~ will hq:111 wnh a 
benidicllon hy the Chaplm, 
followed hy a me~sage from 
President Phillips Then an 
addres, I rom Rohm Kalik 
pre~1dent of the se111or clas:,. 
who will precede the primary 
speaker, Ogden Reid 
( D-Westchcstcr). 
Then 
w I 11 
till, augu,t a,\t.:111 bly 
break up into 
l11 I 11 I - C Cl l1l ll1 e ll c· l' Ill C 11 t ~, 
designated by ~chool, th.: 
schedule for thc,e will he -
TIIE ~CIIEIHJ LE 
,\!lied I k.11 th 
I nrac·l' 1>1111111,: I l.111 
Bu,111,·'>' ·\d1111n1\lr.1t1on 
I owcr, D1111ng Hall 
l um111u111c.1t1on, I c:,1<,r I 0~ 
l'hy,1L,il l·ducat1u11 
lid! Phy,1cal I duc.1!1<>11 ( l'Ilter 
llum.illllll''> & '>c'll'Ill'l'S 
C'IIS 
\1us1c 
,\rcnJ I heatre 
Sc1L'nL·e Bu1ldrng 
Ford Ila!! 
Alt lh1, will he preceded 
hy the Vdf!ou~ J11d ~pcctaculJr 
events or sen10r week. wh1d1 
will be announced tu ,emor~ 
at a later date. 
Ol(LEIINS 
~TORY 
,: 
: I'.' ~ • - • 
t~--.. !: 
around the world 
U.S., Russia Pledge Coopel'3tion 
Geneva .. .In a joint statement issued by the 
United States and the So_viet Uni~n this week, 
the two nations pledged to use their influence 
and eoordinate their efforts to acheive a 
positive outcome in the negotiations between 
Israel and the Arab States. T1te agreement" 
came as a result of meetings between 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, and Soviet 
Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko. The 
agreement was viewed by both sides 
optimistically, acting a,; a boost to Kissinger's 
·efforts to bring about a troop separation. It 
1lso • succeeded in increasing the role of the 
Soviet Union in the Middle East negotiations. 
Portugal Jubilates Over Junta 
Lisbon ... After five years of exile in Paris-, 
Mario Soares, the leader of the Portuguese· 
Socialist Party, returned here in triumph this, 
week in the wake of a coup d'etate which 1 
overthrew the right wing dictatorship.· 
Preparing for the possibility of heading up a 
provisional government, Soares met with the: 
leaders of the military junta which led the 
coup. During this meeting differences arose 
between the junta, which wanted' to maintain 
direct control over the Portuguese territories in 
Africa, and the other political parties of the 
left and center which wanted the governQ2_ent 
lo case ,t~elf out of the African affairs. 
Planes Downed 
Golan Heights ... Syrian forces shattered several 
day~ of peace this week as they fired 
hundreds of artillery shells into Israeli 
possit1ons. Four Syrian planes were reportedly 
shot down hy Israeli planes as attempts were· 
made lo bomb areas of the snow covered 1 
saddle on Mount llerman. No serious ground 
figh ling was reported. 
around the nation 
WRMN-TV' 
Washington ... President. Nixon went on national 
television Monday night lo respond to a 
Congressional subpncna from. __ the House 
Judiciary Committee calling for 42 White 
llouse tapes and documents. Nixon said that 
he would· allow two memtiers of the unit to 
listen lo lhe recording.~ and. certify the 
authenticity of till' transcripts·. Nixon asserted 
that all conversations relevant to the 
in1peachmcnl and Watergate cases would he 
inducted 111 the sutipoenaed material. lie also 
felt that once the evidence w.is heard, he 
would be exonerated of all wrong doing, and 
that · the testimony of J oho Dean would prove-
lo he false. 
Earlier in the day. committee chairman 
Peter W. Rodino Jr. said that Nixon must 
turn over some of the sutipoenaed tapes. not 
including the transcripts, to· House unit. 
Rodino said that the tapes wen.- - "necessary 
and relevant" in order to make a fair 
Judgment on the matter. 
Mitchell and Stans Innocent 
New York ... Former Attorney General John 
Mitchell, and former Secretary of ,C'ommerse 
Maurice Stans were acquitted on all counts in 
their criminal conspiracy case this week. The 
Jury had been in deliberation for a :!6 hour 
period, spread out over four days. In 
explaining their verdict. the jury of nine men 
:.1nd three women said that they had doubts 
ahout the credibility· of some government 
witnesses, particularly John Dean's testimony. 
The acquittal eliminated. for all practical 
purposes. a key issue in the Judiciary 
Committee's impeachment inquiry. Mitchell and. 
Stans, however, are no,t as yet out of legal 
t rou h le. Mitchell must now return .to 
Washington where he has been indicted on six 
Gharges of Watergate cpnspiracy. and is also 
being i11vestigated by the_ special prosecutor in 
connection with · two : other Watergate, r_e_Jated-
c rimes. Stans . is heing invel!tigated .·as to 
whether he ·solicited .·illegal funds from 
corporation!i during Nixon's reelection 
campaign. 
\ G·•rney Indicted 
"o ; . -
Tallhassee, Fla .. ."'.,.,. "lator Edward J. Gurney 
immediately declartd his innocence ;Jfter being 
indicted _ ·for· violating state election laws· by · a 
county grand jury here Gurne', is a'. membe-r 
of the Senate. Watergate committee.' The 
specific charges. against the Se!}ator are that he 
' failed to report campaign donations. 
... 
''":·. 
,, .... -. 
./ 
I • . .. • .. 
Dic's:N~w lodr,e:·:Unveifed · ... -~-
, 
By Jim Young new lodge· -'was under way. 
_,_, / Plans callea for its . completion The Black Year 
at Ithaca ,College· 
Delta Keppa' fraternity won:_ by· Spting Weekend, 1974. 
a. trophy · last weekend for · - The- building ,is not totally 
their participation - and finished but is reportedly 
showing during Greek sufficiently _-prepared for the 
weeke"nd. · This Friday and festivities. Th~ rock group 
Saturday, present brothers Albatross will be playing there 
By Marjorie Liburd 
Every year_ since-- I.'ve been here, the:' meet with .alumni 
I 
brothers Friday night> _S4turday brings 
number of activities available....-to Black and . and· their wives for the spring a clambake and various 
Latin students on this campus has increased• • weekend. Delta Kappa will be : a~tivities and games: Saturday 
both in number and quality. Many of these sporting another ·~trophy"; rught the lodge will host a 
events have taken place under the aegis of the their new fodge. party to conclucl_e the annual 
Afro-Latin Society and have taken a political. The former l_odge, a reunion. 
as well as a social nature · one-r.oom gathering spot near· The rebuilt lodge has a 
The year opened - u'°p/ with a freshmen Cayuga Lake, burned down very high ceiling which, 
orientation program, the highlight of which last October 13. 1'.he apparent allowed for the construction 
was Kaleidoscope. Kaleidoscope was a cultural cause was some inadequately. of a loft area over the main 
program which included dancers, singers, doused charcoals left in a entrance. The fireplace is now 
poetry reading/ and the · presentation of skits, .. trash can. _ circular -.and double doors on 
all of· which..--'reflected various aspects of the \ Help was not a problem, one· wall lead to an outsfde 
Black and Latin experience. It also provided as other fraternities, sororities -patio. , . 
for increased interaction bet ween and even the College offered The brothers - are hoping 
upperclassmen and incoming freshmen. service~ arid -an occasional for between 150 and 250 to 
In an effort to _increase the number of piece ~f equipment. Funds Join in the festivities this 
Latin students on this campus, Marisa Diaz were raised from beer blasts weekend. They are proud of 
initiated a program of Latin recruitment. The and U{e constructi'on of a their new lodge, anxious to 
program began on Novemb.er. 10 and_ lasted show it off, and· hope the 
until November 12. Fifty , Latin high school .,4 ( Ch~ng' -e . pride - will' be carried on by 
students under the auspices of ASPIRA, a .d futurd brothers. 
Latin organization based in New York City, 
were involved in the recruitment program. The :n L:beral Educat.:on 
program presented a well rounded picture of I, I, a, 
Ithaca College, both · from the student's view 
and the administrative position. The .. students 
also had a chance to check out Cornell. 
Throughout the year individual students also 
open · their rooms and offer their time to 
students who want to check out l.C., before 
a,pplying and/or accepting admission. Thus 
Latin recruitment was a_, ·means of reaching a 
larger number of people at one time but we 
are constantly trying to inform fellow students · 
about I.C. 
On Jan. 22, . the Greater Ithaca Act'ivities' 
Center sponsored · a community night, the 
proceeds of which went to go to a scholarship· 
fund._ That same night the A,L.s: sponsored a 
dance for the younger members of the 
community while their parents enjoyed an 
evening out with their friends. 
"An Ebony Experience" was the title of 
the fashion show held in February. Gwen 
Jackson, Treasurer of 'the -A.L.S., initiated the 
program. Through the involvement of children 
from downtown, under the directorship of ty.,o 
Cornell students, the lines of communication 
between the Black and Latin ·students· on this 
campus- -and - the community downtown was 
further enhanced. 
April I 6th April 20th, the A.L.S. 
presented an African-Latin Cultural Experience. 
The expe~ience included speakers on sueh 
subjects as the Chicano .movement and . the 
drought in West Africa, a film exposition, an 
art exhibit (which will continue in the P,A: 
building through May 5) and' an excellent 
dance perfonnance. 
Each year presents new problems for the 
Black and Latin students on this campus. This 
is primarily . due to the fact. that Ithaca 
College was not designed to fill the needs of 
its non-white students and that we _are viewed 
by some of our fellow· stude~ts as an ' 
•, 
By Bob Zavatto 
At the H&S Faculty education. 
meeting on April 17, 1974, a Dependence on an 
project called Change in institutional planni:'lg group of 
Libepl Education was, administrators, faculty, 
discussed. It is devised to stu·dents, comm'unity 
prom<?te a number of representatives, and the 
programs in undergraduate availability of monetary f,,mds 
liberal education and better' 1 w i 11 . be I n e c es s a r y for 
understand the process of successful implementation of 
change in higher education. t·he program. Invited 
Justification for ·this project participating institutions· will ' 
includes fostering alternative, be able to promote a lasting 
ca re f u 11 y p I a ri n e d a i:i d · impact on liberal education. 
organized" programs of liberal The· knowledge acquired .by 
education.. This would be on 'participants must be shared. A 
such tdpics as 'w.orth while · system of. communication 
educational experiences that using audio-visual media will 
aid students in their thinking help to achieve cooperation. 
and · understanding. Suell an · -
educatio)ial pattern is ' ideal Students who 1are interested 
for sociallY, shaping into in volunteering their services 
present world modes. Also this summer should get in 
included are..,. programs for contact with Dean Baker as 
faculty development which soon as possible. 
would characterize effective 
involvement in the change 
process; and altering of ·the 
ba'sic rigid structure of . the 
higher education system tel' 
maintain change in liberal 
An orientation meeting is 
tentatively set for September 
13 and 14, 1974. Goals will 
be explored in greater depth 
for final application. l 
SKIN FLICKS -TO 
. CLOTHES SOON 
unimportant part of this campus community. literature to be obscene. While 
Consequently, we are often forced to take the· By Gordon Mueller the· intent of the bill may be 
initiative in increasing the relevancy of this_ honorable, at least to those who" 
school to Black and Latin students. To those A ttendon lovers of skin are fed up with smut, the 
who ha_ve earnestly worked with us, than~, flicks, maga~itles and just plain implications written in~o it are 
you, lo those who feel that we have no right lovers of art. Your days may be saddening. Technically, any 
t? anything qn .this __ campus ahd who oppose numbered, for at this time·there nude portrait or sculpture is 
virtually every move we make, I say up yours. is a bill in,·the works up in illegal. Can you jmagine a towel 
) Browse thru ,ne. 
I · of New York'~ foremost Bmd~ues 'devoitd . 
I 
Albany tlillt is going t,o'eclipse draped around Michelangelo's. 
by_ far -the landm.ark decision .by David? In faet, certain'"Sections 
, the Supre_me ·court 'in re_garci .• to o'f the Bible would be 
- obscenity: _The name of this bill "obscene". Read th~· Song of 
is.the ·Flack Bill 1085-A and up ·S~q,lQ·ffiQn for, pr~of. Dr. 
to now has been ignored by the · M:cK,oµk~y felt that ·t,1te morals 
media in this state. .Many· of ad~lf residents of.: this state 
,_: • stiidehts becai;he ~wa{e Qt tt•.~r- \ should 'not be deci~d' by an 
' .. the fil'lit t.ime !3c5t we.ek when, Dr. edict from the capito~ . ..-
. · ·tee Mcconkey. bfoLtght it uifin The bill- supei:~edes the 
·T,)~s_·, 
-p_ \_-; ..... 
,, ~- ·t.tt';tf Oll Uf tjcii, ,; Jc, ·. Fjl~ · fn~- , · Supr:,eme Cou_rt in th#, the .court 
. . _ _ ·HistoiJ: ,of t1t·e"~¢enca~ Film~_ ·left it up to thefindividual 
..:. · .--· : <_14e:',tirg&Hco·n~med pebplo ,to . ~community to_ decid~bsceni~ , 
;· '·, .. ;,: : ~-~e: ~- 1,~f.,. o& P,.J:~~~~ -~?,:~-~ ,, . sta~d~ds, · while the:J,"lack Bill 
. _,k~y state. .Senat(?J:Si _.,enators decides the standar4:i _for the 
~ I ~ 
. ,,;, -- . 
i:~~~ .. 1 .~:. 
Shnl~/'' 
I:•.,•• 
wJ,5574 
_.'.~_ -, '. ·-i.Wa~n, ·; Ab.det\cfrt·.~and-'.J:)bughs, -' :*h"QlC s~afe and lea'9$, it UJI to 
, ,_ 7 .. _. •1· . P.iu;c,Iay,. .wJtq.J].old tl!e _offjf?Cfflf ;.:· the; Cgn}.ll;l'f;~it:y ta ef orce, 1;he 
'Majo,;ily. T te'aiter artJ ···codes. ' bill cannot . help t!j.t . remind 
__ ~.om~is~on~r,. re~p~ctiv~lY .. He· .-people of a ~~ar ,tem~t by · 
- •• 
1
.:-told ~ us:, tl1al ?. the~. were · only the - . .gt>vern,men t - to legislate 
about three weeks left igAhe - morality~ 16as prolllbitioh and 
.. . ,. ~u.~~t _ Jep,sla~ve - session an_d i~~~~- ao~~eq~~':es- the 
~. 
· , ·/ .. :..y.tsh.ed, ·~ .for :enough . _pub~1c ~~~µt.' organ1zcicl_:; cnrne .. A 
s~pport to pr~test·and del~ any ,~ituation;_a b~~k ~ark~t, __ 
•. ': . ·: ;, YO~i. - 'j 1. ·t.·, _. ~;~-: lll'!y'.! 'Well result 1f this bill 
.-: ·;_ :··; ~·,5;"'~: _.~fin 'il°'~ellt}tf:4~d, becol!'·es law. To J#eyent the 
--· ··~·:· ; , certain parts,..Clf·the.~:M,dy.. enaction of such a k~eJerk law,. 
,,., .. 
•.' 
-.. -.-....... _ ........... ~·- .,. __ . -· 
- ..... - .:.r 
.. 
,_ t'" . ~- ' - ....... :· 
...., to __ be offensive .and:. ~rtain · R_f of e ~ t n e e d :( to be·-
. love-making acts ·and: words in . regjsterect •• ,soon. ·. ~ 
';a ... ;;.Q.&-_ _....._~-~~-~~"t•....:• 1 -- ·' 
_ .......... - ,''' - \., ...... . 
,.:·-· 
__ , ' h / -
-·-· .. - ~...,,. ,1·· -,,,: 
. . ..·. ,· . 
~- ;The· lth~an,.-~ May -2,. 1974, Page_ 3 
-_Ass~~l~ym~n 
'. Contra __, 
·-· "I find· .it· ·difficult · to ·, 
_ 1qia~,.; hj>w in ··-19,z.4,_ with 
e~erythfug ·else -going_~ on, this 
bill could excite_ anyone," aid 
Assemblyman ,Stephe·n_. 1·. 
Solarz. The_. · bill's sponsor, 
Assemblywoman Constance 'E. 
Cook, defende, the bfil... as an 
"utterly harmless" attempt to 
make non:prescritption 
contraceptives more · easily 
obtainable and _ with · less 
inconvenience and 
C~ptives 
A bill tllat would have 
allowed contraceptives to be 
opeD;lY- displayed . on pharmacy 
shelves was defeated in the 
N_ew York State Assembly 
April 18 a(ter a long debate. 
Opponents of the bill claimed 
that such displays would· lead 
to g_r_eater promiscuity among 
the youn~,/___ · 
continued from page one 
SALARIES 
embarassment. · 
Since the ·p-resen t law 
requires contraceptives to be 
kept _ out- of sight; customers 
_ must ask for the pro.ducts 
without a chance to examine 
Ca:mmunity Council which or compare them on the 
_recommends t~ __ ·the ~helv~·s. Many people, 
administration - that salaries be · ·including women's groups 
made public, but- only there lobbying for the bill, maintain 
to '<iiscuss it. that the requirements keep 
As -a result of this shy or inexperienced peopl 
discussion,. however, there will from buying contraceptives_ a 
be an attempt" at this mon"th's all. ' 
--Faculty Council meeting to But opponents of the b" 
initiate an all-College vote on won OU t. Assemblyma 
the motion. This would have Anthony V. Gazzara charge 
each faculty member receive a that the bill "could lead t 
ballot. in the mail, and decide all kinds of ramifications 
individually whether to children could start askin 
publish salaries or not. questions, and it could .b 
embarasssing for 
Assemblyman John E. 
Exposito said "The New -York 
State legislature would be 
telling our young people to 
contln~ed from page one 
CONGRESS 
( 
Choral Concert 
Madrigals and music 'for treble voices will 
e_ performed· in concert at Ithaca College 
riday evening, May 3. The 8: 15 p.m~ 
rogram, directed by James S. Porterfield, Jr., 
open to the-public without charge. 
Joining the Ithaca College Women's Chorale 
d Madrigal Singers as soloists a:re -music 
students ·Melody Et:khardt and Jeannie Oark, 
Il'iezzo-sopranos, - and Leslie Rivkin, alto; also 
guest soprano Christine Flasch, ;organist William. 
'Neil and a recorder consort, directed/ by Peter 
Hedrick. 
Homosexuality in the Church 
This. Saturday morning at 11 :00 on WICB, 
posts - Robin Fisher and Andy Friedman of 
·Probe, explore the topic of homosexuality in 
the church today. With them will be a 
,member of Gay Liberation League from 
j:lowntown Ithaca and a local minister. They 
will discuss homosexual marriage, problems, 
organizations and why and how they tum to 
God. 
Public Library Performance 
-Communications Awards Presentation 
Outstanding· achievements by students of 
radio, .television and film will be honored at 
the Annual School Of Communications Awards 
Presentation, Sponsored by, A.E. Rho, May · 7, 
1974 a~ 8 p.m. in the Union Crossroads. 
In addition to individual student awards 
the Senior judged by his or her felloV.: 
students to have made the most significant 
contribution to the school will be presented 
the Outstanding Senior Award. 
During the _ ~remonies, new and associate 
members will be initiated into the Alpha 
Omega Chapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho, the 
National Honorary Broadcasting Society. 
Hors d'oeuvres and a wine punch will be 
served. Admission is by invitation only ... all are 
, requested to bring their invitations with them. 
Any major who does not receive an invitation 
'by May 6, or any non-major who wishes to 
attend, must contact Rick Weltz or Sharon 
Messinger at 274-3 2 I 6. 
Choir and Chorus Concert 
marked the final vote taken 
by · this · year's Congress, 
excepting that for 
adjournment, which followed 
immeliately a-n-d with 
go out and have a good tim On Thursday, May second, The Reader's 
and I strongly disapprove." 'Theatre Troupe at the Library will do their 
The Ithaca College Concert Choir and 
College Chorus will be featured in concert at 
Walter Ford Hall Thursday, May 9. The public 
is invited to attend without charge at 8: J 5 
p.m. "I'm surprised they allow 
'people to _sell beds in this second performance of "Our world today-and 
What tomorrow?" for anyone junior high age 
state," Cook fired back. 
-------------..:..:.:.:.:;.:_~;:.::::~-~=-~~Jiand older. The Reader's Theatre production of 
'THEY SA't IT science. fiction ~ontains material which ranges 
apparent una~imity. Combining forces with the College singers, 
who are directed by Roland Bentley, will be 
the Ithaca College Orchestra, whose director is 
Thomas Michalak. Michalak will conduct. WAS A V€"'Y from Genesis (o "If I should forget thee, oh 
~ PR.tt"t'1"Y O AY earth" ··1,y Arthur Clarke to "The fog horn" 
---,-=~~.a C-f'L.'Y FOU/1... by Ray Bradbury with a diversity of surprises 
~ ,,_.. in between. .. Loot" in Green Room 
- Y~A/lS AGO T'HIS "Our world today-and ;hat tomorrow?" 
&,,1EE.,.IE<N~STATf:- _.. will be - performed in the Sherman Peer Green. Room productions this term at 
" ' meeting room at the Tompkins County Public tthaca College will end with Joe Orton's 
Library. The show starts at 8 pm. Admission "Loot", the senior directing project of Karen 
is free and refreshments will-- be served Meyer, on Tues., May 7. 
following the performance. ·"L~ot" will be presented at 4 and 8: 15 
Performers in the production are: Jackie , p,m. m the Are~a Theatre· of the Dillingham 
Herrmann, -- Jennifer· Yarns, Bob Crindlinger, Center for the; Performing Arts. There is no 
Sue Aloisi. The script was compiled by Sue, admission charge. 
Aloisi. Pirection by Bob Grindlinger and Sue~ The play is a seething condemnation of -
Aloisi. So'und was recorded by Odis Spencer ~:,ose aspects of our society which, over the 
and is run by Frank Sharp. fears, have been accepted to a great extent as 
,The Reader's Theatre Troupe at the Library sacred institutions. Its comic overtones are 
was newly formed by members of Ithaca shaded with the blackest of humor. The 
College Forensics Association in conjunction . action is chaos as the characters involved 
with the National Honorary Speech Fraternity, attempt to evade capture in the midst of 
Pi Kappa Delta, and Sue Feldman, the young raucous adventure. 
'Thil.lVBltr..__  ...-
:-TA9#Rlf 
adult librarian at the Tompkins County Public Appearing on the Arena stage are Ted 
Library. Enik, Kip Rosser, Karen Kalensky, Robert 
IC T.M. Meditators Meeting 
Wetherhead, William S. Ingram, Birney Kellogg 
and Margaret Beers. 
:: wat 9uieo._ -~ 
There is going to be a meeting of all the 
I.C. meditators this Sunday; May 5th, 3:30 
p.m.DeMotteRm., the Union. You are invited 
,and encouraged Jo attend. 
Assisting ·Miss. Meyer with the production 
are Jamie' Padnos, assistant director; Brett 
Schumacher, stage manager; Janice Muirhead, 
scene designer; Margaret Jennings, lighting 
design; Bob Kerzman, technical director; Cathy 
Crocket, properties; ~hris Dillon, electrician; 
John Swain, -carpenter; Jon King, sound; and 
Jackie Hermann, costumes. 
Tuesday thf'u. Saturday -5 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
- Dinners'.5ervecl 6:00-8:30 ,. 
· Reservations Requested ..... 539-7724 
ENacius:~~TAILS 
-- GR•A'IFOOD 
•LAXING·A'IMOSP~ ... 
The meeting will .serve two purposes; the 
first is to get to know who the other 
meditators at I.C. are and_ the second is to 
,organize ourselves for a fulfilling fall. 
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Spring Recital 
/ 
A world premiere will take place at Walter 
Ford Hall Thursday evening, May 2, when 
Kappa Gamma Psi music fraternity presents it 
annual Spring Recital. The concert is open to 
the ,public free of charge. 
The Ithaca - College chapter of the national 
professional society has commissioned 
American eomposer Alfred Reed to write a 
composition which they have dedicated to the 
memory of Walter .Beeler. 'Assistant Dean of 
. the School of Music_ arid longtime director of 
bands at· the College, B~ler died a year ago 
on the eve of his retirement. Reed is, wen 
known · as a writer for win6 ensembles. The 
· first perf onnance of his Double Quintet for 
Wind Instruments will be played Thursday by 
the JC.appa Woodwind and Brass Quintets. 
Also on the protram ·are Fanfare for the 
Common Many by Copland,... for , brass and 
percussion; Dover Beach ·by - Barber for voice 
and strings; Dance Styrieen~ by D~bussy, for 
clarinet .and suttar; and a woodwind Trio by 
Pis~on. · The perf onners· include members of the 
fraternity and their friends. 
Art Work Exhibited 
. . 
- Students of tbe Fine Arts Department will 
have . an exhibition of their work from May 
3-10 in the f'.ine Arts ·Building. All of the 
College community are invited. Refreshments 
will_ . ~ · served at tbe opening Friday__ May_ 3 
_ be&mmng at 7:30 p.m. · 
' :<. •, . 
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On Your Mark, Get Set, End(! 
.) 
It's the end of the <J,Cademic year, and that end of the year 
ceremony called commencement is upon us. It seems a bit 
paradoxical l'lat the termination of four years of study is 
called a commencement. But, it. is, in· ~ruth, a commencement 
- a new starting point in life, It's a time for formulating all 
impressions, value, judgements, and estimations of what the true ', 
meaning behind the experience was. That's what makes each . 
one of ~ a un,ique entity. No one of us reacts the.. exact 
same way to any _one situation. We ljve together, · under the 
same conditions; we grow together, bouncing ideas ._ off one 
another; but ,1.-e also more importantly grow independently ·or 
. that the four year expc;:ienc~ has had to offer, and taking it 
away from this institution as the foundation to build new 
worldly experiences into the person that is shaping anct has 
shaped into an individual - a unique member of the human 
.race. 
each other1 absorbing different values. , 
So, as one looks- ahead to graduation, one can look on the 
termination of a prolonged experience (four years for most), 
but also one cannot forget that these commencement exercises 
mark the beginning of taking all the things we have learned· 
here on our own and through · others, and sharing them with 
others that we are yet to come into contact with. Each 
member of the class , of '74 'can't help b1,1t feel some elation, 
It's a time of very mixed emotions. There's the elation of 
finishing · school, and then again, there's the sad ness attributed 
to having to break close ties and friendships as people go their 
,separate ways. Something perhaps too often forgotten, is that 
while we spend our d~ys here at .Ithaca College we are living 
together and growing together, to ultimately grow as one. 
' in that he or she is going on to new beginnings - be it a job, · 
higher education, -or just out in the world. Any kind of start 
has a freshness and sparkle that makes it very appealing. Let · 
th~ members of the senior class go on to these fresh ·new 
endeavors remembering, to 'never stop learning and growing in 
the community of mankind. It's the only way to insure the 
sacred gift of individuality. 
What one takes away from any experience is dependent on 
his relationships (or lack of relationships) with others that he 
comes into contact with; and all the internal and external 
forces acting upon all concerned during this period of time. 
We all come away from_ any given situation with diffi:rent 
W lett 
Letter from the Editor: 
We had something to say 
and we said it. We came out 
with a subjective statement on 
our editorial pages: the 
subjective pages of a 
newspaper. 
We made a comment on 
the political competence of 
Student Congress and 
questioned how responsible 
Walt Leiding was to he 
elected as stud~nt 
representative to the hoard of 
trustees. Some people 
a pp I a uded us, some yelled 
"sour grapes." We had to 
look hack at our perspective 
and take stock of our 
c o m m c 11 t s a n•d t h e i r 
presentation. 
Our approach to this 
editorial reflects worse on us 
than on Walt. We were 
Journalistically irresponsible in 
not presenting our opinion 
OTHER TRUSTEE REPLIES 
To the Editor: 
As a student, nominated 
by Student Congress and 
seated by the Board of 
Trustees in May, -1973, I 
would like to comment on 
the Editorial regarding Walt 
Leiding in the April 25th 
issue of the Ithacan. 
You brou,ght up many, 
questions in that editorial 
(some wortJ1 thinking about, 
other Just full of words), 
r.:garding Walt's qualifications 
and his responsibility to 
Ithaca College and the Boa·rd 
of Trustees. What makes you 
the authority on what Walt's 
qualif1cat1ons are and whether 
or not he is a responsihle 
111 e 111 her of Ithaca College'?, 
You, can't possi hly have any 
1dLa what happens on ,t-he 
Board of Trust~es, so how 
can you. even predict or 
insinuate that Walt won't be 
a responsible student on the ' 
Board and to LC If you 
have a personal "grudge" 
against Walt, the Student 
Congres., or the Executive 
Board ( this year or the newly 
elected one) then kindly keep 
1t out of the lthacan. 
As I recall, when the 
Ithacan staff ran for the 
Executive Board, part oi your 
platform was objectivity and 
you said that you coul,1 be 
objective enough to continue 
to run the newspaper and be 
the Executive Board to the 
Student Body at the same 
time. If this editorial . is an 
example of that~ objectivit v, 
then all1 I can say is, "Thank 
to a public position on this 
campus, and therefore opened 
himself up to public 
comment. So the question no 
longer is were we wrong in 
saying what we felt, but 
ra"ther-were we joumalistically 
wrong in our approach. Yes, · 
we must apologize· for the 
way the editorial was 
presented. We meant to 
question Walt's qualities of 
irresponsibility, however can 
transform-one can become· 
responsible., 
If nothing else, we hope 
that last week's editorial (that 
clearly shows -our 
non-compliance with 
journalistic ethics) is making 
ourselves . and others take 
stock of their responsibilities. 
ORLEANS DOESN'T 
ERASE MANDRILL 
To the Editor:- -. 
before the fact, rather than 
waiting until after the 
election. We probably should 
have critiqued ea-ch of the 
candidates before the election 
and said anything we had to 
say then. Hpwever, in OUF 
editorial the week before, we-
did · make mention of the fact 
that the election would be . 
taking place the following 
week and that people should · 
take notice of it and who 
was running. We were also· 
employing bad fournalistic 
traits in our sensational 
headline (probably the 
strongest words we said about 
Walt) apd in the picture -we 
placed under the editorial 
with ~he caption, "Would you 
huy a used college from these 
trustees?" The fact still 
remains, that we had the 
right to make a subjective 
judgment on Walt on our 
editorial pages. 
Walter got himself elected 
' responsibility. We wanted to 
question them in terms of the 
responsibility Walt had shown 
in handling his position on 
this paper, as well · as his· 
handling of committee work 
that at least one member of 
the paper has worked on with 
Walt, was notin any way ,,a 
ploy to bring out1 a personal 
grudge of ours against Walt. 
Maybe our beliefs aie old 
school, but when a person 
ho Ids several positions and 
handles one of them 
irresponsibly, doesn't that 
reflect on his overall qualities 
of responsibility? It doesn't' 
mean a person ,...can't. be 
responsible in some things and 
negligent in others, but 
irresponsibility iJ1 any respect 
reflects back on the total 
character of a person. One's 
We are not advocating that 
we are a political structure of 
the college. We're not saying 
that we're the only people 
,concerned with government. 
We merely are asking those 
governing figures to stop long 
enough to take stock of their 
position of responsibility. 
Even if our structure had to 
learn the hard way; let us all 
continue to learn. 
We wish Walt the be·st in 
h~s dealings with the Board of -
Trustees. We don't want the 
board to prejudge the validity 
of student representation., 
because of our opinions of 
Walt. But, we feel we had 
the right to voice theni. 
Conflicting views should 
make one stop short and 
evaluate· the conflict -of - the- · 
situation. Others might find 
themselves doing some 
re-evaluating. We did. 
I am just getting over the 
effects of a beautiful Sunday 
afternoon with the music of 
Orleans buzzing around my 
ears. It is after, an afternoon 
like this that I can say the 
I.C. Bureau of Conc_erts did a 
fine job in arrangirtg the gig. 
Yet at the same time I -feel 
that the show was put on as 
a cover-up to a bigger and 
perhaps a more costlier event 
that didn't fare as well. I 
almost feel that .we had the 
privilege of hearing Duv and 
Orleans to-- make us _ forget 
that the :week before was a 
total disaster in the "concerts 
at I.C." world. 
There has been a great 
1 deal of criticism directed. at 
the ALS- relating to their 
handlin,g_· of the Mandrill 
concert. The criticism appears -
to lie iustjf1eA, as there w~re 
many .mistakes m.ade ·· in 
preparation for the-concert. 
However, I was surprised 
to see -some. -of --t~s-trongest- -
criticism right here in this 
column from a man who may 
continued on next page 
God you didn't win!" 
Sh o u Id the election for 
Trustee be operled to the 
entire student body? 
J>ersonally, I feel that it 
should he, but that decision . 
is not one for 'me to make 
alone. How can you (in the 
same breath that you say 
Walt and Student Congress are 
irresponsible) say that, 
"May he the results would 
have hcen the same (if the 
election was by the entire 
student body), hut it 
shouldn't be'!" Arc you saying 
that the entire student hody 
is irresponsible? If so, I find 
that insulting. Arc you saying 
that you and your staff are 
the only responsible members 
on this campus? Are you 
saying that just because you 
have a strong personal feeling 
against one individual that the 
rest of the campus should'/ 
You call that responsible. I 
call it irresponsible. This 
l'd itorial is the poorest 
e--x ample of journalism I've 
seen in a long time. If you 
call yourself a responsible 
editor, then l ·suggest you 
write as one. 
By the way. that - picture· 
of _Walt and me is ;in 
example of great emotional 
and j ou rna!istic propaganda 
and I commend you on that 
because it portrays the ~ype 
of· image you w_oul,_d likt: to 
portray in your editorial. 
However, I wou.ld like to tell 
the college community · that 
that picture was taken at 
Lynah Rink when· the Ithaca 
- College : hockey team was 
playing against~ RIT and ,one 
of the Ithacan' photogi:aphers 
was goofing around with his 
camera. 
In closing, I have my own 
personal disappointments 
reg a rdi11g the Board of 
Trustee elections on Tuesday, 
April 23, but I also have 
respect for my fellow students 
and would never put a piece 
of irresponsible, slanderous 
propaganda in a school 
n e w s p a p e f a b o u t a.n y 
individual, especially if I only 
used my personal feeling for 
that s I a nderous op11110n. I 
would suggest that ,YOU and 
your staff take a closer look 
at yourselves and what 
responsibility really is!! 
Carla D. Williams 
Student '.75 
.}Joard of Trustees 
QUESTIONS QUESTIONS 
To the Editor: 
editorial is going to weaken President's Host Committe of 
the students' say at · Board whicfi- 1 am chairman, I 
meetings. For our sake I hope cannot think of a better 
not. person to represent the 
I have known Walt for school. 
three years and have worked In conclusion feel a 
with him on Fall Orientation. written apology_ to Walt is in 
Over this period I have order. 
dis~overed that he.. is a.. 
responsible person. Next year 
Walt will be jo'ining the 
Sincerely, 
Thomas A. Fuller 
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have·: no . right to criticize- at - Congress . asking . f~r additional rapport did not· ;exist . between 
all. · Wh_~n. .Student , Congress - fun<ls only a wee_~ pf;ioi to : A. h S~, ·. ~ n d the ··. B urea u 
reluctan~y gave.the·moneY, to. show date, .. M~--~ S_acharoff __ .througho~t this-i!fair. By not 
put ·on an ALS concert .this :und0u?tedly ._·kJtOW1!1S- ~e · establish~ a ·good 
semester, Bob Sacharoff' .was concert 8 state·- 0 ~ affaus, put relationship both parties have 
one of ALS's supporters. He . llP ~.no. struggle to_ o~_pose· the done a great injustice to the 
argued before Congress that allocatio~ . .,...Now_ ~~ JS. one of entire student body. '!'hey 
ALS sbouJd have another the stron~est critics of the · have also, taken ad,vantage of 
chance to- put on a concert whole affarr. · the student · representatives of 
proving ~at there was plenty The entire episode bas Congress- by not presenting a.-
of . time for a successful raised several queStions in my full picture of the situation. 
promotion and show. Being a ·mind. If Mr.- Sacharoff did I hope that both Mr. 
1 offer his services, why ·'didn't Sacharoff and the ALS will 
voting member: of Congress l ' the ALS accept theni? If he publish a full. account of the 
w-as confident that Mr: didn't offer his help; why ALS concert_ affair. I hope 
Sacharoff would offer his 'didn?.t he? If- the· lack of my questions will be 
servic.es to_ the ALS as an - communication between the appropriately answered. , 
experienced member of the ALS and tqe Bureau did · But even with thBse' 
Bureau of C_pncerts. Even in · exist,, why wasn't a greater questions answered, I still'. 
an official capacity , I would effort on both · sides made to think that instead of\ 
have expected. Mr. Sacharoff reconcile? criticizing, Mr. · Sacharoff 
t6 be of some help to the If.we are to allocate extra should sit down .and 
ALS. ln his letter to --The monies for events 'like an·- ·coJ\template what mistakes he 
-Ithacan, -he indicated that he ALS .. concert, shouldn't we . made during ·the affair and 
did sit in on several meetings make sure that an adequate think about how they won't 
of the ALS when concert rapport exists between parties be made again. 
plans were being discussed. In before going ahead with the 
addition, when ALS came . to allocations? Apparently this · 
. PIIBS,IDENJ' 
to the Editor: 
REPLIES 
Lee Brickman 
me tell you how good l feel 
about having done so and 
wish you a good day, 
whoever you are. 
· ·fielcfs across from the NCR · People don't want to support 
building, or -vaultuig. over .. '.old·- .. a· . schoof: that . is lackadaisical 
: beat up crossbars- next to the · and indecisive· in some areas. 
·varsity Soccer field. On rainy If· It's one thing, chances are 
· days, they'll be in the gym; · that it could be others, as is 
in the gymnastics room or the case. So let's all show 
working on the Universal. But 
they are there. They are there 
giving up their time for a 
sport that has recently 
acquired a losers' status here 
at . IC. 
Promises have- been made, 
now how about some action. 
We can't just sit back, hoping 
that track will go away. 
Believe me, it won't. The IC 
track program' needs the 
support of you, the students 
that go here: students that 
would all benefit from a good 
track program. As long as this 
school as a Phys. Ed. school 
has no track, it suffers. As 
long as it suffers, each and 
every one of you · suffer. 
Potential track athletes that 
· could add to this college in 
other areas are turned away. 
The school loses much 
prestige in Physical Education, 
a blot on the record, of the 
-en tire college's performance. 
Blots that ,.big don't go away. 
: that we can do something 
somewhere. Track should be 
high up on the priority list at 
a P.E. school, so ·1et's start 
there The 
'I-don't-give-a-damn-attitude is a 
disease. It creeps up on you, 
getting bigger and bigger until 
it throws a . monkey wrench 
into the entire· - works. The 
track team has done 
·something good for this 
school this year. It has shown 
the spirit of a true winner. It 
has Jried to represent your 
school the best way it could 
on the road at other colleges. 
It -certainly hasn't gotten 
much in return. Come on 
students and administration; 
show them that you· really do 
care. Do something for them. 
Dave Rives 
Class Qf '7S Who wrote the editorial in 
last weeks Ithacan about the 
Board of Trustees election 
and .. why am l about to say 
all of these terrible things 
ugly. Some may say my focus 
of defense/attack is. misplaced. 
Not· enough substantial 
evidence to support my case 
of -total resentment towards 
this - editorial. But take ·-heed. 
It is not the subject of the 
editorial I answer to, as I 
have said this will be done 
i?Y others, l stand against an 
editorial that should never 
have been written because it 
Your -friend, 
Kenny May•rr11'11'Y1rrnr-nrw ... ,.,nr,nrr,n,..-.,....-.l"ll'lrw'W"IPr1n1'Ylnrww...,,....,_ 
about him/her? l 
Student Body President 
RUNDOWN ON TRACK 
had no basis. I am not To the Editor: 
threatening freedom of the The Ithaca-- College Track! 
press by saying this, but Teani."l:yes, there is one) has 
rath-er l challenge an ·n-ot had a winning season 
editorialist who cannot stand since 1966. It has been 
metal Seutpturu 
,' 
the iron shop· 
1)0\\\TOW\ 
Listen you, · just wfio do 
you think you are? If l were 
to___ ey_aluate your competency 
as an editorialist based - on 
this one editorial · I would 
characterize you as being 
unthinking, - unknowing and 
d~wnright irresponsible. behind what he/she writes. without a track since 1972. l \t:,;t \I. GIFT:-- •- FIHEl'L\CL U)l lP\JF\T Editorial writing is serious This year, however, thanks to 
I read your little editorial, 
with pen in hand, prepared to 
underline ·those phrases or-
sentences which would be 
relevant to my composing this 
letter. (I was forwanied the 
editorill! -would -rub me the 
Wrong way.)-~ OU kriOW What 
I · 6une up with? A · lot of 
underline· questions. Questions 
of unfounded inferences. · 
business especially when it a num~er of enthusiastic..._ _________ ..;1-;..'l;.·.;u;.!\;...;,l'.;.l'.;l.;l;.;{.;;.t;.: -----------' 
attacks someone, especially -,y~ung men, IC track just 
when · it attacks someone as might snap the eight year 
fine as ·waiter Leiding without losing. season drought. As for 
grounds. a n e w t r a c k , w e l l , 
Let me .not waste time 
at-tempting · to eloquently 
respond to th~se questions, 
for they are not worth my 
time. ·I feel no need ·· to 
defend a position of that 
which -You·· so unwittingly 
attack. I'm sure others 
responding to you as I am 
will do so adequately. Let me 
instead ask. you some 
questions Mr./Ms. --editorialist. 
Let me mirror you so that 
you may see yourself. I, 
thol;!gh, will qualify myself. 
Dear editorialist, before · administration, that's up to 
you go making someone feel y~u. The lack of a track on 
like . shit, have 'reasons. An this campus hurts this sc;hool 
editorialist is not excused to no end. There is no need 
from . being fair and following to even mention the reasons 
that imaginary doctrine of w~y, they are ju~t ab~ut 
right and wrong tb_at we all common k~owledge, !hey ve 
owe each other as weil as been mentioned agam and 
ourselves to follow mereiy by again ever since the workmen 
virtue of the fact 'that he/she first brought their bulldozers 
· is nameless. Next time"-you sit . to South Hill Field back in 
down · to ._ write an editorial the spring of 1 ~72. 
Firstly, what basis have 
you to- insult the integrity of 
Student- Congress members? .. 
None that I could · see. 
Guidance follows. "Many 
meinbers of the student bod1'· 
are questj.oning the 
qualifications of our new 
board rep?" _(your question) I 
ask you: .~me two (count 
yourself only once please) 
who said "it's true that the 
other students running for 
· this position were more 
qualified?" You? How dare 
y-ou - label this election a 
p.opularity contest. Walt 
Leiging ·was probably the least 
known person running for this 
position, His opponents--were 
all members of Congress, Walt 
was not. · 
' You state, and ·I quote, 
"we : question the competency 
of those . who were electing as 
much ·-as that of he who w~ . 
· elected. . Did · they really 
consider who - they' were' 
representing . in their -vote?'·' 
Now my qtiestions. · Are you 
competent to write such an 
editor'ial? Who do . you 
represent? Yourself?- What is 
y o.u r. ·purpose · and 
respo·nsib·ility as an-
editorialist'r · · · 
. . -, .. ' . . 
give it,--some thought, People. have wondered if 
understand its implications ....anyone really an_~ truly gave 
and know that you believe in a damn.- Well, for a fact, 
wnat you· are -writing because some people do. Just look 
you at least think you know around this campus. You will 
what you're talking about. see guys in blue sweats 
Weli now that I've· running on the roads, running 
thoroughiy insulted you (as' around Freeman Field · o~ the 
you 'to no less of a degree warning track, or over- Hurdles 
ins~lted many others) and set up on the varsity football 
now that "I have said all of field. They -might be hurling 
these terrible things about weighted objects . through the 
you" (as you ·did Walt), let air down on the -practice 
· .. ·1 · sound - pissed · dOll't · U ·-. 
(An9tiler;-qu~~on) Well, I am 
·- 8':nd, ·th~e· ·is ·.no room for . 
ilicenes.,. \ ·vour .. edif<iriaL Was · 
. . - -- . 
: • • -.1 R ,0 
-· '\ . 
"your protection- - our prolessir,n" 
Brokers 
c;bert s~ Boothroyd Class ,:,f '24-
Robert L. Boothroyd Class of '60 ·_ 
enry G. Keyser 
William Flyn 
Class .of '5~ 
c~1.u. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY. INC. 
INSURANCE 
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By Fred Raker 
show, and asked a few 
females from the WICB staff 
' to do it. Marcy Kohn·- was 
What would you call a selected to produce the show 
weekly, half-hour radio show while Roby Vorr.h was asked 
that interviews representatives to be the associate producer. 
from su,ch \ervices as the The host of the series is 
"Rape Crisis Center", "Sex Sharon Messinger. 
Counseling", and "United Miss Messinger and Miss 
Sisters" and (ilso plays music Kohn collaborate in putt~g 
from the top female recording the program ·together. They 
artists of today? WICB Radio both decide on who will be 
has called it I Arn Woman. the guest for the week ., and 
Ironically, the show was then Miss , Messinger conta_cts 
devised by a male, Roger that person. Although that is 
Chiocchi, public service actually the 'producer's job, 
director for ICB. Chiocchi, Miss Messinger explains that, 
however, felt he would not "It' has to be a one to one 
!l_e qualified to pr?d,uce the. effort. Since I'm the host, I 
UV~Alk4VAMW4W&t#d&!1½1W? 2 ¥422&&+ 
hX11:"NSJON /58 I.<.'. CJUSJS (EN11:·R. JS 
ACCU'11NG APPL/CA HONS. APPL/CA TJONS 
11/<I:" A V,11 LA/JU:" IN nn· OFF/CJ:' OF 
CtMPUS AFFAIRS. Dl:A/Jl/NJ:" MAY 6T/J. 
The Best. of Luck 
to I.C. Seniors 
Thank you for four 
years of patronage 
- HAPP\! HOUR -
M,~11. -·Fri. 5:tJO to 1:tHJ 
Pl"Pr.v ~lht>r ,lri~ k ½ prit"P 
-' . ~ . -
TD·E-·:-..IJ· ... B-. _· .--- --.~·, .. . 
ori~-fifty Eusl Stale 
Featuring Live Entertainment 9:30,~o 12:30. 
WEDS: PEGGY .• IIAINE · FRI.. & SAT: 
DANA SIMI\IONS MIKE LESTER 
'\ 
. __ . : :,,:.:/f~~~~;': :It~\'~, /t:: 
must get in touch with the . additfo~. the engineer is 
person .I will be interviewing." . .a female. Jenny-Romm is 
Miss Messinger- also writes the behind the:. scenes" running all 
script. the technical aspects of the 
, , A Twist sho\\'._. 
~. -... ./ ·. . . 
. ·Leave. Needy· 
. , . 
. I . 
Ithaca _ College got its \fitst 
on~campus ice· cream store 
this year.' The· student-run 
1 Am Woman has an B id - co-op·erative, now . name_d es es .... 
interesting premise. According "Lick It", opened March .29 
to Host Messinger, "The show Besiies the~ interview in the basement. of the West 
-is really unique, e~pec~ally in . segments, a female -recording Tower. · · •· 
the way ~oi:rien s. lib h~ . sfar is spotlighted. The host In its opening' week, the 
evolved. Begmmng with Glona for the two musical· inserts is store grossed about $550, 
Steinheim burning her 1bra, Jamie Wohl, a great Subsequent weeks found 
then marches of p~otest, the · connoisseur of music _ female grosses at approximately the 
movement has been blown or male. °'i300-$350 level, with business 
out of proportion by the I Arn Woman has had a · volume _higher _now with warm _ 
mass medi~. I Am Woman variety of guests. Added to weath_ef:- .. . _ ' 
tones down. the whole the list of services already As yet, the -store -has 
issue .. .it's a realistic. look." mentioned, ""Family and banked close to $300. ~ost 
There are many ideas that Children Services of Ithaca" profits have gone back mto 
I Am·· Woman has tried to and the "Gay Lib Center" buying more supplies, and 
bring out. "We are trying," have also had exposure ·on store -equipment. Only $300 
explains Miss Messingerf ""to the show. Planned for the· of th:e ,.$1620 loan the shop 
show women's lib in many final broadcast (May l}) is a, rece1v,ed from_ .~tudent 
different spectrums ... not in panel disc,ussion including, Congress ,towards iruti~. cos.ts 
one vein. The program shows . women from the medical has been used, but 1t still 
how liberated women should legal, joun·alistic, and la~ remains to be paid back. The 
function; how · the role of enforcement professions. The shop has ten months left to 
women has changed socially." show is entitled "Women in. repay that debt. 
Producer Kohn, although · Professions" and'--. will discuss All. proceeds from the shop 
s h e d o e s . n o t m a k e the changing role women are will _be . use«r- for scholarships. 
arrangements for the guest, playing. · Applications for the ice cream 
does have an important job. I Arn Woman has received stqre?.s scholarships ($500 for 
She is in charge of getting excellent response from both a/ student or students with 
the equipment for the taping Ithaca College and Cornell .. need · a_nd cums higher than 
and is responsible for' all It's a show that is not "for 3.0) -will be available at the 
in-studio actions.· Associate·· women only" but is· also for shop in the beginning of the 
Producer Vorch helps Sharon men. I· Am Woman is on fall '74 term. Profits will 
and Marcy, making sure Wednesday evenings at 5:30 d,.etermine -how many 
everything runs smoothly. In on WICB-FM: scholarships can be given' oiit. 
~VKiiTED: 
n ·N.,.,n ·,u: UFUJUJJS 
1 .. 1.\JJ'S n1-:s;;s CUH."J. . :s 
C. IN/'I-:"/S JU)OA.'C. fSl:S ui"11us 
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flto:H. 11hy- fio11.~dt1 ·i1Fij1· 
lim llJ(;/JJ)iF /'!UC/:·. J:U/.\"(~- HJ: 
-· STATE STRUT,··. 
_,_~} BARGAIN~ HOUSE: 
~l~: =~~~~~~ ~=~~:!:,!~=~~~!!~!1:!;: ~~J / 
The · store remains open 
-s-12 ·p.:m. on weeknights an,d 
until -2 a.m. on weekends. 
Store managers say they will 
keep tfie · shop open all -Ua}:,_ 
from I noon uhtil 2 a.m., 
during finals week. The' shop. 
serves cones, cups, sundaes,· 
floats,. splits, and soda .. House 
.. :.sp~cials .. are' ·the "Stone l:loa~" 
' .an'd the ~'lthacc;me" ., .. 
'ApriJ,'26;· "f914'' 
Mrs. Pat Tempesta 
· Dept. of Education 
ltliaca College 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
Dear Mrs. Temp_esta: 
\ Grand Open:in:g 
Celebrafion 
:··J On behalf of the .Ithaca schools. I .want to ,.express our 
heartfelt thanks to the Ithaca . .-. · 
College students · who. have : 
served in our schools · this,;·_, .. 
year. While their .impact is 
most strongly felt m South· 
Hill School, their presence , is 
warmly appreciated in .Danby,. 
Caroline, East · Hill, Henry St. 
John, Central, , West Hill, Fall 
Creek, Boynton and the High 
School as we11. 
.-1. 
NO GIMMICKS-
JUST LOW, LOW PRICES 
A SMALL DEPOSIT 
Will HOLD ANY BIKE 
. --. ... 
- Since so many of your 
students plan to be teachers, 
they add a special dimension , 
to the youth and concern so 
welcome in student volunteers. 
While students · used to work 
primarily on a · one-to-bne ,.. 
basis with school children, 
they are , presently assisting in 
cl;t5Srooms, . at all levels of . the 
school, in reading centers, . in 
extra-,curricular and special., 
activities, and are. now helping . ··1 
.in '· the new Needs. Based 
Progra_m for children with t .:. 
learning pro'6lems. . · · · 
· · We -appreciate, !oo·, your· 
ener-gy and efficiency .. in 
coordinating all,. this' activity-,'.: ~ .. 
and' we're looking forward . to - - : 
-working, with you; and your·. ..• 
students next year: . . 
Many, mariy thanks. 
Cordially, 
I •, .\ 
, ...... ~~·. "· ,... 
Edwina Dev~reux . · ,i· 
Coordinator of Voiuntee'iJIF/ :. 
- :.,: : " ' ' ~ -. , . ·, ~·:'·~,-~ 7 
. . ,~l}rinted~request~ioq,; f. 
~-,_:_&.~~.~~~~t,c:>f..~~~~~~-.- .. -/.-_,,. ______ .,_ 
. ~. ' ' 
~ ·.· . . I r"'.,.. -· 
TRA·NSCiNDENTAi. . lectures any Wednesday at the way ~of comfort and U~iversity, pswego State, SIMS. CenteJ. 2l5) L~ St~e_et, · relaxation dUJ'U!&-meal time. Ohio State, and· Dartmouth 
a 1/ -,~·c-~·.m. '.F Q,t · ni o.te _,. ,..·the biggest gripe· though, :is-: ·College, but have yet to find 
infbrritli&~~ you"inay call th!) about the food SAGA puts any system, variety or 
Center' 'at 277-0111: ' on our plates. I'.ve heard too _· personal satisfaction of being 
.-_ ,-EDIT~t-tfi~ 
- ' ,, ,-,""t11'.,_.,,' .. 
.,DO.YOU MIND-? 
' . . . · To ·the Editor: 
many students label meats as really full, that is provided 
unedible and greasy, milk as here at LC. Believe me, there 
'being clo.se to sour, and b~ad is not much that compares to 
and vegetables as . old and what we've got and th,ose About this· time of year, 
many people begin to 
e'xpene'nce the stress of 
' last-minute pressures . involved 
in · being an I.~. student -
pap~rs . to be completed in 
two days that · should I have-
been i,one weeks ago; 
cramming during early-morning 
hou·rs, rushing around 
finalizing the · living situation 
for the fall - and we wonder 
- is it_ worth all the stress 
and strain? 
Many I.C. students are 
finding the solution to this 
melee of last-minute tensions 
and rush of student life -
T . M . ( T'r a n s c e n den ta l 
Meditation) .. It may be 
surpnsmg to many I.C. 
students that over 150 of 
their friends have already 
found' that- Transcendental · 
Meditation _·eases the tension 
and stress of the last-minute 
crush around finals. This 
technique is easily _learned and 
practiced and is not based on 
any · change· in 'life style or 
beliefs, and ,for this reason it 
is universally appealing. In the 
Ithaca area, a total of over 
800 people 
0
have already 
learned this easy technique, 
with a tutal of over 650,000 
worldwide. 
One of the main reasons 
for the widespread fast 
growth of T.M. is the large 
amount of scientific research 
which has been completed. 
This,' combined- with .the 
word-of-mouth recommen-
d a tfons of friends, has 
resul'ted ·in' Students 
International Meditati'on· 
Society's acceleratio~.: to' ¢,e 
fast es t-gr;o w'iri g student' 
organ,ization on campuses 
throughout th,e. ·country. 
Deep Rest 
Research by Dr.- R.K. 
Wallace and others indicates 
that within. the first five 
minutes of T.M. the oxygen 
consumption drops 15-20% 
( the drop in oxygen· 
consumption after six hours 
of sleep is only -8%). Other 
indications of deep rest are: 
skin resistance increases _over 
600% and the concentration 
of lactate in the blood (an 
indication of' anaerobic 
metabolism or metabolism in 
the absence · of free oxygen) 
was sh.own to drop· 
continuously during the 
meditation period and for 
several minutes afterwards. 
Improved · Behavior 
The common response of 
people practicing T.M. is that 
they feel "more awake", more 
able to enjoy • the day._. The 
reason for this seems to be 
• .$>',, 
/ the release of . deeply-rooted -
stresses and . -fatigue which 
occurs naturally· as the result 
of the deep rest provided by 
T.M. The importance of 
efficient rest is demonsfrate4' 
by the common experience of 
variation of -epergy/ levels 
dutjng the 'day depending on 
. the quality of. sleep the night' 
before. ' 
T.M., because it p'rovides a 
mode of rest which is not 
only quantitatively but 
qualitatively more . significant 
than that of deep sleep, 
: serves as a fundamental and 
essential preparation for 
greater dynamism in facing 
the problems of student life. 
Easy To Learn 
The course offered by 
SJMS is available on a regular· 
basis at Ithaca College. This 
involve5 two (free) 
introductory lectures and four 
consecutive sessions of 
instruction lasting l ½ hours 
each day. Since the LC. year 
is almost over, regular lectures 
on campus have ,been 
discontinued, but regular 
weekly courses are· available 
5tarting with introductory 
_ I am sincerely, ashamed of moldy, who disagree or still complain 
much of the inconsiderate and The students who are not should ·reconsider, starve or 
con'linuous- complaining that satisfied, show their' disgust move elsewhere. 
many students on the I.C. by leaving trays and plates · Sure, we pay for the 
campus, have been making, in sitting at the table for others, services; and we pay a lot. 
reference to the food and mostly cafeteria workers, to Maybe that is the reason so 
cafeteria · services provided by clean up at the end of three many complain. I gather that 
I SAGA. This is my first year hours of cooking, dishing out most of the students on 
at Ithaca College, and I think food ,and washing up. , The campus are quite wealthy, as 
it is time that someone stood · l a z i n es s an d co m p I e t e this is an expensive school to 
up and argued .... in defense of · ,ignorance by those leaving attend. Perhaps, it is our 
.Jhe 0verly criticized food '.. their trays should also be problem of being so spoiled 
service. ,recognized in itself, but as a and used to "country club" 
I have worked in the representation of their dishes, that we can't put up 
disfuoom of the terrace dining displeasure ,in the dinner it is wit h a Ii t t I e bit of 
hall on occasion, and have_ totally ineffective. 1 can only inconvenience of waiting in 
had meals in each of the suggest that they go to other line, having to walk twenty 
dining halls on campus. From campuses and taste the food. feet to get seconds and 
these experiences, I know I guarantee th;it they'd be especially taking one's tray to 
what eating in the Union and leaving other waste materials, the dishroom. Leaving your 
Towers is like as weµ as the besides the scrap from the • tray on the table would make 
atmosphere provided and, the meals on the table, chair, . me wonder if those 
availability of great portions floor and even the seat of · participating in that sloppy 
. of food. It is easily admitted their pants. . activity actually live like that 
that tlle atmosphere of the At Cornell, the food has at home. Their attitudes leave 
Union leaves much to be need to be improved, but much to be desired and 1, 
desired, as it reminded me, as isn't that big of a problem as again, reassure those culprits 
· well as others, of a high many students don't use the that there won't -b~ a much 
school cafeteria.· However, the cafeteria service. 1 have some · better food service to be 
· Towers and Terrace provide friends -there and from their ·round at any comparably 
an amazing. view and a· sort own comparison and my own .sized campus in the country. 
of feeling that one associates opinion we are surely glad to 
. with "going out" for dinner. be eating SAGA food. I've 
So, one can hardly complain ·also had meals at Niagara 
about the se.rvices provided in 
,,. 
Concerned student, 
Gary Struzik 
A colorf u, qtmosphere 
from out of the past 
for your dining enjoyment1 
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Stationmasfer -
Joe Ciascht~ 
unique _re~fa,1:1rant 
. ' 
• STEAKS / 
• PRIME RIBS 
• LOBSTER 
& MANY OTHEll 
DELICIOUS 
ENTREES 
THE WAITIN6 .ROOM/ 
THE BAGGAGE ROOM/ 
THE Tt·CKET OFFICE 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Located· in the former Railroad Passenger Station 
oil Taughanntck:-Boulevard at the foot of West Buffalo St. 
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Presents .... 
Salvation, a rqck µiusical · in the tradition of 
Hair and Godspell, -.debuts Th~usday- evening, 
May 2, ahd runs .through Saturday, May 4, at 
8: 15 • in the Union Cafeteria' on the Ithaca 
College Campus, P!ociuced· by_ Public Thea~re, 
now in its third year of operation, Salvation 
is the final presentation of the semester. Past 
productions have included Hair, Boys in the 
Band, Bye Bye Birdie, An Evening of 
Entertainment, and The Mad Show. The -Union 
cafeteria will be transformed into a_ nightclub -
with wine and _beer sold at minimal prices.· 
The cast, made up -of Ithaca -College and 
·Cornell students from varying majors, ·, have 
joined together to make Salvation a success. 
Cam Moody, a senior Speech and D,rama 
major is the director. Bob Lawson, a senior 
Biology major at Cornell is the musical 
dhector. 
Written for off-Broadway, the musical 
centers around eight people who a_re searching 
for salvation and an acceptance of themselves. 
They .want to ·live life to the fullest and. each 
must 'cleanse bis ·SCAii: before beginning,_anew. 
Rick Elice Dave Anton, Leslie Ann Berstein, 
Kerry S~hoenberger, Nancy Wade, Odis 
Spencer Jr., '--Liz Ferber, and Gus Cloutier 
make up the cast. Included in the array of 
music is the popular "If· You Let Me. Make 
Love To , You, Then Why Can't l, Touch 
You?" 
Admission is SO cents at the door . 
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corner of-stote and a~rora 
.:OPEN MON . ...:: SAT._9 am - 5pm 
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By· Sam Milgrim 
There's no easy way for:Cha,rJie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson-. 
But there is a way to make it somewhat easie~. Antonio. Or the National Nav;I Medical c~~ter in. , 
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions Bethesda. Maryland,. recognized worldwide for its 
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands work in Medical Research: · 
of you! professors, or those you make upon yourself · And if you've read this far, you may be interested 
-but 1t may free you from those financial problems in the details. Just sehd in the:coupi;,n and we'lt 
which, understandably, can put a crimp io your · supply them .. - · 
concentration. r----.;-.... .,. _________________ , 
If you qualify, our scholarship· program will COVl!r I · ~tr, F~rces Sch,l>rshlps _ . · _ Z-CH-44 I 
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll t _ un,vers;,i c,,y, Tex.:,s 7814ll , _ I 
receive a good monthly allowance all through, your 
1
1 1 desore lntorm.1i;on tor the roUOONlna proar~ .. ,, Army B I 
schooling, ' N:,vy C:: "'' Force !:; Med1Cll/0Sre!>Plllh•C r O Dental I 
Bui what happens after you graduate? · . I v~omury• c Poa,,try o Ot- tptease s~ec11y1 , , 1 . Thenr f!S a health care ·otficer- in the military I . · .. -1 -
branch of your choice YOU enter a·. professiMal I N,me -- •· !Please rmnu I 
en~ro~ment that is challenging, stimulating and -·1 soc.Sec.,. ___________ 1" · 
satisfying. - , I · I r 
· An environment which keeps you-fa cot)tact wilh 1- Address_ - --'---- _ I . 
prac!icalfy all .medical specialties. Which gives you I. · · · · ·._1- · · 
·the time to.observ_e and learn before you decide on · I ci1y ___ -- ·. 
1 your specialty_ Wfiich may presenfthe.®p0rtun;ty -·t s~t•-·-------~, · ·p ··... · ;," 
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medical achievements happening right 'where you _ · To fll'Jdu.:,to In-=,==- --,-c--,---.,.,...--,..- 1 ... . -~.:--.~:' : · 
.. work. Like_ at the Brooke .Army Medical.Center in· '::I-,. .,;,. . :.,_,. -'~th >_,. · <year>:..: . ·<delree> ·. - ·,.1 - . >·./. . 
.. San Antonio, Texas~ long noted for its B"u"m·Trea(~' •I' ·~>f•:>1 ll.r1i; · •. (~~i csay . .·. - ·1· ~---· -. 5,, -; 
. . .. ment Center. Or th~· home of Fli$ht .MediCirJe, the I , ' · ., - . 1 1 ·_ . ~, ·· - . -
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Someone Needs· You 
. Extension xI58, the Ithaca College Stu<le~t. 
peer- Crisis and . Counselin_g - Center· is. now _ 
·accep"ting. applications' 'for 'new members far' . 
Fall '74 term. Applications -are available in. 
Office of Campus Affairs in Egbert'· Union. · 
·The deadline is. 5:00 ·pm, May ,6. ·.-· · ·, . , 
f . 
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llfJ IN. THE SHADE 
NO RAIN IN SIGHT 
By Claire Burns 
As .a critic, one sometimes wonders if one 
should review the performances or the play 
itself. Let's take a total look at 110 in the 
Shad~, running up to (and including) this 
Saturday. Firstly, it's a won.derful camp of 
color, costumes and scenic charm. Secondly, 
that's also exactly what it is - camp. It's 
beautiful to look at and to listen to, but it 
belongs with that pile of old-time Bing Cro~by 
movies. That's not saying it's bad or wrong, 
that's just saying what sort of style it is. 
When the orchestra rises, wearing a cowboy 
hat or two, -we know we're on our way. 
The performances of certain individuals are 
captivating. Pljmdits certainly go to Charles H. 
Kirck · for his portrayal of the. patriarch of the 
Curry family. Believability and complete 
. characterization are really · appreciated by an 
audience when we'r~ given a f"me example of 
it. Grant Goodeve, as the dynamic Starbuck -
the Rai~maker who promises to .bring watery 
relief to the citizens of dusty Threepoint -
oozes virility and vitality. During cert.ain 
sections in some songs, however, it was 
necessary to strain to catch his words. It must 
be noted, though, that . the sound is far 
superior to what it has been .in previous years. 
· · In the lead role of plain Lizzie is _Polly 
Pen, who Starbuck makes feel beautiful. She 
has · a difficult part in the sense that Lizzie 
c'an easily border on the melodramatic. And 
Ms.· Pen b_ordered a bit on the melodramatic,· 
tie~g · a, mite too intense, in some, _spots. But f<~i-, :1>tai;nµ,i!1 _ i-md,..~ a . pl_ear, delightfui voice she 
r;1ted-,,:the _.profuse :applause -she receiv~d .and 
deserv~s ·some _ admiration. Her. youngest 
broth.er, played by· Scott Wallace, was a little 
"too much" but the energy was nice. It's also 
go_od to see a. capable male. dance and. Mr. 
Wallace. fits that bill. It is apparent that· the 
• I.C. girls can handle intricate choreography, 
but the men· leave a liftle something to be 
desired. Mention should also go to Francisco 
Laguei;uela as the sincere, McCJoud-type 
sheriff. 
The ChO!:lJS 
- The chorus must be congratulated for 
creating such specific ·roles without benefit of 
lines. It might have been too busy in the 
background; and because there were so·. many_ 
interesting, realistic thin~ to - watch thc~e, 
sometimes we didn't watch what we shoulo. 
The· scenery, ·designed by Albert Perrone, 
;.. ... 
'has to be picked out as just. delightful,, adding 
to the atmosphere created by Gail Speedling's 
costumes. Choreography, loose in some spots 
but excellent . in others, was auanged by 
Melody Meitrott and a very fme orchestra was 
under the direction of John Kroner. 
Technically the' odds were against the show 
due to the period of electrical black-out on 
campus which delayed work and threatened to 
change the entire lighting pattern. However, 
the extra effort required pa\(l off. 
110 in the ·Shade is being presented by 
Theta Alpha Phi, the drama frate"'ity and is 
under the direction of student Bill Errigo. The 
music is beautiful and several of the numbers 
are outstanding. It will tug at the hearts of 
some sentimental audience mempers and others 
will call it corn. But when ·you go, go in the 
right frame of mind.You're going back a ~ew 
years and you're just_ going to relax and enJoy 
yourself. 
Two Duo Recitals 
Faculty violinists Sonya Monosoff fr<:>m Corn~ll 
ind Agnes Va'das from Ithaca College will combine 
talents to present two dual recitals next w_eek. 
At 8: 15 p.rn. Thursday May 2, they will 
make their first appearance _in. Barnes Hall on 
the University campus~ The 'program will be 
repeated at the·- College's · School of Music at 
8: 15 Saturday, May · 4 .. The public is cordially 
invitedr to both performances. .; 
Miss Vadas;-:will be -ieafurel as violinist and 
Miss · Mon6soff _. violist in' 'the Duo for· Violin · 
and Viola in B flat Major by Mozart. As·· 
duo-violinists they will·· perfprm Duo fo~, Two 
Violins in D Major by Louis Spohr and 
Sonata for Two Violins by Prokofieff. From 
the 44 Violin· Duets of Bela Bartok, they will 
play five pieces inspired by folk music of 
Central Europe.. / 
The following programs will be broadcast on Sunday 
evenin~ May 5, 1974 on ICTV, Cable Channel 7. 
7:30 Consumer Insight Moving Is this week's subject. 
BIii Bennett, the local manager for George Treyez 
Inc. Moving & Stocage and Ellen Gottlieb o~ the 
Cornell College Of Human Ecology Join Pat Campbell 
to discuss the costs and what you should know 
before ·you plan to move. 
B:00 Allegro Throughout history, the paint t>rush 
and the musical staff have often paralleled each 
other In ·development. This week, hostess Diane 
Gayeskl explores that parallel with a special on 
music .and art. 
8:30 What's Cookin'? Lois O'Connor, a well known 
local autllorlty on herbs and spices Is guest chef this 
week· as she Joins Neal Schwartz and Fred Berner to 
add a new. twist .to. the preparation of your salads 
and a special dressing for them. 
9:00 Emphasis Ithaca ICTV's wee1<iynews-stfowtliat 
.reviews,. the past week's news events on and around 
the Ithaca College Campus. 
9:30 Freeze Frame Filmmakers Todd Caso and Mack 
Travis join host Skip Landen to discuss the 
techniques used and the problems they encountered __ 
when they filmed "The Token". 
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TO IEE OR NOT TO IEE 
By Very Swartz 
What do you get wh~n you com_bine the 
perfect smile, the perfect blue eyes; · the 
perfe&t confidence job, and the perfect · 
director? Why, the Academy A ward winning 
film, of course. The Sting, featuring the smile 
of Robert Redford, the eyes of Paul Newman, · 
the script of David S. Ward, and the direction 
of George Roy Hill, is a very enjoyable 
film-perhaps the most enjoyable, .but certainly 
not the best film of this· or any year. Ah, 
but. what the hang, Redford :gets cut a little 
but he never throws up on a priest; Newman 
wears a sleeveless undershirt and sleeps with a 
lady of questionable repute, but' he never says 
anthing worse than shit. The Sting is the kind 
·of film you can take the whole family to, 
without fretting about little Kyle or Mary 
Janine doing dirty things with a crucifix. 
Actually, the plot of The Sting is quite 
ingenious. Hooker ( Redford) loses his partner 
in petty cons to the wrath of the mob 
(lt>rded over by The Big Mick, played by the 
fine British actor Robert Shaw). Hooker vows 
revenge, and hooks up "".ith con man 
extraordinaire H'arry Gondorf ( old blue eyes). 
WELLS KELLY 
They decide to take The Big Man on the 
quintessential ride-against al!_ the odds. I 
mean, · nobody but nobody beats The Big Mick 
at his own _game; somewhere along· the way, 
however, we get the impression that Redford 
and Newman just might have a better chance 
than most of the riffraff Th!, Irish One has 
come up against. 
.t..,. '- - . ~: -- .. - ... ,~ . . ... ·' 
! • ~".- 1.._ I 
- ; .. ·. 
For the four shut-ins left in Tompkins 
County who haven't seen the film, I won't 
give away the ending; · suffice to say that, 
unless you are some kind of super sleuth, ·you 
will he surprised. Hearty applause is extended 
for the craftiness of David Ward's writing-he 
really had me going up until the very end. 
Accolades also go out to the myriad amount 
of fine character -actors assembled here-men '· ;, 
and women who have distinguished themselves 
over the years in hundreds of films and t.v. 
productions. Notable among the supporting 
cast are Sally . Kirkland, Eileen Brennan, and 
Harold Gould as the natty Kid Twist.. 
George Roy Hill, also responsible for the 
direction of Butch Cassidy, does a credible job· 
in estahlishing a mood that is light and fast 
without hecoming too cute (always a risk 
considering the stars he's working with). He 
lets the· film unfold like a vintage dime 
novel-turning the pages quickly, l~tting the 
niftiness of the script carry the weight of the 
film. 
The .Sting is downtown, don't you know. 
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enov~tion, -~_Jl~a~atioµ, Berrigan; Blackout . : . The Academic Year 1973-1974 
--f a'J'b18,r Dan The Energy Emergency 
On·a-'Wedn'e°sday ~ftemoon members, it has been in It was 'the greatest A nin'e year old _you can drive home on the 
in late JanuilfY; the Ithaca touch with Berrigan and .'potential disaster Ithaca ·transfo_rmer, at the College's day of purchase. 
Coll,ege Humanitie~ and· recently reported that B~rrigan College had ever faced. At privately-pwned power The Acute Crisis 
Science Faculty Council held is still interested in teaching 1 :45 p.m., . Wednesday, March substation, burned up inside. 
a _JBeeting which' started one her~ next spring. The 1 2 7 the . College lost all 'The piece of equipment was There was no electricity 
of the most controversial ele~trical power. For over an supposedly . good for fifty for nearly twenty-four hours 
issues that has hit Ithaca procedure for bringing ho\lr seven stunned ·students years, but like tha~ folio.wing the original 
College. Berrigan here as a. visiting were stuck in a' West Tower one-in-a-thousand Mercedes, it blackout. That first night saw 
T,he sou·rce of the professor I is following :Y.e_ry eievator. Others grimaced as turned out to be a le~on. a campus-wide party develop 
controversy was Daniel strictly along the · lii:i,es of the· their turntables screeched to a The difference was that a as students realized .. .._that •there 
Berrigan, or iit· some minds .new procedures as,drawn ·up halt .. Former Nassau County transformer doesn't. carry a were no facilities or 
President Phillips, for it was thro~g~- !he Co1:11muni~y high school, students· warranty and y_our local .,possibilities for anything else. 
· Phill.Tps• eleventh .hour decision Council. This !Ray include a reminisced about · the 1967 electricity dealership doesn't Between five and six hundred 
not to . hire Berrigan ·as a1 _lecture 'or senes of lectures northeast blaclcout. have a showroom full of, ·streakers entertained one or. 
visiting professor that upset' by Bemgan next semester. ~~"15.:"". spanking-new transformers that two thousand spectators toting 
students and faculty. ,,,,,,-,~·r" · flashlights and flash cameras. 
Berrigan' had origianlly been · - ,· The management of Discount 
contacted-·about a possible iiiifil Liquors and Beverages 
post here through H & S d o w n t o w n g r i n n in g I y 
Dean Baker. He visited the ,.- announced to one reporter 
ca111pus on . September 28th, ~ll!l'r1i:~ i4ill;:o;;-a~ll:"tl tha( due to IC students, their 
and ~ventually wrote Baker a cu.,.__;.."'..,···-··~ business was seven times 
letter in:_ which he said that greater than usual .. .for a 
he would like to teach here Wednesday night. Later that 
fo_r _the 1975 semester. evening Safety Pivision .posted 
However, before that letter patrol cars at· both College 
reached Baker, Phillips, in ""11:iilli,"\'I~• 'entrances, ·to make sure that 
consultation· with ;Baker and no suspicious persons would 
Provost Darrow, decided to arrive on campus t9. take 
rescind the offe{. advantage of the_ situation. For the first few weeks 
after the retraction of the ~!::111111..... Three Transformers Arrive 
offer students and _faculty 
expressed ,indignatidh'. ·oy~ two ... ;;.,.... The next day, at 11 :00 
central issues. One, -was- the a.m. Thursday, three smaller 
unstated. reas'o:ns --for..:· the --i~~w.,,.... transformers which had been 
withdrawai. of°.· .the·•. ·off~r, the· located at an unused-substa-
o the r · ·-c.o·n-¢·e~ined' -the tion in Candor, New York, 
decision-'ma:-k~g·-: proc.e~ at were pressed into service. As 
Ithaca College, .. '-, :~8,.:imH2, a result, the campus had 55% 
Faculty· ·and _student .,,..,.-,;;. _ ___,, " of its power back. In the 
response 10·. the issue took· .-.:-..~ meantime, students, faculty, 
form imme"diatety·. · .Stud_ent; · ~:.illaiAiiiiJ ""l'lllllr-P•.,...IIA:;..;. staff,/ and administrators 
Congress j~thorized· a_ Steering · i.--- mobilized to deal with what 
Committee. The··· Faculty· ~~r,...;~~~~~~~~~-iiiiiiiiS was expected to be a lengthy 
Council held an. emergency power shortage. _Sparked by 
session. President .Phillips came --- _,__ !IDl!~ll!lllii the enthusiastic behavior of 
before 1a packed house in the the Campus Activities' Office, 
Performing Arts· Building to more than. a hundred stmlents 
try and ,explain his stand.' banded together under · the 
There was even an .. attempt· ,... b·anner · of "Power People". 
made. b Y t h..e Ste erin'g The result was a complex 
Committee~ to·· have Phiilips system for getting infonn,ation 
censured.~ af. __ ;a Community -·~:-'._~;-~~~- and assistance out to the 
Council ni~ting. t . . .-_ ··• w111c11 ·way do the sands run-from here? .- college community. . 
When t,t'he smoke .had · · - · · · ,·President Phillips was out of 
,~~·::~f.:;,.~::i15.; -_ f,fi::e '.::C:Ollsta'llt Change ffi;:~ ::~r:u~:~!. p;~~~:1 
Congress fpproved a six po~nt , · · · -.·, : _; ·· ·'.: · _. :,. _ .. ,:;. -. .. . : . · . . . _Frank Darrow, along with the 
platfo~m~ and a. Steer~g Renovations·:-seet~(-t~. ·1iave{·_ Jfht: · P,lans _. for the_ library more s~ace _to use. Career _oth~r- 1!1e~b~rs of t_he 
C om_m1.ttte ~~et1~g , ... with · been 3:" tnajor __ :j:o~ceJli:;:_ i!rt· __ inc~~d~; the_ ·_c_onstru~t1ons of . Plans_ will move. to the first_ .P~.es1dent s Cabinet, readied 
Pres~~nt 1:illlips ,_.p.ro~l!~ed ampusd:1¢{.yeai; "Tbree·,hia,ior :· _two.--new. flooTS; on tot! _of the ·floor of the L1b.tiUY, -.,_There themselves for 22-hour days 
three co ss1ons ,pn ._P~)µ~f :\novt'tr'cin ~,plan-i·'..-;we·te'·.,exi$.ting.~tructute •. It, however, .will also be a large .as chief coordinators of the 
part::. Qny. of. th~: ~~~:~f~i~.-~ouncdci/~datiq-~.1he{~o;&h ·wilg.not ~~ ·-~o~n µntil J_une_ -.,_m_..ulti-purpose room. with impr~mp~ Emerge?cy Energy 
the for ation.~;,J>f:~-~.,,::1~in!:~.year.~:;]jii\~:'$~tcni1iei"/--.'iili.-~:iL-sufflCl~n.t.: f~ds· will -;1;,e· move.able walls for the utmost. Cabinet. ·Physical Plant 
stude~t~~c:~1~~1:'t?~~ Scb~af~f.:'r•(~tant',1".fu.?5.:g.e-7·:.~~ble fnt: ij~ floors. . As, iri verstility. Anothe~ room on personnel prepared to work 
c~m1t~~~~-~(tf-:;.M,.~k,\~~-:;:~ot011't\t'.:~n}i,-..:'-:a:;:e~~:.~-r~4~,_ .. n~~":~!~c;oi:din~,· _to the f~, --~oor will ·be ~ . ·double and triple - ~e for a 
f~~ula~ -'P~ 1.· .• ..,,~·,;;,.~ .. ,~~r~,i:k:-•}~~·!P···~fU.~~~~:i).#r;.~~.-:}~~'-mst~o~ ~·expeumental .· classroom , ;few_ months. They. discovered 
hi!1111 _- ofi . P!Qiessorll,_ ·:which . ~cf-.•':· · · · ' · ·e--::::tb'f_-::·re·s91'rce-" center. _·,w~ch.; .is acc_ording to Scoones,- wh~re th~ cGuldn't ~e1! punch out 
w1 t-1~,: .• t· 1J}.J ....... ~ 9 !~ ~~~~;~,: i,e;haps ·:,:_pr~•e_ntly ', 10'?~.t~d .. -1.n :·. ~e ~.e acbers. c.~~- ._m_e~t , with : _afti~e clocks didn t work. 
Bmipn 5.' ~-~-~-'-i:ffoms"..-_t~ijii;~::~·10- · ~~en.t·-.of -~~-Zf.~.· buil~mg s-tud~nts and;-~. ·~U~,.\~~W,_ , ,'C·.O!n t) es s fa c Ult Y • 
~~,ecf.. -· .. ·;~~ -~-.-;~1i~ta~ri,~ii\--iii,~iuftOU~A~,~~Y- ~~ "Lflfijl_ fl~l.Df · ~ of ,t911c;~, µ~~DI&· >administrators, do_wntown 
_- .:~1!0-~~ . . . . , !"~~~"J .... .;'.'j)f§,·~~~;:·~- ·,·._tli~ ·-~~;-. n~·:··,~\l~- :~?J' __ the· ·-variety,. : o'f.~ .. ~tJ:u~tiO.~~ ~.b~ess and ~d~nts _opened 
esta~lillb~ -•. :·,tli~.1::~ ~ ~~--~"'•"b\"'r).i'r . J '• '::tt,w.e?s::,..~,.-_con~st··:of,·:.st~k~---~~ce,\:aids...:._ that w~.: be installe~. their homes,' theJt ... kitchens, 
,of/..ctbe: ,,i· >-~~- ·' t'~~ ~- . ~ ~. \-m ''ftt.:.J)te:_',-~m~rcif.or:~:· .. r~~ -~J_ld.'_.-There will·--~alsti ~- a ~ounge their showers. and ~eu: hearts:." ~-~~~U : . t .· .:<',I..., .. ,~·.. ·, : ,.,, ···~.,.~. ~~iaJ~~~~~-,~~ ,n.;,::A~~~- ,-ii.,~;,',-W_!l~rt-Y~~~~n~ -~d :to ·_stud.e~u~·.·-~me ;:~~-- wh~m:_ 
1~t:ent ·-:.:o :. · -: >l . .., · ''i~ · .,,t,, .W'~i ::<:ent~,;v,iilL pmain:"1-QO. dtc~W. ~ can:>.meehap~ · !Jlk·, µl,; ... w·e.n -~ h.a~1n, drtf1culbes . hori~-·~~)~: '' ' . ,, ..,ro,i~, • ' '{.,. · ... : ' . : :«, ''ic."··::.·~fi1Jnjoy---1Nf.' wnf·liave''°.): -~--~~f:°'fellW4 ,:tiill'iroftMent • .' ... _. ~· ~-f."i.'· ', . .::·, <. :,,·:J , . -· 
....... , :.~-,-F ·™'it'."'~J~/.l' .. , ":. ,<-~~~':.i,f:::,;5•,.1:,~:-°'S',~, .. ~~,..;,:._.:l~;:,, _. -~~~'(' _,-. . , , .. , ·,: . .- ... t(eo tlilu•d·on:.pai,e two .. , ., , (Con ·~lll•f ~It Dage-three .. , 
• 7.;:~f • ~, =-~:'...-..,,i.-~iJ ;.:_"',~,-~".::,'•;'·;,;·~~:,,~:!.~'£.,'.);::\,~~;;,.1,.-:, •;·i..J:1•,•.:i!,t\:_.;.:•,..(",.J- .. ~}V"', '·, '. '1':·~~ .' :- p . . • .. , • 
~. -_- - .-
~:· .: ·: 
around the campus 
Whatever happened to ... 
... Daniel Berrigan? 
... Bogdan_ Mieczkowski? 
... electrical status at J.C.? 
... aRimals supposedly outlawed on campus? 
... the Vice President for College Relations? 
... tenure? 
... the New Faculty Handbook? 
... the l.C. orchestra going to India and Russia? 
... Mike Hunt? 
... the Oral Robber? 
... United Fann Workers' protests'! 
... Sharon Stiackup? 
... the N.Y.S.A.? 
... the student photography movement? 
... Guru Maharaj Ji? 
I 
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-Jn the spring of 1973, proceedings we-re to -the lth~can, expressed his 
economics professor Bogdan c o mm e ti. c e, the t-w Q desire , -to- have the hearing 
.Mie.czkowski was dismissed·- lawyers-Walter Wiggins for the open -to the-· entire College 
from his position for reasons ·college -and- Barney Buyouc~ 1 .community. Faculty members 
that are still being disputed. for -Mieczkowski-agreed on did walk in and out of the 
He -contested, the action the AAUP panel. Tll~y Board ,Room--througbout the 
several times, - including civil ~decided to· include George hearing. , 
court, l!nd presently an AAUP ,· Hildebrand, an . ec-o~omics · Delays, D~lays _ 
hearing tlta.t · may possibly professor from Cornell, Frank The proceedings stopped, 
continue for years. Darrow, I.C:'s Provost, Ernest and were scheduled to 
President Phillips originally'- Warren from the Cornell Law continue during Christmas 
requested tha H & S Faculty School, George .Drisc_oll, vacation. They were- also 
Council to review a file on former chapter president of scheduled to continu~ -at the 
Mie-czkowski that he the- AAUP- and Professor E. end of JanU!lfY.' once in 
prese.nted. They did, ~nd William- Terwilliger from J.C. February, ~~d again' in M_arch. 
returned the · file with . a Meanwhile, MieczkQwski's MieczkowskC.s ·lawyer ttiet 
signed letter recommending status was altered from "on with a serious _accident -in a 
that· Mieczkowski be dismissed leave" to -~·~on leavewith pay." plane crash arid that held up 
"as soon as -possible." The Presid_ent ~illips decided- to the he~~~ for some time, 
recommendation also suggested at least restore Mieczkowski's Testimony was sup~osed to 
that he take a leave -of salary--re-troacUve .to be given and more evidence 
.. _chain letters? 
... )'J? · absence "to seek medical September, 1973-until after presented last Fric;tay, ·--,\pril attention.'' the decision of the hc.;ari!1g 26. -The papers and files sat 
___ Fobin Risher? 
... the Haunt ads'? 
.. Rapunzel? 
... Hyde Park? 
... WICB's review of fair promotton procedures? 
... the Quad party? 
... morals'/ 
... the ski slope'? 
... the Exorcist'? 
... air conditioning in the library'/ 
... Skiing and Hockey Clubs? 
... Mom? 
__ the two weeks of robberies before vacation? 
___ streaking? 
He:nd on the 1-Iill? 
1he Constant Chang~ ..,,.,. .... 
to renovate the Union and 1 
1cont,nued from page one-aJ the Towers. Director' of 
It is not yet known when the Business - Services Bob 
project will he started, but. Howland, felt that the 
Sc o on es said i I would cafeteria would he the best 
probably be no earlier than place to spend the money 
October, and possibly not since $15,000 would not go 
until next spring.- very far in improving the 
The money for the Tower's dorm, but would go along 
Cafeteria is coming from a way in providing diners with 
proiccl- started two years ago "a pleasant eating experience". 
GOT A -JOB? 
If you have a bachelor's degree you may 
haw trouble finding J job. Even a master's 
degree or a PhD may not help. 
But, this Summer you can gain the skills 
necess,ny for a paying job in the Fall. 
If you have at least d bachelor's degree-
--no matter what the subject area-you are 
qualified to enter the Secretarial Scien-ce 
lr.istitute at Tompkins-Cortland Community 
College this Summer. The twelve-we_<:k-
institute provides you with typing, short-
hand and bookke_eping -skills, and knowl-
edge of secretarial office procedures. 
Students completing the program will 
be qualified to accept positions in business 
and industry-paying j<?~s! 
All courses will be offered on the beautiful 
new Tompkins-Cortla~d Community Col-
lege campus in Dryden, N.Y., midway 
--between Ithaca and Cortland. 
For complete info{mation write to: 
SUMMER SECRETARIAL INSTITUTE. 
TOMPKINS-CORTLAND--- -· 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE · -· 
170_-N·O-R!H --STREE} · 
DRYDEN, N.Y :- 13053· .. , .. : 
. . - •, 
. .. .. ~. 
Mfeczkowski contested his committee and the H & S on the desk of Ejleen 
dismissal· on the grounds that, Faculty Council. unanimously - Dickinson, Executive .. Assistant 
Phillips· never sent him a expressed tlieir support of- his to the .Presid_ent, all day . 
letter of warning before his decision. There are so many people 
letter of dismissal, a There-· were more obstacles, irrvolved, according to Ms . 
procedure allowed for in the and the hearing was delay~d Dickinson, it's · next to 
faculty handbo_ok and by the for --oveT one month. impo~ible to_ find a time 
AAUP guidelines. _Scheduled_ to- .begin on when· ·everyone 'can. get 
C o n t. rove rs y and Decmeber .. 10,1973, at 10:00 'together to . continue the 
complications abounded, as a a.m., ·it went· according to hearing. _ 
site for the hearing, as well schedu-le. The -P,roceedings Mie.czkowski remains on 
as a date, time and even the occurred in the Board Room leave, with pay, but by a 
hearing panel itself couldn't on the _third floor of -Job vote of the H & S Faculty, 
be agreed upon. Hall, and contin_ued for a few regained his voting rights as a 
Panel Decided Upon days. member of fhe H & S 
A w ~ e k be fore the ~eczkowski, in a letter to faculty. . 
MGior· Electrons 
Probably .. the most talked t · -, -. L • d • · 
:~~:v.~!0 ns°\ ~::: 0 r et;;~ 0 r.l S ffl, · e I _ In· g 
Hall. Being · the oldest donn . Ithaca, April 18 , ' 
on . campus, it was first 'in - The Prism Party car1ied home Other candidates running for 
line to be remodeled in a t~e elections for Executive the two year position_ on the 
building . project, scheduled to Board of Student Congress last _Boad included Mark Sperling, 
.be completed by I 977. week, taking in entirety the Bill Shayn~, .and Judy McCoy. 
The project at Lyon will . stude~t off_ices of Presi~ent_~nd Chris ·Nelson, -the person 
be an experiment in the types four Vice P~esidents·by a large.-pre_sently. ,occupying, the 
of improvements, ·_that appeal ~ajgin. The Prism candidates position, will ·have · his ·term 
most to students. Housing . won by · approximat~ly _ one expire . at the close • _Qf the 
director Dave Lord and · hundred fifty to two hundred ,;emester. 
architect. Bob Frisch voteseach. ·Tuey- each were 
collabor11ted and asked, a Andy Telsey, .. the new allowed to have either one or 
_group _o_f t_wo hundred _ _presidenJ. won with a total of two people_ !!l)ellk_in:tbeirbeh'alf 
students what type, of fea~ures 554 votes and-Cindy Miller, now just prior to the voting. Then the 
s}ould b-e · added. The Vice· President of Campus firstofthethreeroUcaUsbegan. 
r" s p O n s e was a Imo st - affairs, to,9k a total of S'B votes. The first-to be eliminated was 
unanimous for carpeiing · itf Jo_sh _Leonard, .':'i£e ?r_t!sident_ of Judy. McCoy, with the other 
the halls _ and repainting. Business and Finance, Calhhne three contenders fmishing within 
Single ropms and more useful Lake, V_ice President of Stu_dent two votes of each other. Mark 
furniture were -also high on '5elations and C'ommunicaho~s.~Sperlins lost in the - second 
the_ list of requests. Students and ____ Sae Rothenb~rg, V!_ce runoff,'·,and finally Lei.ding \11..s 
asked also for· _improv:ed Pres~dent for Academ_ic Affrui:5, able toFbeat Bill Shayne by a 
lighting and, soundproofing;- attained an equ~lly_ wide margin nineteen to ·seventeen margin. 
In complying with these of vot~s ~ver their _opponents.. Walt -wilf begin his term next fall 
_ requests: C'oin.:identally. :he '- 1111 ~~ and hold it to the conclusion of 
The halls are to be. Phoenix' Party ran second 10 the Spring semester of 1976. 
carpeted with- colors that will each category of the race. AU --
complement the color of the the members of the par'ty, J-U lodpe 
walls. The corridors will be- headed by Jay Fulham, garnere51 I\ ~' 
. one color, similar to those in 11pproximately 250 -votes. The I) t 
1
,j-
' the terraces.__ Midnigh_t -Ride_rs, - with eSi 'fOU8_w--
The pres~nt lounge will be piesidential candidate Leah , ,, 
redone and a new T.V. -will Fackos, finished dead last with Ithaca, Oc-t. 18 
be installed. · tallie's be twee!\ 170--2~0 each. The, Ithaca College chapter of 
Singles will be constructed __ - Ahd~ Telsey .atl_nbute<t th_e the Delta Kappa fraternity lost 
by eliminating---- the wall.> easy v1cto_ry for Pnsm t? their its most valued possession 
between two rooms and contact wit'.!i, students dunng the Saturday morning when their 
constructing two walls, thus campaign. Weeks.- before __ - the $15,000- lodge and retreat went 
dividing the space in thirds. ele_?tion the ~ndid~tes we~t- up_in smoke. -. . -
These rooms will be identical - door-to-door <l:iscussm~ then After a late'F:riday night party 
in area to the singles. in the plans and makmg their faces at the.toage, Mike Sta~ton and 
terraces. Four-man suites will known-. around school. They Peter Mills~ two fraternity 
be constructed by· placing a asked, stude~ts !hat·. type - of brothers.- arrived hack at the 
dorr in the '#311 between_ two pro~osals ~hey _would llke to s~e lodge at 12:30 pm Sat!,Jrday _,to 
present double rooms .. One of · re3!ized -m Stu~~n~. - C~ngress fmd the. building ablaze. The 
the adjoining rooms is ·action an~ famihanzed them Danby Fire Company was called, 
planned to be__ the bedroom ,with the Prism platform., .:: · . - - - _, 
containi11g bunk:- beds Noting_that coiitact with_thebut CC!Uld not keep -~ne 
s-epanrted by a -movable - ·.student b<!dY is-necessary to the one-roo!l' retreat from h~r~m_g 
wardrobe. · The-- other room positive function_cifany Student 10 -the ground. The_ fmi--Js 
will be a combination lounge . Congress, the -new office~ hopq- ~h~ught to have he,m kLndled by 
'and Study ' to continue this door tO dooj ma(l~qUalcly ~O~ISl!IJ . charq>~!S 
- -- None !?· the .plan-ned1 fi-isc~ssion to_,-_ dis~ov.er. --.thl!I left in a -,r~~ c:a.n. -~~cn-_th_e l_ast 
t . · - · · t ff t ,op1·ru·ons and w.ishes of students hr<>lhers .4epa.tted, that _morning renov~ ions are. gmng o a _ec , _ .·. , - • -i:,fO·JO m ·. ·_ · ·- . 
students'- -tuition. The 'byon · _-_ .. ,,_. - :c.·,. .• ·,:. __ ... , _· -· -·-.-, 3, -.,. ·, -.1\- • . . .. , . ,. • .- , 
do.rm and To~ers-~-·cafeteria. ' ...... _.chng __ . -·-D~fta,Kappa-wastliloii[y,G~eek 
pr9jects ·are- bo-th being ltha--:-- A()rif:l'.s''•.,;'.-.·. _:-- -,-"c\rganization .-ti,.~'.:own'-' 1'su~h -·a 
-financed by funds set· asi(f~ .- ·This~a_, - - ·k,- -8,,tu.:....d:,-,. ,-.c· - -· ·. --·-·.:facility:-- Althougli .. ·rh:J°y:·Jptan ·10 [o h . t -ct· d''·the· -- ... ~ee _s ent onlfeSII _ .-,. "· .-_ ·~ ·. --~·-n 
~. sue cons ru . 10n, ~n , . -meeting W 'bishlf•~ed :,by.; 't11e · _[r~~·l.d ,t!le -louge:, rt-S":!9!..'i ,was, 
money (or the Library. pro1ect ·~ ·· ti , · · /!_,81te- ,ll!~,. · -. · -· · . 1mmeasurahl.e.J:o--tfJt."'hT:Ot'itl!IC:. - ·. 
· t· ely fr-om do-nors and· e_c 0 ~ 0 "' r.-awns.as-one · · s· h' · r. -h · ··-·- ~- - h 1S - en 1f - f' · 't-h·_- .. · _ .1-,t · •. -_ ;. ·· d. · · - ·: o(t _. ·o .- av1ng ·-J ·;prot ~t 
th' F-· d of IC -the 0 :. e ... ,·w.,o-,.stu e-n.t.: · .. --'I-_·-·-··, 1.11, · e . n:e.11..., S• -th t • f•, d d '. iep,eaenfatives:-to: tfie :lfqal!4 of. d!':/" 0. W~ p~o!Y.rbJr,- ,t ~; Wbt'S~-
or~antzat1un ·- c! . un. e - :rnisf~--· .:i - ._.,,.o'j '- -·a small: ~~mg:_,t_h~r -'~i<!HN: .. ~~-PP~_!t'. \~aid· 
~nends _ lfall ·an~_, afte~- who~-. ni . ,,.,,,-. ".':'°! .me 'lhlt~-·, ..... _._ ff '.111t ~~~~Qf_ ~ i:en~oU:~:_R,~aJ~r.. 
1t was, ,named,·- -· , .... · -.. i,. -· ~ ,.,J1-~.:,-~~t1, ... .,..,:-:-;".,~~ ·'·~.t :\ll~tteo'(ijj(iii;iflt.e~.t~r.i~r.- ~ · 
- · :---. ·_ · '._:-· - -· -· --< .. ::-- -.:.·.(::--,.:.'.· :.;.,-:·~-.-.. ·~··::>::\:;::··\~:,<_\'.'~:Jti::t:~.'.t;it~r1.~ifJ}t.t 
__ 1i.f.:f--: -- -- ----- - r ,__: ____ - ______ .-:..:..1".__' ---- -----~----~"--"''- '--'-"--~~"'-"--~' ,-·,a ~-:,-"~-'-"; ·-:-·i .. _.,;.~'.~· .. .:<\; '; .,.- :_::J:L:~:;,:;;·,:;j,!~: __ ,.?£i~::-~;L'. :; x~ .. ,-: ... --' -·;,~8'-t4-w t'j -,:.,;:J.,:,!.'tl~i&;, ... ,c<;.-. .:.1:r~:..,, .... ~~,.J!,.,-~,· 
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19'.73.']4:·Academic Year At A Glance 
' Sept~mber 
-Stl,lden.t- rally (?) to impeach Nixon ........ . Exit Division of Communications, enter School 
Guru Maharaj Ji holds Millenium '73 in Houston Yes concert ............................. , . 
Back to school Israel and Egy{>t sign peace treaty .......... . UFW comes to town ..................... . 
Crosby/Nash co~~~rt · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
The _World Series (Ya gotta believe ... )· ....... . December 
Goodbye Alexander ...................... . 
\ 
March / 
Watergate loses interest . 
New· York's drug laV{s go· i~t~ ·eff~ct · : : : : : : : : . Professor Hugh Hammett leaves for RIT ..... 
· Pete Rodino becomes chairman of the House Patty Hearst ....... , .................... . I 
October Impeachment. Committ~e .... -.· ............ . 
Andy Orgel elected National chairman of AERho 
Ice Cream Store Opens ................... . 
' a week of bljzzards ........... _ ........... . Power failure; the lights go out ............ . 
A.A.U.P. revived ......................... . exams ................................. . The drug busts .......................... . 
Paul Simon concert long vacation and Merry Christmas ......... . Norman Mailer · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Kolioutek flops .................. , ....... . April 
football season ~ta~ts· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
The Landon Five and the Halloween Ripoff .. _,,. 
The Yorn Kippur War .................... . 
Spiro Agnew. resigned .................... . 
January 
Second Semester 
The lights come on ...................... . 
New Riders concert ...................... . 
WICB gets new transformers ............... . 
Baker evaluation begins ................... . 
N.Y.S.A. Happy New Year? ...................... . 
History Department course~ all four credits .. . 
Aaron hits 715th ........................ . The Super Bowl ......................... . Kent State reopened ..................... . Ithaca College's lee Hockey Team returns November from Cenada victorious ................... . Mitchell, Stans acquitted .................. . Housing lottery .......................... . 
Brim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carlton Wood Coach of the Year .......... . 
Bette Midler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mike St. Louis drafte·d by Expos .......... . Cornell Folk Conert ...................... . 
Focus cancelled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . February 
The College relo'cates, Sharon Shackup becomes a 
celebrity and pizza found dangerous .. -...... . 
Miecz,kowski "returns" ................. ·. . . . A 
Parents Weekend· ...... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l)anie_l Berrigan. Aifair .................... J . 
Prism elected with the Electric Company and 
the Ithaca Nine ......................... . ;J;' and the Family Stone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steenng Committee formed .............. .' .. 
aca Mayor ~onley reelected ........... · · · Attempted censure of President Phillips ..... . 
A misleading editorial concerning the student 
trustee election .......................... . 
Ill II •n • 1rs1w1NeHUII I I 1111 Ill II -·- - I 1111111 t I 1--11 Ill 11111 IMNIIHteeeeeHHI ... I .... IHIH ............. •11111111 p I '! 
SAGA RETURNS the academic.ycar. Mr. f,..kNei:ly
0 B . El t d'P . ·o 
foresee~ two ddinik problems. • a1zer -ec e res-1 en t 
Ithaca, Sept. 6 
service director during t
1
he last 
six years of their previous 
engagement here. Returning 
with him is George Hall, former 
manager of the Tower Cafeteria, 
now a manager in the Union 
along with Dave . Dalmat . Dave 
One 1s thc problem of · • 
'l.'OllllOiling ,·111,~. inl,> lhl·,dining_ of Revived A~U p 
ha!ls. A lack ot surVt"1llance u1 Ithaca, Nov. 15 Saga Administrative 
Corporation has now returne·d to 
the Ithaca College campus, 
putting a new layer of fresh 
meat on top of 'the soggy roll of. 
CMI in tlie Big Mac of 1.C. 
mealry. 
. was Union manager two years 
ago. Now in the Towers is Brian 
Sarris, and in the Terraces, Rick 
Valway and Rick Steinmeyer. 
this area cost C'MI greatly lasl 
year. "People will just havc to 
have their meal tickets with 
them," he rem.irks. "I don't care 
if I make enemies of people 
without meal t1ckcls. The fellow 
who pays $735 a year for his 
meals should not have to pay for 
the rip-offs as well." 
..\~h 11r Bal/l'I. 
I· n!!,11,h. ha, 
P1t",1dl·111 ol 
hl'l'll 
l h l' 
l'il-l'lc'd 
lll'Wly 
r l' , u r r ,. c t l' d f\ 111 ,. r I l' ;1 n 
!\SSOl'la I lllll of li lll\'t'r-.11v 
Profe~so1s ('haplt'r on lh
0
l' 
Collcgt· Campu~. J"od;1y 111,· 
i\~S0l'lat1on I~ lllCl'lin)! (l) f1IJ \)ll' 
other off11.:e~ ol lht· A~soc1at1on 
,111d lo d1Sl'll" lhl' lulurt· pl.111s 
ol the A~,llrwl11in 
Tht• Alll<Tll':.111 A~,lic1at1011 ol 
Umvlr~11y l'rofr~s1>r, ( AAlll'l 1s 
.J nat1onw1dc organ11aluin wh1d1 
wa~ foU11dcd SO yt•ars ago. 
Prcst!nl llll'lllbcrsh1p "estimated 
{continued on pag~ six-a) 
Following nine years as the 
1 thaca C9llege food service, Saga 
lei} for one year, being replaced 
by Catering Management, Inc. 
(CMI). CMI actually signed a 
two-year contract, but they 
managed, o-r rather 
Return Hailed Sp.iritual Center Plans 
"mismanaged". to roll up a half Bob Howland, Director of 
Business Services, "couldn't be 
million dollar loss in their first 
year, which lends to make the more pleased" that '·Saga has 
future look a bit unprofitable~ returned. In negotiating with 
CMI. decided not lo return to Sag~ for the job, !fow!and 
campus thi's ye· . d . ti . specifically requested that, 1f at 
c1r, an m 1e1r all 'bl M M N I . place we have Saga once ag~in. · · posst e, r. c ee Y ~gam 
S;1g,1 iduru~ with I I' be plan:d in d1arj!l" ot llw 
· '· account. And Saga. along with 
McJ}eely as director. Mr. McNeely. bndt·d the 10h. 
McNeely was also Saga's food llowt:ver. al lht· hl·ginmng ol 
Ithaca, Feb. 28 
A recent donat10n to the 
College of considerable size has 
brought the construction of an 
on-campus religious center a step 
closer to.reality. The gift, which 
amounts . to $'.!50 000 was 
presented to the ~cho~I · by 
H~rman Muller, Jr .. in memory 
of his parents. The money was 
DIVINE- MISS M. 
ROCKS ITHACA 
Ithaca, Nov. 15 -
I l 1~ 111,i,·,·d .i ', .1, ;1 y \\ ht·n .1 flawless and of superior· quality. improvement. That's all I can 
painrnwr II\, . .., up l&> .ill 111~ tor· while the Divine Miss M was just say' I've run oul of adjectives. If 
hal ;fdv;111<·,· nol1l'l'' hpl·c·1all~ .am a'/. in!?. An ahsolutely you missed hcr this time. don't 
wh,·n th,i...,\ no11c,·~ :11,· .1, awe-inspiring performance with make thc same 1111slake 
1111pr,·~-.l\·,· .1, l\·,·1,· tho-.c· nl 1h,· little room or need f~r again. 
·~-•ray -"""""''""'-" ...... ,,_, __ .......... _ Divine Mis~ M .. l'uhli,11\ can hl' 
a ,kadly Wt·apon \\ h~·n 11,l·d 
p r'" P l' r I Y h Y t h .. ,. (continued from page one-a) campus. It was a beautiful, 
1111a~t'·l'reat111g 111:1~ll·1~ nt till' roughing it for the first time sunny day and the humor in 
l'l"l'ording mdu~, r} .. \, 111,· go.ii in their lives., The enthusiasm, · front of the · Union was 
of their puhhc1ty 1, .ilw.iy, to the comradeship, the almost as thick as the 
makL' mom·y or return ~amc on substantial amounls of mai;ijuana smoke. 
that alrcadv investt·d. indw,lry understanding was touching. Then . began the not 
hype is na1~1rally ov.:rstated and The practice of a few local unpleasant task of dismantling 
overrated more oflen·than not. merchants of raising the Ilrices emergency systems on every 
Tht1s myself and Ji,oo others of flashlights, transistor radios,. level. The Office of Campus 
, were in for a plca~ant surprist' and windup clocks to three Activities looked like the New 
Friday n·ii?ht in the Ben_ !. ight times their normal price was York Times press room for at 
-:.!.!ymnasium. For Bclle M1dler 111 almost heartbreaking. least a week afterwards. When 
concerf is everything thcy say B_Jl- electrical storm ·cut 
she is and much mu..:h more. /\n Coming of the End . tompkins County's power for 
· exciting multi-talented actress. an _hour a week later, nearly 
performer and entertaim·r. lkllt: On Sunday, March 31, the fifty "power people" had 
totally captivated and enthralicd good news -came .. After having asse'mbled in less ·than. ten 
a mi '-L'd It h,;1,·a aud1t·nl·.:. followed up nearly 600 leads minutes, naturally falling into 
As a live aci Bette- is across the country: without .the grind again. -
' i · ·immea~urahly more impressive su,cess, New York - State On . Saturday, March 27, 
in concert than she is on vi~yl. E 1 e c tric · and Gas Corp. after ex tensive repairs in 
··whether or not you likf ,her discovere.d three larger B~ff_alo, the college's original 
·recording.,; (and I personally did transformers in Brook,tonallle, transformer was set in its 
not care for The· Divine Miss M New York-Four miles from rightful place once again. 
lp), . ~er concerts are ·rantaatic, Ithaca College. The cheenng System!i. are now in place. to 
. ¾nd then som~ Words s\mply was muted, however, because ~deal with any subsequent 
_ /cannot d,escrihe the performance the, word was ·that it r might power crisis. The Tower Club 
. ,'. · J~ett~..-gave friday pigJit. There take a _week· o: more before · has emergency_ lighting: Job 
. ar,c na words i;tro-ng enough to __ they c~uld be · installed. "Nhen Hall has 6udgetary systems 
.• :. 
1
~escrihe how absolutely·finestie, the lights 'c&Jrie up: on -ready to deal 'with the next 
:'. . was. An ini:redihk performer, a- Wednesday, m_aming, April 3,, cr,isis. And New York State 
donated with the idea that it be 
used to help to develop the·· 
spiritual and emotional growth · 
· of the College community. · 
To deal with the problem of 
how tftis end could be best met, 
President Phillips has organized a 
task - force· to coordinate 
community input. The task 
force is chaired hy Vice 
President of Student Affairs Gus 
Perialas, anJ also includes 
students Jim Kt:lsey, Sue 
Denner. Chns Nelson, and Tom 
Sprague. The force's initial 
proposals of how to best invest 
the money are· leaning in the 
direction of a multi-purpose 
chapel or spiritual center. 
-Appi:oximately .$300.000 is 
being budgeted for thc proposed 
chapel. and construction will not 
begin w1til all the necdcd funds 
are secured. At the present, 
there are no forseen obstacles in 
ohtaining all the necessary funds 
to mcct construcllon .:mh. The 
chapel will ht: fully tundcd by 
outsuk gilt~. the· only co~ts 
which thc College will mcur will 
he Jlro~e of maintenence 
expenses once the structure is 
completcJ. 
The Staff Also Changes 
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Anywhere a Ve~p~ Veep?;·-· · 
1ttt;~~ .. ~~:·l"~.!n1 <>I thi, ,Id in NYSA-- D~~_lares Intent 
thl' Chro,11,k ot l11!!h<'I e\' _ 
l-ducat1on 1, onl" uf two ma1or ___ ,,. Eight months after its Y:-~ai-'s work was a 
t:fforh of 111<· ~ar,h <"11 mm,p,·.: se inception; the New York ,"Declaration of Intent" 
I 11 ~ a th t" r I ll g pr'>.., pl.'": t 1 \' l" 3oard . ' . • S tud~nt Association (NYSA) establishing the organizaticin's 
' / Th'.e .,second , meeting• was 
held · in· 'February at Hofstra 
University~ Again twenty 
schools were in attendance, cand1J.1ll', tor the po,1111111 lll'll' has gone on vacation for the goal, "to consolidate all 
at 1c· Their other l"ffort w.i, th<· ,. ..... summer, following a school public\. a·nd private colleges· 
list mg of lhl' Joh with hluc.1 111111 , ...... year devoted to organization and universities within New 
but different ones, keeping 
Telsey . and May optomistic 
about·· the association's 
pot~ntiai as a unifying factor 
for the- students ·in the state. 
Career Servn:c,. an l'ntployllll'111 ~~~=:,,,;;;;;;.::2~ d "d l · tt· Th Y k St t · · bl 
.:::.~:.-:·: ... _
1
PUB IC ATIONS • ·,, an . 1 eo ogy se mg. e or a e mto a via e 
~erv1cc lm:atcl.l m Pnncl'l<lll. ;7_3344 , DIRECTOR • • culmination of this initial organization reptesenting the 
New Jersey · • B h rights and needs of students." 
In add1t1on to thO\.l'Dav,dson oat ouse ltha.ca 'college students, 
rcspons1h1ht1e\ hsh:d rn the ad._ ,· , . . ,Andy_Telsey, Kenny May, and 
The final meeting took 
place in March, with an 
attendance . of ten schools.· It 
was at · this meeting that the 
"Declaration of · Inte·nt" was 
the new V 1ue-Pre~1dcnl Wll1D•11· h CenferOpen Shawn Bennett originated the 
oversee sports information anc! ·f ,ng am __ NYSA in the summer of '73,. 
press rell"a~e~ ) 0 newspap-::r~ Ith O t 25 , . · after having spent a great deal · Presently the dulle~ for this Job. 1a,ca,1, ell: 1 c· on Oct. l'J. noted that Dr. of ti"me di·scussm· g the recently ., · f 1c I mg 1am l"nll"r tor the · . . J. ·. . fall under the JUnsu1ct1on o p I I\ _D1lhngham as ;rres1dent had stiffened New York State ( 'h I B dh •· d the ('ollegc'~: n ornllng rh .ii 1thaca d d th ·h I th h th ar e:, ro ca ' · (' 11 • • I I he · . · -gu I e e sc 00 roug e drug laws their repercussions Executive Dirccto• of Puhhc ., '.'.,. ~ g~-• _w 1 . ) . . . . ,0 '. 1 'Ll..tll:, l) 9t-.O'~ "in its tran~formation 'and as Telsey · put it . "the~ 
Relations. ucullaku at ,1 lll,il c<rtlll<>lllr~ ,from a small college with ' ' . 
The firm of Franzreb and 111 " Su nd ay cvenmg The crowded obsolescent facilities 7ffect. on., t~e. academic 
Pray, a consulting firm the ,tnrc.:turc on South Hill Campu~. into a' large and broadly. commumty." Ongmally ,named 
tollege has used before in h O u~ 1 n g I he I) r ~m.i-Spl'l"ch diversified college. magnificently t_h e New y ork ~ tu~en, t 
d . D" partnl"nt I an·' s ·h I 1· : Lobby the organizations recommen atrons concernmg . ' ' u · c 00 0 housed on a beautiful new . ' --
personnel matters, concluded < om mun I ca 11 on,.- ha, hel'll campus.,, pnmary purpose '."as _to push 
that'this College does need the narnl·d hy thl" Board 0 r·1rn,tl"c~ ·------ for .. the legahzahon of 
position of Vice President of rn honor elf Pp:,ident 1-ml•ntu:... Saturday, April 20, saw manJuana .. Be~ause state 
College Relations. This was done Howard [) 1 11 1 n gh am. 1 n the Ithaca College boatho11SP._: schools receive aid from the 
over the phone, however, and no· r~ognillon ot h1, contnhut1om become a reality as 1\ was state, they cannot participate · 
reports were formally presented. to Ithaca Collegc. dec.icated to the memory 'of' in political lobbies, so the 
Accordrng to Ms. Welch, The Board. at 1t~ !·all meetmg Haskell s. Da.vidson. name was changed jo permit 
hctwcen twenty five and thirty AAUP access both to private and 
resumes have come m. Some (continued from page three-a) M1cczkowsk1 alf.iir :..purred the state institutions. Along with 
apphcant~ have already been at '>0,000 ..:olkgc proll""or~. Its more long reaching questions the ch an ge, a gradual 
dN1ualificd hccau~e tht:Joh calls tunct10n 1~ to protcd tht' co1.ccrning tenure to be broadening of the association's 
for ,;omeonc with a proven .1cade1111c tn·l"dom ol prok~~or~ d1~cu~scJ. According to goals has occurred. 
"track record" dnd their age~ anti to prnmoll' l'conorrnc /\s~1stant Profc~~or Paul McBride With the beginning of 
have hcen between twenty and mtcre~b /\,, in lhl' woiih ol Dr of the ll1~tory Department, the: school, Telsey, May, and 
lwl'ntytour. B.11/l"r. rl c.111 hl· ~el'II a,. "a ::oncerns ··1r.111scend Bennett started a supporter 
lhc Search C'omm1ttec ,ct up w,11chtl,>!! or!!a1111a1io11 ... 111 that M1l"clkowsk1" 1;,ecausc the recruitment campaign which 
to frnd the ne'w Vil:e-Pres1dent If ,I lal ult\' llll"lllhl·r kl'h Im "prcccdents ( to he set) will have lasted until October 12th, the 
consist~ of ~even members; each 11ghh h,1w hl·,·11 v11,latl'll. hl' has far re.iching implications for joh date of the first organizational 
- repr.:~entmg a various aspect of ... (111\l'Whl'rc' l<>lllllll ,ccurity at Ithaca College." meeting. The conference was 
the IC community. The ~cvcn ,\flcr ,1 Yl',1r .111d a halt ,iknn·. Dr. McBmk Sl'l', this present held here at Ithaca College 
a e 1: I I i s , · lth:1,.1 Cnll,·~,· < h.,pr,·, h.r, wave ol action a, :1 "last gasp" and though the trio had high 
Phillip~ /\dm1n1·s·trat·1o·n,· Robert here al thc colle"1: m that ""1f tl1~ hopes for attendance, only' fl'l'llll'r!!l'd dul' . to rl'nL'WCd "' ~ 
Sprague-- /\dm1·n1·strat1on. A/\UP ican't provi·'e an•wcrs, twenty schools sent 1111c•1,·,1 111 th<' ll<'<'d for .1 hody u , 
/\ ca demic Cabinet·, Anth<>ny ma_ny in 1 ht· fan1lty w1·11 opt 1·or representatives. 
Pesoli- Alumni Association; 
Marg?rct Feld man - Faculty; 
Pat r1cia Wclch--Staff; Rohm 
Kalik-Student; and Edward C. 
Eisenhart-Trustee. 
lh.11 would conl·l"rn 11'l'II with 
ll!!hh nl p101l',.,.,r, 
·1 cmirl" h.i:, cmcr!!l'd, .i~ !ht· 
ma_1or 1ssuc that !ht· /\:,sociation 
will hl' conlruntmg Tlw rc1.:cnt 
, o 111 ,. ,11 r 1 , , I l' ,111,.: ,· t 11, c 
h.ir!!,1111111!! ·· Whl'r<' 1 h,· "llational 
l·,·,k,.111011 ol I l'.tdwr, l1111011 
On the Trail 
With th' b h' d th 
,·olk,·t1\l·ly har!!ain, tor 1i:,, · IS e m em, 
d,·man,t.... th<' -\ml'ric.in Telsey hit the membership 
Shopping For Summer 
Is Fun At Shalimar. 
, ,\ .,... "c· 1.1 ri <> 11 ., 1 l 1 111 v n,i 1 y campaign trail again for two ~ f'rol<'"nr, 1., a proh',,1tin,il weeks in early November 
1 l <>r!!:11111,1111111 whidi 11 -., ... <>thn through Syracuse, Utica, l ml',111' .,, pr,·,, 111 ,. 111 achio.:vl' lh Albany, New Paltz, and New 
··!,·ntk :o~k .City. Duri~g t~is 
Z l h<' t 111 u1 <' <>I 111<· · \ .\ l Ip is up _J ou~ey, . 1:elsey spoke with 
~ 1 .. 1 di,,· 11 ""11 , 11 and ..... K,,..:h ha, students m . congresses and 
{,tal<'<I. .. ,1 \\;II b_<' mt,·i<·,tin!! 10 _newsp~pers, with th; hopes of 
l, "'<' \\ 11.11 hapJwii...... : enlarging the NYSA s _r;mks. i· . ' 
formulated. .. 
At these conferences the 
NY SA established those 
matters besides the J~galization. 
of marijuana with which it 
/Would be concerned. Some of 
the long range interests of the 
. organization include the 
establishing of ·.tuition 
assi•stance ·plans, an 
investigation of the taxes on 
textbooks, and the- creating of 
lines for inter-school 
communication. The 
organization feels that it "can 
excel in_ -.the struggle for 
students' rights through the 
concept of organization with 
actions ca_Iped out - by means 
of strong persistent lobbying 
e f forts," according to the 
Declaration. 
1No Bad Omen 
-Telsey-1 and May explain 
that the poor showing at 
their conferences is not a1 bad 
omeri. __ Inclimate weather. plus 
differing academic calendars 
and unaccessible locations of 
the conferences should all be 
taken . into account for the 
fewer than expected turnout 
numbers. 
At present, 160 packets 
have been. distributed 
throughout N!!w . York State. 
colleges and uniyersities 
containing a newsletter, the 
Declaration of Intent, and · a 
questionnaire soliciting 
response to the various 
platforms of the org.µ1ization. 
· -Plans ·are now ....... in--the--making-
for a ,proposed October 
· conference of the NYSA. 
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FootbaU (5-4·0) 
WIiiiam Paterson 48-2 
Juniata 14-28 
Cortland 41·33 
-R.1.T. 37·19 
Spr1n·gfleld 9·21 
Wilkes' - 39-6 
Bridgeport 16·20 
C.W.Post 14·21 
Hobart 36·15 
Soccer (7·3·2) 
Syracuse 3-1 
Hobart 4-0 
Alfred 2-2 
St. Bonaventure l·O 
Rochester 2·2 
St. Lawrence 0-2 .,.._ 
Clarkson 3·0 
Cortland 1·2 
fiartwlck 0-4 
R.P.I. 3-1 
R.I.T. 2·0 
Oswego 4·1 
Cross Country No Record 
Schedule was cancelled 
Fall.Baseball (13·8:"i). 
Cortland 4-6 
~MoylUl 11-1 
LeMoyne 4-4 
t.eMoyne 1·2 
LeMoyne 4-0 
Cortland 10-4 
Mansfield 3-0 
Mansfleld 2-6 
Oneonta 3.5 
Oneonta 4-p 
CCNY 10-1 
Scranton· 2-1 
Oneonta 
.B-7 
New Haven 8-9 
Binghamton 14·1 
Bunghamton 7-5 
Cornell 6-2 
_Cornell 6-8 
Siena 4-3 
Sleri'a 9-6 
Buffalo 9-11 
Bu.ffalo 8-5 
Fall Golf (l-7-0) 
·t:Jtlca 331-322 
Syracuse 331-318 
Mansfield 322-341 
LeMoyne 
.332-322 
Binghamton lnvit 6th 
C_ort!a_nd .. 330-324 
Brockport ' 330-324 
- Cornell"- 423-409 Oswego 423-419 
ECAC Qljal 12t_h_. ,', 
. : ! . ' . .i" 
Fall Crew No Record 
!;lead or the Charles Regatta _(Boston) 
va.rslty - Did not fi nisb 
Fr-0stbite· Reg~tta (Philadelphia) 
Varsity-4th of 6 in Gold B 
JV--6th of 6 in Silver B 
Frosh--2nd of 6 in Bronze B 
- - I, 
..... _ 
Tennis 
Hobart 7•2 
Hamilton. ,. 4-5 
Hartwick 6-3 
Mansfield ·5-4 
ICAC 2nd 
R.I.T. 
--
6·3 
Eisenhower 9-0 
- ( 
Golf 
HobaTt 334-345 
Eisenhower 403-432 
Binghamton 407-442 
ICAC 3.(d 
Oswego 396•376 
Ulcrosse 
Genneseo 7-8 
Siena -17-3 
-~lfr.ed 14-6 
Hartwick-- 17-6 
Cli!rkson 15-8 
Cortland 11·13 
Varsity ·crew 
DIiiingham Cup 1st 
Wesleyan/Marist 1st _ 
U.S. Merchant Marine 1st 
Kerr Cup 3rd 
JV Crew 
Dillingham Cup 1st 
Wosleyan/Marist L 
Kei'r Cup 2nd 
Freshman Crew · 
Dlllingnam Cup 1st 
Wesleyan/Marist 2nd 
Kerr Cup 1st 
JV Baseball 
- Cortland 2-8 
Cornell 5-6 
Cornell 9-6 
Cornell · 3-6 
Cortland 6-5 
Cortland 5-11 
Cornell 11-7 
Track 
Mansfield 41-104 
St. Bonaventu_re 70-76 
Binghamton 67-83 
Baptist Bible 67-31 
Oswego 74-71 
ICAC 5th, 
R.I.T. 39-142" 
St. Bonaventure 64-102 
Canislus 74.73 
.... Eiso"r1hower 95-41 
·4~oyne 104-29 
JV Soccer (0-8-1) 
Cornell 
-1-2 Cortland 0-4, 
St. Bo_riaventuro 1-2 TC3 l·l Oswego 0-3 
Hobart 0-3 
Mo~e CC 0-10 
Har ic_k 0-10 Cornell 0-4 
.._ 
Wrestling (6-6-1) 
Binghamton 
Oneonta 
Geneseo 
Oswego 
Hobart 
R.I.T, 
Brockport 
Cortland 
R.P.I. 
St. John Fisher 
Colgate 
St. Lawrence 
Clarkson 
ICAC 
NYS Champ 
NCAA 
\ 
Swimming (5-9-1) 
Oneonta 
Binghamton 
Alfred 
St. Lawrence 
.,Oswego 
Kings 
Geneseo 
Cortland 
Lock Haven 
Hobart · 
R.P.1. 
Brockport 
Canlslus 
·- Buffalo 
R.I.T. / 
NVS tourn 
Gymnastics (1-4-0) 
Oneonta 
Old Domini.on 
E. Stroudfourg 
Cornell 
Cortland 
12-r3 
49-7 
9-12 
38-6 
8-20 
6-34 
28-15 
17-17 
8-32 
42-2 
22·12 
7-40 
17·19 
42-3 
26-14 
13-27 
17-20 
42·3 
1st 
lndlv. 
lndlv. 
48-65 
62-51 
54-59 
40-73 
34-76 
40-73 
48-65 
56-56 
57-49 
49-60 
59-54 
47-62 
60-53 
58-55 
44-68 
9th 
96.90-109.95 
96.90-125.25 
102.75-142.6 
101.05-89.25 
JV Basketball (7-14-0) 
Cornell 60-63 
Hobart 61-65 
Oneonta 50-75 
LeMoyne. 53-92 
Elmira 62-72 
Genesee CC 69-71 
Alfred 60-52 
Hobart 58-61 
Cortland 73-70 
Oswego 80-70 
Hartwick 79-105 
Hamilton 62-70 
TC3 72-52 
R.I.T. 62-64 
Alfred 70-43 
Hartwick 58-72' 
Colgate 51-53 
Utica 90-34 
Rochester 76-80 
Cornell,, 54-55 
.Binghamton 79-68 
Baseball 
Pehn State 6-7 
Penn State 2-3 
Cornell 1-4 
Cortland 4-1 
E. Stroudsburg 1-ci 
Rochester 7-3 
E. Stroudsburg 3-4 
Kings 0-7 
Hobart . '19-10 
St. Lawrence 20-1 
LeMoyne 11-9 
LeMoyne 2·3 Clarkson 13-2 
~ . - OOO(j 
JV Lacrosse 
, Corning 
Hobart 
Cortland 
Hockey (5-10-0) 
Oswego 
Army 
Oswego 
R.I.T. 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
R.I.T. 
'Lehigh 
Bridgewater · 
Salem State 
Hamilton 
Buffalo 
R.I.T. 
Oswego 
Hamilton 
7-8 
4-6 
4-9 
4-8 
5-6 
5.7 
6-2 
3-7 
5-4 
6·3 
7-2 
6-4 
1--5 
2-3 
3-4 
3-4 
2-6 
2·9 
· Basketball (8·18·0) 
__ \ 
Cortland 
So. Connecticut 
Hobart 
Oneonta 
LeMoyne 
Lock Haven 
Elmira 
Elmira 
Lock Haven 
Alfred 
Hobart 
Cortland 
. Oswego 
' Hartwick 
Hamilton 
R.P.1. 
R.I.T. 
Alfred 
-Hartwick 
Colgate ·. 
Clarkson 
St. Lawrence 
Utica 
Rochester 
Albany 
Blngha'!'ton 
70-79 
72-81 
77·76 
52·51 
54,108 
59-50 
67-75 
79-84 
71-53 
61-73 
74-60 
58-66 
68-72 
55-68 
84-91 
62-64 
50-83. 
61-59 
58-66 
50-83 
85-79 
6.3-89 
66·76 
76-89 
73-74 
81-80 
WOMEN 
Women's Basketball (11-1-0) 
'Oneonta 
Hartwick 
Canlslus 
Cortland 
Brockport 
Cornell 
N,agara 
Canisius 
Cortland 
Brockport 
Vermont 
So. Connecticut 
NVSAIAW tourn 
EAIAW tourn 
64-29 
43-28 
60-38 
43-29 
53-40 
41-29 
84-12 
64-44 
61-45 
58-53 
54,43 
4°6-64 
1st 
out in 1/, finals 
~ -
Women's c;;ymnastics (5·2·0) 
Albany 
Vermont 
E. Stroudsb_l!,t9 
Brockport 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Penn State 
CortTand 
NVSAIAW 
66.96-39.82 
66.96-54.11 
'70.25-79.90 
. 74.20-71.55 
-- 74. 75 .. 86.15 
74,20-28.35 
7~. 75-86.l 5 . 
81.40-77.75 
2nd 
Women's Swimming (5·1·0) 
NVSAI AW Chaml)S 
Brockport 
Penn State 
Potsdam 
Oneonta 
Cortland 
Cornell 
NVSAIAW tourn 
AIAW Natlonas 
99-30 
43-88 
86-43 
94-Ja 
71-60 
79-52 
1st 
Al AW Nationals 
Women's Bowling (5-0-0) 
Ithaca Inv tourn 
Corning 
Oswego Inv tourn 
Cornell 
Brockport 
NVSAIAW 
Wells 
Corning 
5th . . 
2196-2058 
4th 
2345-2265 
2320-2105 
3rd 
2149-2113 
2381-2053 
Women's Tennis (Fall) (9-0·!)) 
4-3 
6-3 
6-1 
5-2 
6·1 
5-2 
7-0 
St. Lawrence 
Lehman 
Oneonta 
Albany 
Brockport 
Cortland 
Syracuse 
EAIAW Tourn 
Cornell 
Colgate 
Doubles only 
5-2 
7-0 
Women"s Field Hockey (4-5-1) 
E. Stroudsbury 1·3 
Cornell 2-2 
Cortland 1-2 
Brockport 6-0 
Springfield 1-2 
Colgate 3-2 
Lock Haven 2-9 
Colgate 8-2 
Brockport 8-1 
Cortland 2-3 
NYSAIAW Tournament 2nd 
\ 
Women's Vollcybail (4-l·O) 
Ithaca lnvlt 
Syracuse 
CorneJI 
Oswego 
Corning 
Cortland 
Binghamton lnvit 
NVSAIAW Tourn 
1st 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
2nd 
out in ¼ finals -
Women"s Tennis (Spring) 
Cortland 2-5 
Middle States tourn 2nd in doubles 
Cornell 3-4 
Women"s Lacrosse 
Brockport 
Penn State 
Colgate 
Lock Haven 
Cortland 
Women's Softball 
Brockport 
~rockport 
Penn State 
Penn State 
Cortland 
Oneonta 
E. Stroudsburg 
E. Stroudsburg 
10·10 
8-13 
14·6 
3·10 
12-15 
6-8' 
3-8 
0·6 
6-7 
6-9 
7-6 
2·7 
17-7 
SHARE THE RIDE 
• --. I 
J?URING S~NIORS WEEKI WITH US THIS SUMMER 
AND·GETON 
'~:·, ,. 
, .. 
Monday and ·Tuesday- $1 -Pitchers 10-1 
Wednesday'- and Thursday 90( Doubles-
---Vodka and Tonic Gin and Tonic 
Week?r' Special:. 
Tequ.il'!-;Rum and Coke_ 
- -\ 
,_ 
.f DUGiovr- ,.21SLS...Celt. a7a.uas 
CiANCE0TO' ORDER' 197 4 ~~ ~ ·- -
:-y._ 
_t-:i:i?f {,\,!;~;JGrf \t,:·. -
A GOOD THING. 
Us means Gr6ytiound. dnd cl lot of your fellow studenb 
who are already on io a good thing You leave when you 
like Trave·1 comfortably Arrive refreshed and on time 
You'll. save money, too. over the increased standby a,r 
fares Share the ride V' 11th us on weekends Holidays 
Anytime Go Gre'yhound 
TO 
NEW YORK 
8:50am 
TO 
GHE\ HOl \I) :;un 1<:E 
ONE WAY 
$14.40 
1:05pm 
ROUND TRIP 
$27.40 approx. S hr. 
3:15pm 6:Q~pm l~:'10am 
WASHINGTON. $18.85 $35.90approx. 8 hr DC 
8:55am 11:30am 1:05pm 3:15pm 9:20pm 12:40a 
TO - · · . 
PHILADELPHIA $13.50 $25.70 
8:5_5am 3:15pm 6:05pm 
TO 
dPPWX. 6 hr. 
r2:40am 
.• · BOSTON $20.55 $39.05 · .. approx. 9hr. 
~:40ahl_ .. 1·2: 15pm -3:15pm <::05pm 
GREYilOL\li TRAVl·,1, Cl·.l\Tt.l~ 
710 -W.State SI, 
272-7930 
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SALE 
·' • :· 1,1 ~ l',f 
Sale -continues through ~~y, '. M-,. ·, . · )JI 
·:.,. 
Hundreda of barpi~; on every floor ••• lie_~· .~_ .. ,ml .. ·a .f.e~~;~)~ 
! 
I 
' 14'aniou11 hr.md all-weather coals,' single or do~ble 
brca~tcd, regular & pant coat lengths, spring colors 
50/50 polyester & cotton, reg. ~5.00 16,99 
· Famous lmmd · knil tops, sleeveless,. short. -sleeve, ·, 
long sleeve, asst. styles and -colors; S, M, L, ·reg._ 7 
8-1 <>,oo <,. 99, 2- for 12.00 
MiAAes slacks, 
reg. 1 2-16.00 · 
solid colors, sizes 8 to· 18, 
7.99 
Junior slacks,...- patterns, solid col~rs,· 5-13, 
reg. 12-18.00 9,-?9 
Junior «·ollon lops, 
M, L, -reg. to 16.00 
. asst. stylcs,-colors, ; S~'-
9. 99 ' 
., 
' I 
Fmd1io11 dre~"es & pant suits, reduced ---
fro111 ·regular spring stuL): Juni,ir sizes. 5-1:3; · 
llliSSl'S 10-20:, h:,lf si:tL'S, 141/2-241/2. reg. 
20.00 15.<JO. reg. 22.00-24.00 
18.'JO 
: ,: ' 
I 
Panty hose, famous brand, 1st. quality, - __ 
reinforced panty and toe, _sizes '.A,B; 'beige .. :·.\ 
and taupe, reg. 1.29~pr'.. 2 for·1.oo, .::: 
----------------;_,:_·:·1_,I:_:~.' ·.· .~.·.,:_::_(:_:;.(;.· ._"_1._11_~~.·)s_~~.~~.-r.(.)r.·iz·e·::_:.,. ,1111!1:.i.~.~.;_: -_t_:_!_~ ..... : ' ,, /. ,:;, ' ' > 2L:f 111 ' ' 
Ymir Choic·r: Nor«>lc·o Pm Comb' or Hair Drye;- reg. 19'.9~-- &_._~17~95,_:,ca~ '~}1 
(:n•" ,·I pillo" l..il!i, 
h :!· h,011 \. 1) 1 ) 
!'-fH't'lnttll 
.ii !!Ii .111. 
\f;!hau l..il, 
I II \'l'I Ill' ,I I 
.1,,1. 
,·.,.. -tlhc.<1" 
or l11,ri1011t.1l 
, 1 , 1 p l' , • • , , , I • , 11 I , , r , . r l' !! . _ 
17.1111 ., .• ,., 
.. a,ic•r I:. pc•u ...... 
h.,11 p11i111 .11111 
pa:11. rq; .. 1. 1>~ 
~t1t't t •p 
.l.1 ') 
• 
. ,·,,·,· ···_:_ .. :.··-·:_.~~:/~~,}~;~~ 
· ··"' 7.99 ca •. ~- ·· -~ .>-
~ -- -F·-:': ;:,:::,:-·.~~;.-,:~1 
Marlex bath iowels, slight irregulars, solids, prints, jacquard weaves. _ff p~rfe~t; ·_ ··-
2. 98-6.00 ca. 1.99 
Marl«>"- hand towels, - - 1st quality, reg. ~ 98-1. 98 .69 
I 
Marl«-x wash cloths, if pcrf .. 69-1.19 ea. .39 
Marl ex luh mats, 1st quality, reg. 4.50 1. 99 
t,'amous brand dress shirts, 
blends. short sleeve, solids & 
no-iron knits & polyester 
patterns, sizes 14½-17: reg. 
8.011 5.90. 2 for 11.50 
l>n•si- ,;lar~ & j«-ans, special group of polyester knits, 
polyl'Stl·r & cocto11, polyester & rayon blends .. Checks, 
plaids. & solids. siz1.:s 30.40: reg. 10-18.00 4.90 & 
7.')() 
Tram"" knit i.hirl!i. polyester & ·cotton, white 
s. M. I.. XL: :-~·~· 8.00 <,.49 
l.c•illhrr "all«-l!i. btu:k 1or brown • .1ssortcd 
rt,,'!!· 5 7.511 1/2 priCL' 
\lrn • 111 Orl«~II . : . lac>.11r. 7S'~: Orlon 
.tfn·lk. 2S'';, ntfon. · ~"5r. culuni. fit.,; ~iZL'S 
1 o.'u: --r"·t:- 1.tin · .,... .<,9. ? for 1.25 
only. 
' 
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By Bill Henk 
Th_is past Sunday, April· 28th, Ithaca 
College students were tr~ated to--a freebie 
{!'Ripley's Believe It. or Not" material if I 
ever heard it)-a free outdoor concert· featuring 
i:he live music of Duv arid Orleans. The Ithaca 
College Bureau of Concerts, who sponsored· 
·the. entire affair, ·had sufficiently bribed the 
~1,m go·ds to ensure· good weather, as {t was. 
· . ~v out of Rochester, was ·.a hard rock trio 
v¢ey-' into the freak English glitter rock scene. «-
Platform bee~; glittering silyer shoes, the 
· English-styled haircuts of Bowie, and the like. 
Not my bag at ·an, I'm afraid. I've seen 
enough. of that glitter to last me a long time. 
D~v was ,just another band· jumping onto the 
. bandw~on. Gimmickn,, pure· and simple-made 
me· app~ciate Orleans all the more. · No 
gimmicks, no st~r-studded outfits, no false 
pretensions. Just the best brand of pure 
good-time . music going; talented, versatile 
musicians exuding a bar-honed tightness and 
cohesiveness. Harmonies that ring right as rain 
combine with a rare, fun-loving spirit; a 
boyish exuberance is in all their work. This is 
a band that loves to play, and play, and play, 
and .... 
Orleans played for over two and a half 
.hours Sunday afternoon. Their material 
spanned a variety of musical genres - blues, 
reggae, rock 'n roll; all Wl!ll within the range 
of Orleans'" vastly widening circle of musical 
competence and expertise. Highlights of the 
afternoon were the now-ever-so-familiar 
favorites, from . their most impressive first Ip. 
"Please Be There", "If', "Two-Faced World", 
"Wanderlust" and others all brough·t roars of ' 
instant recognition from a partisan crowd of 
Orleans' freaks. Solid gold medleys of old 
Beatie favorites and other similar blasts from a 
glorius rock 'n roll past demonstrated the 
reach of this band's repertoire. Some fine 
blues, a healthy seving of Jamaican reggae and 
Orleans' unique brand of rock 'n roll all 
combined to keep a sun-loving crowd 
entertained and happy for most of this fine 
weekend afternoon. Individual biases 
nonwithstanding, the IC dominated crowd 
, seemed most content and pleased with this 
last showing of the Ithaca College Bureau of 
Concerts in its first full school year of 
operation. And, by the way, Larry .Hoppen 
says the group's second Ip should be out 
sometime around June, with five possible 
major labels still in the running. "Let There 
. Be Music." 
. .. :: .~ .. 
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'~BILL HENK'S FARE·WEL,L:·.·.··· 
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By :fim Henk 
_ _,;'.Those demented bastards. A goddamn folk 
festival. Who would have believed it? Thirteen 
a~tists and a host .. of workshops over the course· of 
a·. two day stretch. How can they expect observers, 
of .iny mental ati~ literary capacities to cope with 
· such a coJTStarit . parade of artistic and musical 
talent? . All my 'usual diversionary tactics simply 
won't help me this time. None of that half-bright 
t?u,µshit we've all come to expect from this comer. 
Within our customary- time and space limitations. 
'Yfve somehow got to capture the spirit and flavor 
of· this most unusual event. I've really got no idea 
how to proceed here. But proceed we must. The 
li.ierary gorls are calling me. F- off you bastards. 
rm doing my best. I'm hardly infallible you know. 
Four full pages of notes must be deciphered and 
eniodP.d into some half-logical form. 
·.ffiiis is my last concert review likely to be. 
published in these pages. I'd kind of like to go out 
in: a flurry of brilliant and vivacious journalism, 
hut... Ahh, a flash. Maybe I should lay down some 
of the ground rules before getting into the full 
crux• of the matter. The fact that each• of the 
concert nigh ts were to begin at 7pm and end 
atound I am had little real meaning wh.en the shit 
finally hit the .fan (Great song-I've alway.c; wanted 
to play it on the air and announce it sort of 
casually and matter-of-factly as ... "Ah, well, yes, 
that was Todd Rundgren and "When The Shit Hits 
The Fan" from his album "A Wizard, A True 
Star". Very fine stuff, indeed. But, fortuan:!tely, 
l!ve never been stupid. enough to try it). Now 
where was I. Oh, yeah. Neither night started on 
time (Friday it was 7:30; Saturday was an hour 
later) and while. Friday's sextet of performers 
fin\shed early, around 12: 15, Saturday's sextet of 
performers ran on until upwards of 3:30 in the 
morning. Performers sets were limited to 
approximately 40-45 minutes each, though some 
ra·n on longer. There were no encores-rules of the 
house. . 
,Those that had good seats for both shows got 
their money's worth, and more. Those that had 
not, did not. Beyond certain peripheral points 
(right, left and hack), the sound became extremely· 
muffled, with the obvious impairments of vision. 
Thus there existed throughout a rioticeable·, 
though never ovenyhelming, dull roar from the 
· b a ck . of the hall- people conversing and the lik;. 
I know. I spent the latt~i half of the first night's 
concert as a part of this seemingly oblivious mob. , 
The feeling I got from being back that far was one 
of great detachment .. 1 no longer felt myself a part 
- of the festival. Gabbing semi-consistently, -I caught 
only occasional splotches of songs and bare 
glimpses of performers throughout the last half of 
the first night. Barton· Hall simply wasn't designed 
with the comfort and listening. convenience of 
each and every individual listener in mind; 
Briefly then, my capsule reviews of John Prine, 
Eric Anderson· and Loudon ·wain~right III will be 
somewhat lacking in my usual ·clarity. (?) and 
conciseness(??), containing instead more than their 
share of the author~s.' favorite brand of bullshit. 
But, forewarned is fo~armed, and th'ose that were 
there can judge th!! accuracy of this article's 
reflections for themselves. Now a brief word or 
two on the workshops. 
Music Workshops 
Those workshops which were small enough· as to 
avail themselves to questions on a one to,one basis 
apparently worked q:uite well, depending on the 
individual artists involved. David Bromberg, for 
one, was apparently extremely iJ!~eresting and 
informative in his solo workshop. The larger ones I 
attended, however, throughout the· latter part of 
the afternoon, tumed1 into little more than 
colle'1tive jam sessions. Leo Kottke answered 
questions, at least those that he could hear, in a 
rather large, well-attended workshop in Barton 
Hall e;irlv Satur.dav. afternoon. 
Now, the capsu1es: 
JOHN ROBERTS ANO TONY BARRAND: This 
English duo of former Cornellians ied things off Friday· 
night as they were to act:as MC's for the entire affair. 
Much of their material is ·performed acapella, while their 
audience's interest is effectively maintained lyrically· 
through the pair's renditions of songs of a generally comic 
so·cial, sexual or traditional nature. Highlights of the 35 
minute performance were "Boozing, Bloody Well 
Boozing", "I Wish They'd Do It Now" and "The Battle of 
Hastings". 
Aztec Two-Step had ~ot appear~d. as Allegheny had 
conveniently cancelled tw!l successive flights into Ithaca. 
Leon Redbone slowly made .!!_is "!'ay toward the stage. 
. ' 
· LEON REDBONE: Though he's never been 111,corded, · 
Leon Redbone is rapidly, becoming a legendary figure of . 
some national -renown (you can read his "story" in the 
- . -·--
current issue of Rolling Stone). This man of mystery 
possesses a comic W.C. Fieldish delivery and appears.on 
stage, arid otherwise, as slow and casual, .oblivious to 
pressure or obligation. He seems most content sipping 
liquld refreshment of questionable 'spiritual value, all the 
while calmly surveying his surroundings.-A very deliberate 
performer, . Redbone's repertoire consists of ~works of 
Jimmie RodglfrS, Fats Waller. Robert Johnson and ottwrs; 
all done in an eX11cting style of the period._ He comes on 
dressed in a suit and cap, a cigar perched on his lip, while 
omnipresen't sunglasses mask his eyes amt a dark mustache 
rims his sly smile. A unique and ~elit#ttful performer, his 
mysterious ways quickly. won his audience over Friday . 
night. Varying his inflection and intonation to fit the 
song, he worked through a series of obscure ragtime and 
blu~ material, tipping his hat at every rou·nd of applause. 
A very intriguing person of no apparent background, 
Redbone is somehow able to appear cool, collected and 
busy while.doing not a goddamned thing-for hours at a 
time-as those who say him at a Saturday workshop will 
well attest. I hope to hear more of him in the future.· 
MIMI FARINA~ Having completed at least half an Ip 
before bei_ng artisticallY-"placed in limbo by A & M 
records, Mimi chose this 'night to tell us of her current 
plight (she had a contract) an_d sing us some of her newest 
songs. Calling herself a "ma'rgil)al act" in terms of record 
business saleability and overall commerciality, she 
proceeded: "That would make you a · peripheral 
audience", drawing a laugh from the crowd. Other than 
, versions of "I Can See Clearly Now".and "Stewball", her 
story of Janis Joplin, ·"In The Ouiet Morning", was the 
only previously recorded song she perfo,med for us this 
night. Though effective solo, Mimi Farina's voice just 
doesn't appear to be altogether strong enough for .her to 
carry it completely alone. She needs someone like Tom 
Jans or the late Richard Farina to be overwhelmingly 
effective. • . · · · · · 
JOHN PRINE:. One of several recent newcomers to be 
billed as the "new Dylan", Prine, like Loudon.Wainwright 
Ill, is one of the most effective satiric. and. searching 
'•. •', ' · .. ·:.· : 
-· ,• 
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t;ORNELL FOLK FESTIVAL 
. ' , ... -
writets ·of· today.· Snatches ,of reality, portrayals·-.of 
everyl:lay life, lova and age all find their ways into the 
son·gs of John.Prine. Such songs as "Sam,Stbne", "Illegal 
, Smile~', ·''Pretty Good", "Hello In There"; "Dear :~bby" 
and "D.on't 'bury Me" highlighted Prihe's hour set. 
,,, 
· ERIC .. ANDERSEN; The complete_opposite of John 
· .:'Prine;\'Atose songs-are generally' of soma social or poli~ical 
, -· significanoo., Eric. Andersen's".'fflateriar in5188d -conveys 
.- : . Vll1V personal messages .of-inner feelings and emotions. A---
· .. · ··very·quiet and-law-key perfonner; the songs very much 
· echo 1he mah. Th&-individpat liste'ner must be ready and. 
-IPilllre of this test he shrug. Andersen off as boring and 
- · useless. ·Andeisen seemed to perform a number. of songs. 
. ·: ' from his currently missing-session tapes of what-would 
have been ·his second Columbia Ip. The·more recognizable 
. tuoes this. night included:· "Thirsty Boots", "Blue River'', 
~" .''Wind and Sand" and "Hey Babe You Been Cheatin'". 
· LOUDON WA!'NWRIGHT Ill: Loudon was the most 
individually active ·performer of the night, bouncing up 
--and·dowo,.swaying bac~ and foJ"!h and stretching his face 
into various .. contortionary expressions while performing. 
· Anoth-er -siii:e-of-life writer, much of Wainwright's 
material consists 'of personal and social observations, ..->-
much of a satiric nature. His was perhaps the best. 
performance of the night._ 
DON RENO, BILL HARRELL A~D THE 
TENNESSEE CUTUPS: This conservativl! looking bunch 
of country and ·western performers immediaiely caught 
the· audience's interest and attention. Don Reno, the 
bluegrass band's benjo player·was sick_this night, though 
his fill.:Yn performed admirably, all things comitfered. The 
quality fiddlin' of Buck Ryan had the audience up and 
clappin' at various times throughout the· program. The 
material consisted basically of such C ,& W standards as 
. "Dark ··As A Dungeon", "Salty Dog Blues", "Orange 
_ ·Blossom Special", ·~oggy Mountain ~reakdown", "DelJa 
-Dawn" and _others. TJle. highlight was "Pig-Plucker", 
however, with its catchy choral tines: 'I- don't wanna 
pluck· p_igs anymorel'Cause mv cotton-pickin:_pig-pluckin' 
',.: harids°a're sore'!.. , · . 
-- FAIRPORTCONVENTION·WITH SANDY DENNY: 
bne of the- highlights of the two day festival for me !as 
_. : .. sea_i_mr::SSndy ,. Q@.QllY. badt_ .~i~ .F~i~!3rt· .conve!ltion •. 
Though hoarse and together now:.for: on_ly a:f~ days, 
-:.--
, ·-
:: ., , .. -· ... \: _ .. ,.. --· . ....,.. :;-.,. 
Sandy's presence obviously gave the band a great lift. Her 
vocal and writing prowess serve to transform a good band 
into a great one, and they bloody well know it. Never 
quite self-confident and sure enough of herself performing 
solo, Sandy also appears more relaxed with a band, 
shari_ng instead of._ carrying the full load. Lead and 
acoustic guitarists Jerry Donahue and Trevor Lucas have 
worked together previously in Fotheringay, a band which 
also featured San~Y Denny on vocals. The pair joined 
Fairport just over a yeer and a half ago. So it was sort of 
like old-home week for Sandy and. all her 
former-and-now-once-again fellow musicians. Blessed with 
one of the most beautiful voices in all of folk(or 
rock)dom,' Sandy's performances this night were limited 
by the hoarseness of lier voice. She did lead on "Matty 
Groves", "Rising for the Moon" (a new one) and sang 
acapella on~ "Quiet Joys of Brotherhood". She sang 
harmonies on "Sloth", from the Full House Ip. The rest 
of the material featured the band on its own. Dave 
Swarbrick (fiddle) and rhythm guitarist Tfevor Lucas 
shared VOl;!IIS,. and the ban~ perfonned a number of -;o. 
instrumentals. A most impressive performance, and I, for 
one, can't tell you how much I'm llloking forward fo their 
next Ip. 
LEO KOTIKE: An apparent one-time pupil of John 
F-ahey, Kottke is perhaps the most unique and polished 
acoustic guitarist around today. His fingers are lightning 
quick;_ his songs of a style like you've never heard before. 
The reaction of most people the first time they hear one 
of his records is an incredulous;_ ''That's one guy 
playing?" Indeed it is. And Kottke proves live_ that he can 
.reproduce to the note every damn song that he does on 
record. T~lk abou( incredible. See this dude if you can 
and prepare yourself for a shock. A ~ore workmanlike 
performer you're never likely to see. His concentl_'?tion is 
total as hegoes abotit the seemingly impossible task of 
reproducing thosq beautiful songs of his. His voice, while 
. the booming and low voice that it is, becomes pleasant 
enough once you ·become used to it. His vocals this night 
were only two--Tom T. Hall's "Pamela Brown" and his 
own "Hear the Wind Howl". I was so totally impressed 
upon hearing him play that I found myself asking: "Hell, 
where can I buy his records?" Ordinarily I wouldn't think 
too much of such- .. 1hought,,.but,.j~sus, I.already own all _ 
but one .o('em. Talfabotit · impressed .... :P.S., if _you're 
buying,--! _persgnafly. adl(ise· you. not ·to start wi!Jl "Ice 
·... -~· '. ,,..... -
. ~/-r:: .. __ t{0._-'-. =·-- ,.;. 
,·· .. 
Water". I don't find his latest all that impre.sive. Do pick 
up on "Mudlark", "Greenhouse" and "6 and 12 string''.. 
DAVID BROMBERG: Playing last, Bromberg brought 
along a nine piece band of his own, as well as acquiring a 
few other members along the way. lncludld were three 
fiddlers, a banjo picker (Peter Wernick, again) a bass, a 
three man horn section (including this one amazing dude 
who didn't need an instrument to be a part of which), 
two guitars and Bromberg. Bromberg showed his amazing 
versatility,. playing at various times the guitar, dobro, 
fiddle, mandolin and god knows what else. An extremely 
talented congregation overall, each man got his tum at a 
solo. Calling it one of the first ever folk orchestras 
(''Commonly known as an Hungarian clusterfuck", 
Bromberg added), Bromberg's band featured such 
material.as "Six Days on the Road", "Judge", "Hog for 
you Baby", "Midnight Hour Blues" and encored with 
"Kansas City" at 3:20 in the morning. An excellent sort 
of folk-boogie last act, the crowd stayed on its feet for 
the last few numbers, fully enjoying the waning moments 
of a rather incredible two day fest. 
STEVE GOODMAN: This 5'3" Chicago folksinger is 
perhaps best known as the author of "The City of New 
Orleans". Much of his material however, contains comic 
witticisms' of every day life. "Chicken Cordon Blues" 
relates the story of a girl friend who buys and feeds him 
only "nature foods", while he's also written satires of 
"Let's Make A Deal" (with Jimmy BUffelt)· as well as·a 
song featuring every major country music theme. 
SONNY TERRY AND __ BROWNIE MCGHEE: 
Exuberant Sonny Terry on the banjo end Brownie 
-McGhee on the guitar are veterans of the .folk-blues 
circuit, if indeed such a thing truly exists. Their set 
interspersed the more familiar blues stands ("Rock Island 
Line", "Key to the Highway", ''Wine Song" and "John 
Henry, Steel Drivin' Man") with- the more obscure 
unfamiliar material . 
BOYS OF THE LOUGH: This impressive foursome 
performed assorted songs of Irish, English and Scottish 
tradition in the Irish, Englfsh and Scottish traditional 
manner (Leave me alone, I've got a deadline to meet). 
Instrumentally and vocally they were fine, performing a 
number of songs whose titles neither you nor I would ever 
recognize; even if we were to hear them again tomorrow. 
So.why bother? 
/ 
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34 
35 
36 
Dod,,:atcd to Joel Julius, 1971• Tarruir. C~74-l 
38 70 Child t1lm star •••••• SQUCI 71 Tight, said at money ACROSS 39 Home of the dead 72 I tahan wine city 42 Shakespeare called 73 Class of flavor 1t "Candy" experts French Revolur1on_ary 43 Miss Bernhardt 74 Minter lr.ader 44 ...... Marian 75 Postman's beat E nervatc~ 45 Dickens character (abbr.) Blow gently 46 "Doctor······ 76 Cravings Stage play (Crnsby musical) 77 British guns Ability to say and do 47 Fame 78 Loud blast of the right thing 49 ...... And1on1cus 
D1str1bute land 50 Cons1nn t:i dP.atr, trumpets 79 Sale seekers equally 51 ······ Victor 82 Ship part BEGINNING OF 54 Soviet News J\gency 83 Dangerous drug OGDEN NASH 55 Jack N1chcdson 
.84 Leslie Caron movie POEM movie 
'85 Attenders Was a candidate 60 GI ves rel uge 86 Mad······ Chur,ch pro1ec11on 62 Dromedary 88 Walks pompously Wills 63 Advise 91 Dens Sum total (abbr.) 64 Spanish gold 92 Hip Joint Miss Korbut 65 Clothed 93 Tiny unit of Sexual deviate 66 Those who'm others measure (pl.) Boxing term emulate 97 Abounds with Faithful 68 &>mite 98 Catherine and Sir Poet ······ Aret1no 69 ---··· out (parachutes) Thomas 
Clot!,es-· from t!,e 
Gatsby Eia 
Antique Jewelry 
~ Old Things 
I 604 B. Bu ff alo 
~ 
L~,""~,,,,(~~~ store) 
SOMEPLACE 
~ ~ , .. 
-'CrosSU1-iit8} 
. ·(solution on pagi.l!lgb~) ·.. . . 
DOWN 
1 Miss Jackson 
·:2 Mrs. Peel, e.g. 
3. Decay 
4 ·Grass genus 
5 Too much, in music 
6 Workshop items 
7· Be ill 
8 Feign 
9 Ea ·Norton's work 
, place 
· 10 Electrical unit 
11 Turkish title 
12 Oil filter brand 
13 Band leader's 
direction .., 
56- Etili~s·tor. you;g 
. · and old • ,.· · . 
57· Pertaining to a 
crown 
JS :~c~~!rd . _ 
69--Secame temperate· 
61 "The Road to -" 
62 Sucrose · 
66 Indian sect or 
lisper's trousers , 
67 Ifs partner~ " 
68 Arabic letter . . 
70 Moslem supernatural 
being_ 
71 Scorn 
73 Cries 
14 Same here 74 Hurl A 
· 15 Stool-pigeons 76 Delays 
16 Chemical suffix 78 --- Morgana 
i---t---+--t---t--i 17 Mosque's tower 80 Sulk (colloq.I . ' 
18 Angular distance 81 Black: Fr. 
in a~ :ronomy 82 Makeup man 
19 Razor sharpeners 86 Celeste --· 
20 Unite 87 Miss Hayworth 
22 Skating floors 88 Layers 
23 High regard 89 Instructs 
25 ·Suffix: one who 90 Begin again 
does 91 He mourns: Sp. 
· 31 Perfume: var. 92 '\--.- Back to-Old 
33 Froitless Virginny" 
35 Put me to the test 94 NewsP.Sper items 
37 Speakers ' 95 Plentifully supplied 
39 Malicious mail 96 Value . 
40 Chills and fever, 98 Polynesian loinclot'1 
41 Calamities 99 Jail . 
42 ···-·· boy 100 Most peCl.liar 
44 Auto racing great 1 O'? New stars 
... ... ~. .· . 
.' ..... ' -. . ~ . 
........ ':"'""'-- ...,,._ ... _-: - .. -- ,. '• 
CLASSIFIED~t-' '. ' . -.. 
Summer Sublet, 1·2 -bfdrooms In 
3 bedroom apt.,· furnished,· near 
IC and downtown. For. mor11 lnfo. 
c:all 277·0531, · 
Ride offered to L.I.· May 16. 
Limited room· · for luggage. · Call 
Nanc:y 277•0531 
Dear Joc:k, 
It's about time they stole 
you're sneakers. Now · we -all had 
-something dear -to us, ':-klin,. ... 
Love, 
/ 311 
J haven't · forgotten you . and 
111v'11r will. Have a beautiful 
summer and we'll get together In 
the f;all. 
Terrac:e 2; 
Pasilon always, 
Xaviera 
'Watc:h out for the spases next 
yearl The 3rd floor wlU have to 
be c:ondeff'!ned •••• 
A Friend 
Wonder Woman, 
I c:an't believe we made It 
through all the 'trials and 
tribulations, let alone the good 
times! Please don't freak out over 
the summer so that the Dynamic 
Duo c:an rise again next year. I'll 
miss you mo,t of all .•. 
Much love, 
Ace 
45 "~n~e .3nd Preju- -103 Sports orgariization 
dice girls, e.g, 104 Cribbage term (pl,) Dear Babe, \ Hope · this year will be a good 
as the last! 
99 Leg part 
100 ······ one's --···· (alert) 
101 Grate 
102 Continent (abbr.) 
103 Silent screen star 
Mabel-····· 
105 Mountain rang!\ 
106 Function 
107 ------thesky 
(infin111ve torml 
111 Musical finale · 
113 Diminutive suffix 
114 MIDDLE OF 
OGDEN NASH 
POEM 
46 Know the---- 107 Temporary dwelling 
48 Loki's son 108 Suffix: of the kind of 
49 Functionless . 109 Cocaine source 
act\vities · 110 Have, old style 
50 Starners 112 Highest point 
51 Heated argument 115 Samoan warrior · > 
52 Card game 116 ehilippine tree 
53 Judge 117 Poetic term 55 Asoect · 
To the Midnight Riders, 
Best of l!Jck to you all .. '
Oei![0L~hlnk that it all started at 
sterns! FTiends forever, ya know? 
We've shared so much these- past 
two years and I really hope you'll 
remember all our fun times 
(including . bedtime stories) for a 
long time. Good luck at UM. I'll 
miss you, 
Roomle' 
118 Science of flying 
119 Raised decorations 
120 Frame of mind· 
121 END OF OGDEN 
Ride offered to Waterville, Maine 
at end of finals. Call Cathy at 
272-7618. 
Jim, 
NASH POEM' 
122 Bring up , · 
123 Succinct - . 
I' I I write even though you 
don't think I will. 
Me 
Love you, 
Vc.ur babel 
SUMMER SUBLET: 514· South 
Aurora - St., 3 bedrooms, -- l.n-ge 
livlngroom, kitchen, bathroom. 
Fully, furnished and utilltles 
included. $200/month. Call Jim or 
Russ at 272·1463 or x519. 
Ladyfac:e, Thanks for this year! 
You should only be so lucky with 
pot-luck 
Love you, 
sweepy 
New furnished 5 bedroom· apart. 
for rent • Also summer "sublets" 
Call 272•3389 
Dear Tom, , 
It has been a long, oft tlme5; 
trying,· year, but I've loveil every 
second of It. Thanks for giving 
me the opportunity to work, and 
learn, and try to help as I did. 
Your lleip and patience Is greatly 
appreciated. Hav1: a' great summer, 
and remember -Your-· morals · and 
. responsibilities. - . 
· , ·Layout•Advertislng.N 
·i . I 
,la.n, · ,, . . _. ,,. , . .., 
~- · HI, ··Tokl(ycSu t'd.'wrltif.'' 
111i1s1111 · .... , 
-~~-· -
The.9est" u11 
oi Coffee. 
-,in Tow•_. 
Jot SOUD IIIAN• 
-• U. WlllASI CIR•· 
et C~llln COIIIDS 
ASIATI(: -GARDEN 
- . 
< ll IN ESE-AM ER-I( :AN F()OD 
Upt•n t lit'~ 
thn1 ~un 
118 W Statt.· St 
Sinct· 1931 
<.:arry-out 
~t'f\' I(.'(' 
for a <.:hangt· 111 ,:ui"~int··try 
ASIA-TIC GA·RDEN 
uM" 
Amy, . 
. Don't fart too much on the 
~ _!p_Boston. MlchaeL.may no.I 
-like it very much. Be good. 
Love, 
The one who's always listening 
· even If you don't believe me. 
1 Pal/of "Rossignol Strato" 200 
cm. ,.with Marker Simplex Toes 
and Rotomat Heels • $50.00 .Call 
Jim 272-5908 
1 Pair of "K2 Bermuda -Shorts" 
180 cm. Usect one season $75.00. 
Call Jim 272-5908. ·, 
' 
\ 
1 Palr "Koflac:h Competition Ski 
Boots" Size 9 m. $35.00 Call Jim 
272·5908. 
Brand· New "Marker Simplex 
Toes" $12.00 Call Jim 272•5908 
4 "Michllin . X Radials" S1ze 
135·15 $50.00 Call 'Jim 272·5908. 
·Dear carol 
We'll have a good time next-year, 
even if Fred protests. Have a great 
summer .••. 
,Love trorii many named Liverpool 
Dear Pub Corre~ondent, 
Next year, I'll clouble your 
I expenfe account. Keep reporting faith.fully. 
----==========================:;::.,. -.....: Love, \ Beer Glass 
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L YOIJ HlVf A copy OF 
Tllf ~T? 010 YOU 
HAVE AN I.Q.. OF ~o? 
YOU l~UOttfO A.T H1::. 
JQl<E~·? You WORE 
ASHOlll DREas .•• 
\~ HEk'-,.0 v'Itf"-P~.Uo~YVT- . 
HAV~ ·you s~~N _Tfl ~ PRP~R. ?'' . 
I. Tff(ff USUAUY CJOES 
TO ~lUOfNT-' WHO . 
.3HOUL0 HA.VE COTTEN 
AH Y~ lHl''c: GIVEN TO ntE i\N·~·: 
6lENO IN 5TU0£NT. THt STUO(ftT 
WHO rou COULOrn ,RfMfMBEf1 
:IR~~,~~'\\~~! ~"':.•~:.~~°U- ~ J,:..~~ ..... , •O'~ ~ .... _ ) ·qi .. \.. ... .. ---~ ~I lka111if:il· ;,,:u:b- for - .. ~ 
THISSWOEHTDIO,i 1· i\lollll'r~· l)J} ~ I 
af'AllY Ell~T.'tte , . · .,. 
WA:tZEROHiDIOIIT··~ THE··PLANTATION ... 
TRV,HtOIONTCARE, ~. 'C.OMM()N AND.EXOTIC ~LASTS . ~ 
HE DIDN'T... ,, - . -w 
.. , .. ' 154 £._State Str,e.:t, 27.141231 ,lc;:f(. 
. (Opposite Rvtbschilds). . t'I 
-~t~8i.~~j~'i:ilrim~~~ 
.r-mrr JJl!fJ[ f!Jfffi!t 
ITHACA'S PROFESSIONAL BIKE SHOP 
CYCLES BY: FUJI• BATAVJJS •PEUGEOT• GITANE 
PARTS• ACCESSORIES 
---( Open 12 Months a Yebr Every Y ~ 
\_ 414 Cellege ~'!_e. • Ph. 272-10 l_Q___) 
~ SP.RING SALE· 
Sta_ri-s ·ruesc:,!ay May 7th 
Extra good disco1111[.\· 011 111! sorts o( g11itar.1. 
banjos, strings, P.-1 S)'Sl£'1;1s, ampli/i"cr.1. Ji111·111011i<"l1.1. 
- ) 
. Ill instruments es/Jeri!)· adju.\·t,·d ,.1 11.1ual.1 
uJlfr, <&uitar llnrks~np, Jnr. 
420 __EDDY ST. • ITHACA, N. Y. 14850 · 
.. 
(607) 273-2888 
. '. - . ' . 
I: _,,. • • ~ ; 
. . .... , 
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I · Tho ·Horth Fatly I 
. ------~ . 
• • • • • 5W ednesday May 15th! 
•• • 
• • :· at the : 
• • i North Fo·rty 5 
• • ! Final Senior Partv! 
• J • 
• • 
-I 9pm - lam I 
• • 
= **********************'** : 
• • ! Featuring ! 
• • ! the sounds of ! 
. ,, . i Baskin, Hoffmall, 5 
• • 5 Lee, N ~wman 5 
• • 5 and Goal 5 
• • 
• • ! a fine group out of,-! 
• • 
• B • I oston. : 
• • • •• 
• ************************ • 
• • • • 
• • : Beer will be free : 
• • • • 5 all night, ~II mixed i 
• • I drinks 5(1C : 
I • • 
• a 
• ************************ • 
• • • • 5 Seniors will be 5 
• • 5 admitted free V\rith 5 
• • 
:ID, their e:uests $2.00! 
• • 5 at the door. i 
• • 
= ************************ = 
• • i Only 11.~. Seniors ! 
• • • i and their guests ! 
• • i will 'be admitted. 5 
• • • • 
• • i .·11.·= -, ! 
• • •· ' . 
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Cla-ssif ieds 
19Wlll!IIII Dear Slue, 
"rne you too'~ 
Dear C.P. 
We're gonna have to 
decision, cause l'rn only 
half way on .this one. 
Dear Bear, 
· Pllnuriak•r to .' flJ,!!.1 -arid CO'lldUct 
mov1.- ,of ,packall• ;_tnachlnan, •. Part 
time call Charles Patti• · 11_1.,. 
27~570<!· 
Dear Mark, 
"Hlghnr:'', Lisa.Joni, H_alllster, Cln, 
Sal and Panl, · · I'm really going: .to ·1Tl1SS you 
"debes"I (w_ho else. could I· muncri~-
out and · mouth off with 10 
'much!) Tak'lt Car,, O.K. 
,· Much affection, 
Yoh 
make a 
coming 
Always, 
CP 
sooze 
Dear Ut floor Landon, 
1 couldn't hav·e made ·11 .. 
without . you all. Thanks for 
everything. 
Dear eumt, 
Love alwai,1, , 
Mother, Co~rage 
1 love you even 
mock my shirts! , 
,, ·you do 
COUN.,_ hne,_ June 23rd How luck can I be. I got to OD..V-· be a bear and I didn't even have 
WIii miss you, 
Love, 
sue Aua: 22nd Camp-Wayne, Pa. • --to whistle! 
l ½ h!s. Ithaca. Specialti-.- • Love, Baer 
Dear Yoh, 
For the last Issue and for the 
record ISAGTYMR 
To the 
second , 
Happ 
Lovely Ladles of the 
Love, 
G.M.D. 
Males - Femiles. ·Ham Radio, 
Track, Soccer, Tennis, Sailina, 
·s-wimmin& Photo, 8•*.::p&ck, 
Basketball, Golf, Shop. 
· Application, write 633 Barnard 
Love, 
Me 
Salvatlon, 
Thursday through Saturday. 
· Ave., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598, 
S l 6·29S-S S44 .. Campus 
. interviews arranged. 
Rodent, 
Thanks for the memories. 
Love, 
F,A . 
come see Salvation 
LUCY, t t lk about It. We'd better no a z 
"Td/Je '. Off" Sale 
}'011 "tl!l e ojf · fro111 school _for the s11111111er 
and n·e "tah.e ojf" dollars fn,111 <'l'<'I)' f)iece* -
nj lll<'lls and ladies ll/J/Jllrel in mil' store·:.. ,_.,....., . ,. 
( I/If loss is your gain as l'l'<'I)' t hi11g, is Ji·esl~. 
neu:lr arrired 111erc/w11dis<' .. \'/ac/..s. top:"i. 
dresse.,·. s/..irls and acces\ories for ladies --_ 
JJllllts. shfrts. sport."il\'C'llr. and accessories 
for .111e11. 
h'e will ··1a/..e off" dollars pr<>fJ<>rtio11all_,. 
011_ <'l'<'(l' fJiece of 11wrclu11u/ise based. 
011 its retail f)rice. 
'" fair tnu/ed items e.,·duded. 
../ () 7 C<>llege .-t re. .ll<>nday - .\·a111rday ·9: I 5 - 5: I 5 
T . .1., ._ :\ . ,. :~ - . , . . , , 
. ·· M;..·, a'um_m, er, ·n'9hf:i.'· wffl be_ To~.U~t: '.·,_", :--;. ·:~.-, · · "·· 
.. .,. ... ·Han1·.·-a···bloooy·-10oc1: uma In 
lonely , wttbout ,..youL.T,U.Jlkl .. w.OII :• · Enllalicl. · When.· .yo11c, -m• ,oftl', ., 
..,-·,. ocl ___ _ uctlve-yUr_'.'1 ... Hal-· .. ,. . ,. 
-don't want uou to .le- either.'. ·. 
. : · - a::c ·-· .' , -Love, · ~ IOTA 
. Prcltllem C!,IUd ·~om N--Janey 
Rooklet, Dear Waul, _ 
congrattilatlons,i-·vou .. have Maybe • .ingle thlrJII, couldn't 
loa~ned · wall and ,,.,,111 recl,ve come between us, b"'t Im more 
m'uct, · we are proud to have. you - secure this way. Vas,, Y0\1"9~1;. the. -
as slst~n. - six- ' letten - right, and · , the Other I 
Delta Psi Ka-ppa four were '~t. Then . again,: 
· · · -maybe I don't have · to : reananga . 
4-25-52, · prlorlUas. 
~-- One · of Two . Happy Birthday,, my frlend.~.the 
f~~~d1::.; i::mge;o~~~s~:::::::::J To everyone, 
-Great summers. May wa. all be. 
happiness, always. friends next yur too. "I don't · 12
-to·SO have. to talk to you anymore. •• " 
Softball team, 
-Good Luck the rest ef the 
season, let's get things together ••• 
To the Sisters of Dalta Psi t<.iappa, 
· Your no. 1 fan · 
. Have ~ .~rea~ summer. · 
,.l_ • , 1-0ve, -.: 
JJ and Sue 
Lacrosse Goalie, 
For an Italian, you'!" · not such 
a loser, meatball! 
Roomte, ·' 
It's been the best, _!but 
even better. Harn· to ·,74 
second floor. 
It'll gef 
and the Cliffside Apts. 
Rapunzel, 
Hope tv see you end: that 
Italian affair. He Isn't worthy of.' 
y~u. Please com~ home If you 
chang11- your mind. Miss you at 
the Pl -house. 
I 
Love, 
Dan 
APARTMENT SUBLET: Mid-May 
thru August, May rent•free. 
-Spacious 2 bedroom apartment 
with balcony . and swimming p·ool, 
overlooking lake.· $1 94_ per month. 
Contact Steve at 277,0322 after 
10 p.m. -
The rest of you, 
Don't look for me In Dry 
Goods ••• l'm sitting In the Buffet 
Room sucking on a cigarette and 
nursing: my hangover. -
z 
Ken, 
Sixth Floor East Tower, 
----Have a great va~tlon, 
Snoops, 
- Happy :,!3rd Birthday. 
Always, 
• J_J 
602. 
_·a.ova, 
Frankie 
I regr_et leaving this fine 
esta~llshment know ·as Thi! 
Ithacan,' but when· duty calls, I 
must ser.ve to better myself. Good 
Luck to· All. ·--
Randall Crandall 
Mohammed: · 
The Pope has Just received 
enlightenment undtr _ l.he bo free 
and wlll marry me with Immunity. 
The Unmoved Mover Is performing 
the ceremony. 
wonderWoman 
Dear Dave,·- · Shut up. 
z Sorry to see - you go. You've 
Dear Fred, • been a great friend• and roommate. 
·vou•ve done a super Job and I Thanks seems so trite but I can't 
can't tliank you enough. . express' my feelings . any other 
J/ Vour editor way. Best of luck to you always. 
I am going to miss you. 
Paul 
Nora Baetz, . 
-The pub corresponc:tant hereby 
resigns due to lack of ·being on 
the payroll of· the newspaper. 
PC To keep the eight-year veteran 
employee of --that well-known· Club 
Phlllpe, on campus: Keep on yelling 
What's your beef, Jerky • "coming-.. throu!Jh" and we'll 
Love, always · know that you're there to 
Your sister be counted on ••• except when 
there's a thunder storm. And If 
Mother and Daddy• 
· Local girt makes 
•! Remember · this 
c~me out-
.. you're not too busy waltzing to 
good • twice the sound of Jack Deal, -remember 
when grades to . fix up some nice F.C.P. for 
Charlie after-a- hard day's work. 
Love you, 
Honey 
Tl> the best friends anyone could 
wish for. ' 
Thank- you! 
Jim sgreccl 
Zebra 
Tommy, 
Remember never to holler 
during ttte Paul Harvey newscast-It 
destroys the entire mood. 
To_ Paul, _Fr~d, 
A star Is born In the heart of I hear that Bob H. w1ii be 
__ a .. .tour~ . .but If .a 10.ver you aren't, gilling lessons In tl(lng neckties 
a star you'll never bet Let's start during summer session. 
shining again. z 
Love,. 
1206 ,Mary, 
- To Tom, 
Who never wrote-- a classified, 
- though hard he may have tried, 
your outside/Inside Is what we 
see, More Important than notes In 
UN-6-B. 1:hanks. . _ 
Lick It replacement 
.... 
To Jim 
How they gonna_. keep you 
down Oft the farm?r You can't 
keep a good man down ••• Thanks. 
one of the Ithaca nine 
To "Karen, . 
Popsicles do melt. Thanks. I do 
care. We do. · 
·a marble 
- What will It be today-blonde 
or brunnette? 
z 
,BIii and Richie, 
What_ ·do you day about a 
.couple of brothers who cir.owned 
after trying to go fishing In the 
middle of Lake Cayuga, on a 
motorcycle? 
z 
Jerry, 
I hope there's always someone 
there to save the leftover steak 
for your. beef stew. 
Dr. Sprague · 
1t Is w~en In the good 
that -anything · Is possible. 
that / mean that·· someday 
take /those sunglasses. ~f? 
z 
book 
Does 
you'll 
z 
' summer subletting, June Ut to 
SlllE ON OFF IC/Ill. --~/THlltll· ·cflllE&E 
August 31St, furnlmed apt., ;J 
bedrooms. (2 singles and on• 
_ double) air-conditioned, swimming 
pool, sum· porch, and cJty bus 
service., call 273-6248, 149 
Ches.tnut_street, Apt. F-32. 
RINGS 111 THE BOOKSTORE 
, ··-·· 
WEDNESDIIY :MIIY .8tlJ. 
; . 
~ ·- ' -
-· . .,,, ._i 
SPEClllt . II/. l)J$((jflfl1' 
. - . ,. 
r-: 
I ;' 
·APartment for Sublet , -
- one nice- from-_ C~rnell. · Pour 
B,!ldrooms, completely . f~rntshed. 
Available June 1. can 272-2307. 
· T~ The. Ithacan· Staff, 
Great Job, see ya all next yar. 
,,. 
~ . ; 
D~r Six Floor Queen, 
Am I, stlll · one of 
people on ·you lilt? 
•· Frie~~-
-~;~. 
the fl.Y~ . 
i~.: ,'.,:.'4 
At a ~iisi· 
. ~-~ 
'°To ,Ho\ Herb, ' t-<~ 
Don't be Intuited that I hav,~~-
,caned. ·' sun crav• ~~ ~ody._f.;!, 
,.- ~ i~'·-~·~, .... rt~ 
'-< 
~v..:.:~::M,..;t<57:.'..i.,.>:_:;._~TV:1r~~ ..... ~-~~w.:.e-~~~~~ . - - . .- -. ' . ! 
_ ....... __________ _.,) ... · ________ .-G ...... ·--------'-·-· _ .... -'-'-~--.:...C..-'-~-c.;"·..:.··..,:J:...·-·:.:.:~~"":.!"':!.:....,.1rc...~c,.~·"" ..~.:'-'.,.L\-=J·:...:·-"-v,...,:.:....<=:~:...:t~""·~°':;.;.,,·~=\·.~- ~~(:.' 0t\::/~-l~~(;~,t-:)L:~;~i1~i:~~i~i-~i;~dl~~;lliiiJ~~~~~~~ 
- ,. 
Pelle, 
How can we spas without you 
next yearr 
Love. 
Mom and friends 
Ride really badly needed for two 
to 'Chicago et end of tchool. Call 
Andy at x783 or 272-9612 es 
soon as P.osslble. Except you, 
Dara, I'm counting on you. 
Danielle, 
Happy birthday and beware of 
. turning Into a plual 
Love, 
Th~ Prophet 
Dear Karen, . 
It's been great this semester 
having you as a roommate, but I 
think I better hurry up with the 
cruxlflcHon before the end. I'll 
make sure to visit lots next year, 
only If you promise to visit me_ 
too. It's a deal. 
Dear Kakl, 
Love Ya,, 
·Robyn 
Have the best year. next year. 
You probably wlll, ·considering 
you'll be away from all the 
1un1tlc1 on the floor. Best of 
Luek and most of all ENJOYII 
I'll miss •ya. Robyn 
oear Vicki, 
There'll be no 
distant phone calls 
room Is going 
11decent11 • 
need for long 
next year. our 
to be really 
Excitement plu1 •••• Robyn 
Dear Lu, Adrienne, and Steph,. 
Even though we won't be on 
the same floor next year, we'll 
stlll have to get together sometime 
for fun. · 
Robyn 
Dear Randy, allas T.G. Ball I.T.S., 
Have the best of time this 
summer and even though I'll miss 
you lots next year, have a great 
time In outer Mon11olla. Candice 
wlll be looking over you though 
she won't be there personally, 
except maybe for visits. Come and 
Visit next year. 
To the Ithacan Staff, 
Love, 
Robyn 
This year has proved to be 
more a !earning experience than 
the past three combined. I wlll 
min you all very much. 
Karen 
Spaghetti Talk, 
The truth Is I care for you 
•· alot more than you'll ever know 
or re:lllze. 
A memory 
Twin, 
After all, If there Isn't the past 
then we have the present and the 
.futur~ to ~are. 
Think Alike 
. . ·, 
Jim, 
Despite your pessimism, this Is 
not the end but the beginning.· 
,, Karen 
Leah, 
Look Ing f orwarci to this 
. summer! 
Karen 
John, 
Why were our rendezvous In 
the llbrary and pinball room so 
few7 
Karen 
Dear Ithacan Staff, 
It's been a great tlme ..• even 
though I complained alot. Have a 
9reat summer and enjoy! 
Dear Robs & Pinks, 
Love, 
'Robyn 
Here's to the summer and 
seeing more of both of you, 
Love, Leah 
Dear Dan, 
It's 'been a great year. We'll 
have to try and set a new rei:ord 
next year espei:lally If _you're 
llving ai:ross the h_.all. 
Love, 
13 minutes and 11 • sei:onds 
Dear Abby, 
We're going to miss you. Take 
care and remember us as we'll 
remember you. 
Leah and Peggy. 
Dear Ma •· Pa (Collins • Fackos) 
We know how much you look . 
forward to reading the c11ulfleds 
.,.ch week, so we decided to · give 
you a thrill •. and put your name 
In print. We also. couldn't forget, 
Tom, John, Lee, Roger, Pat, Ms. 
Dee, Dun, and Pierre, ,School's 
almost oCit. we:n be home. •• soon7 
PellllY and Leah 
Jim, 
If __ I can't can your house for 
fear of waking you • expect 1 
guest this summer! I'll miss you 
lots. 
l'h• cauette player with no ,;assettesl I-
Bob and Jim, 
Well, I got Loggins & M8'slna 
but I never got you two! .The 
lesser of two evlls7 It's been a 
great YUr and you two have 
helped-- make It' that way. Thanks. 
Little sue 
LNh, 
You're the best "mom" any-
floor could have. Thanks ,o much 
for caring. 
Your tour taker 
Tall John, 
, No rummy's gonna be crummy. 
Keep In touch or It's gonna be,a 
long summer. 
Short Sue 
Connie, 
I missed ~lfred but I missed 
you more. Together we'll conquer 
Buffalo this summer. See you 
soon. 
Me 
Dear Bob, 
. Sorry about Virginia. I'll try to 
make It -up to you, someday. 
Thanks for all the favors, big and 
small, 1 don't know what I would 
have done without you. Have a 
super summer. 
Love, Your typast 
(you didn't expect 
'!!!.. to spell It right) 
Dear Hamburger (Patty) 
It's been a real dilly of a year. 
Thanks for being so understanding 
;ibout the room. 
Love, 
- Your 11x" roomle 
Dear Shermanetta, 
Best of luck In the outside 
world. Remember the family's 
wati:hlng over you. 
Pegs and Leah 
Leslie, 
Happy Birthday, kid. Sorry I 
missed the celebration but I'm 
sure you all had a great time. 
Pegs 
Dear John, 
The last few weeks have been 
st,alned, but they hardly erase all 
the good times this year, I hope 
we'll get a chance to talk before 
the . term's over. Tnantcs· for 
every.thing. 
Dear Jim, 
Love, 
· A Friend of Pooh.'s 
What i:an I say. I don't want · 
to write forget me not like · other 
people do, but I will write 
remember me, as I'll remember 
you. 
Dear Karen, 
Love, 
The Refridge Keeper 
I'm glad things are working out 
this way. The summer's sure 
be a blast. 
Your Roomle to 
Dear Sixth Floor E.T., 
ti's been an unreal Year - it 
was the best and I'm going to 
· miss you all. Take care, where 
ever you may be going and I 
hope to bu.mp Into you all 
sometime In the future·. 
SA 
Dear Steve, 
We've been from Stealah.,. lo 
Stavros,- but It all bolls down to 
the same unique person. I can't 
say Just thanks for all you've 
done for me, but you know all 
about the ·confines of words. Have 
a great summer, even though 
you'll never make It to the Cape. 
Irwin P: Stamper Willow's cousin 
may be visiting you. Beware. 
Love, 
Leah 
THE:VILLA 
Comer of 3rd and Madison Street 
2 blocks f~nrrt. 13 · 
Snl street exit 
ITALIAN-AMERICAN CUISINE 
Daily special-Pizza ~cl Carry .out 
• '• ~. •• • •• -· • • I _• 
,• ··' 
'. 
'.i '• 
·Open Friday Nights ~fil.~ P'.M. 
. ., .... . 
• i ·- . 
·'c. ,'' :: . 
./ 
carol-
. I love you. 
Mike 
Townie, 
Will you be rily i:arnhral of life 
date? 
Preple 
, J.B.E., 
I n case your classified Isn't 
printed, I hope my cold 11ets 
better too. 
Love, 
Kahlua and MIik 
FOR SALE: Fender Mustang 
Guitar. Pre-CBS (1965) $60 or 
best offer. Desperate. Call Robin 
xG:&S or 273-9755. 
Ithacan Staff, 
Anybody who puts up with me 
at 3:00 In the morning has to be 
great. You all helped make my 
year • have a great summer! 
Little Sue 
Helen, 
Hey,you • how bout a beer7 
And a toast to a degeneration 
reunion • soon! This year's been 
the best. 
Hey, me! 
Patty, 
It's been a great time and I 
hope to see •ya next year In 209. 
The chair showererl 
Ken, Frank, !"ete, Laura, Helen 
and PattY,-
A great day In Stewart Park. 
Thanks for the memories. 
Little sue 
Randall Crandall, 
I 'II really miss seeing your 
funny· face around this place next 
year. After all, who else would 
put up with all my Inane Jokes 
and commentaries? Hope your 
future Is very promising. Please 
keep In touch! 
L, H & K, Jane Peters 
P.S. Neddy, Mabel, Jim and Allee 
will miss you tool 
Roach (Hey mama!) 
CongraU on getting· into 
Mal")'land. I hope you'll be happy! 
Dear Karen, 
Love, 
The other mama 
To ypu, my departure friend, 
all the best luck In the world. 
Keep In toui:h so you'll never 
leave. 
,. 
I 
Love, 
John 
The Ithacan, May 2, 197 4, Page 17 
To the lthai:an Staff: 
I've enjoyed this year 
tremendously; without the 
problems, hassles, goodtlmes and 
friends, this year wouldn't have 
been the same. Thanks a lot. 
Dear Iowa Fanner 
Love. 
Luigi 
Even though you hate the 
medium, I Just want to say a few 
words. Please come back; you're 
too good a friend to be seperated. 
A nd-You'II make It OK. Your 
counselor says .so. Have a 1100d 
summer-and say·· hi to all the 
horses. 
Dear sue, 
Love 
Ohio Hli:k 
Best of luck to you In 
whatever you do. Counseling Is 
alSo available by mall. Special 
rates to buddies. TIii next year. 
Dear Leah, 
Love 
TJ 
Thank you much. I want to 
apologize • It shouldn't be this 
way. Let.s patch up for a lasting 
friendship. 
Dear Peggy 
Love 
CR 
Sorry I've been this way. Let's 
straighten out things to make for 
a happy year, even though you 
are Irish Catholic. 
Dear Fred, 
Love 
Klumpho 
One thing to remember for 
next year; share and share alike. 
Good times ahead. 
Future roomle 
Dear Robyn, 
No matter what anyone says, I 
still love you for your body. 
/ 
Dear Jim, 
If I can go through life 
meeting acquaintances Ilka you, 
It's going to be a great life. If 1 
can meet a few friends like you, 
'It'll be more beautiful. The best 
of luck, and yes, I am going to 
miss YOU. 
Too Soon The Fool 
Schwartzman: 
I hope da code In your dose 
gets better. 
Love Jude da la 
Tom Hammond, 
I am on my way to the 
Polltzer Prize, where are you, and 
where Is my story? 
Wondering Mlrm 
Bonnie, 
Hope you make It. 
112 
LOST: Black and White medium 
sized fluffy cat, with blue eyes. 
Please contact 272-136S or Apt. 
26·1·2. 
WANTED: An apartment or single 
with accomodatlons for M~y and 
June only. WIii share During the 
day call 256-4760 (8:30-4:30) and 
night 2735386. Contact Nadiene. 
Dear Sue, 
Although there's a great 
difference in our heights, I know 
there's no dlffereni;e in our 
llkes(8-12,2-4) Seriously, ,you're a 
lousy rummy player but a great 
person; greatn~ss do8$n't depend on 
height. Take care of yourself for 
me . 
Dear Bullet and Mark 
/ 
_,. Love 
John 
To my $\aYl!.S, I give their 
freedom. Thanks for your service. 
Fred, you're still enslaved. 
To Kay K 
\ Love I felt you deserved a classified. 
Samson See you soon on Wall Street. 
Dear Sophia, 
We.ve got an awful lot of 
homework to do. Let's get busy. 
Have a great summer. 
Dear ••James" 
Love 
Luigi 
This year's been great. I really 
enjoyed myself and being your 
friend for the first of many years 
to come. Let's keep In touch. 
Good fun in Hawaii-Happy surfing. 
· Take me hither and thro 
ICS 
Dear Schmai:kel 
Have a good summer. Best of 
luck. 
Love Schmatz 
Dear TOM-you're cool and Ok . 
A corrupter 
Dear Kaki, 
Congrats and Good Luck at 
e.u. Hope all your expedatlons 
work out for the absolute best. 
Your Roomle 
SESSIONS: 
June 10th 
June 24th 
July 8th 
July 22nd 
Aug. 5th 
~ocial · Science 
Fine Arts 
Radio-TV 
Drama 
Natural Science 
:Music 
Athletics 
Film 
Humanities 
Exhibits 
Theatre 
Cinemat9graphy 
Health 
Recreation 
Work Shops 
Communications Arts 
ALSO 
Summer 
Repertory 
Theatre 
Summer. Recreatiop . at its Ff.nest. 
: ....... -~ - .. -;........ --l: =-~-=~~~1T-.. ;~.,:~~i.5· ...... ;-~:.£?-a..,. -- -9,...:..__;_.:;: • .;.t.7..=----....-:..----=.-=-.....c~.--~.:..· _ __.v- ...... 
: .. 
,.•·, 
Th~Ithaciin; May 2, 1974i ~ag~·lS.,~r 
Lady IthaCf:lRS 
Go A-Co~rting 
By A.J. Since tne 1eam must 
. . sup'plement their sparse spring-
The spnng version of-the schedule with .. outside 
Ithaca College Women's Tennis tournaments, Ithaca was. 
Te am recently began 'their recently represented by their 
_spring season, by losing to top doubles teams of the 
Co_rtland State, 2-5. The only Williams sisters and senior 
pomts that the Lacly lthacans Pam Haines an-d Debbie 
could muster were credited to Grunwals in the' Middle 
the very strong doubles teams . . 
of Sally and Sue Williams, Atlantl~- States lnte,rcollegiate 
and seniors Pa-in Haines and Tennis Tou~nament for 
Debbie Gru w ld women at Pnnceton. Both 
PI a Y . n gn ~ · - 1 d teams reached the semi-finals 1 1n very co · d 
weather and under poor·wh.ere the_y were p1tte 
c O n di t · 0 n . th f h against one another. Sally and I S, e res men W')l' d f t d th . Williams' · easily defeated T. Sue t t~ms e ea e e1r 
Kohler and s. Maxwell, 6-2, teammfiate1
s 6-1 '. 6-2,p ~o ~eac~ 
6-4. Hames and Grunwald the mas against nnce on s 
~inalized their victory through number one doubies team. 
a 7-5, 6-2 final -score. In They were defeated in the 
singles play, Joan Reydel was championship match by li 
defeated by Cortland's J. score of 6-3, 2-6, 6-2., 
_Milliu, 1-6, 2-6. Karen This weekend the team will 
1-lornhustel lost 3-6, 3-6 to J. travel to Queens for the 
Blauvelt and Nancy Scars NYSAIAW state tournament 
succumbed to c. McManus, where they will be rated very 
3-6, 6-4, 0-6. Vicki Poorvu high to win the championship. 
lust tu T. i\pplefield 7-5, 6-3. 
'·. -:.-_:.\ FREE D1REC10RIES. FOR 
.. l11lrn-E11rop1·;111 :-;111d1·11l 
Clwrl1•1:-
.. :--111dP11l Tours 111 E11rnp1· 
~ .... l:-r.11'1 
.. :--111clt·11l h1railp.1:-,a1•s 
Z73-3073 207 N. A'urora St. 
A Unique Opportunity 
for College Students: 
IJrban Affairs 
Sun1n1er-Courses 
. . -
for College Credit_ 
This summer, beginning June 10th, 
you can take college credit courses 
in urban studies at The New School's 
Center for New York City Affairs. 
Courses are conducted by leading 
urban specialists. 
• URBAN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
• SEMINAR ON MANAGEMENT OF URBAN 
DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
• SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY: THE STRUGGLE 
FOR POWER _IN URBAN EDUCATION 
• INTRODUCTION TO URBAN PLANNING 
• URBAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 
• ECONOMICS OF THE CITY 
• SOCIOLOGY OF TH_E CITY: U':IB~N 
DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE 
EACH COURSE MEETS TWICE A-WEEK FOR SIX WEEKS. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION MAIL lHE COUPON BELOW 
OR CALL ASSOC. DEAN LIBLIT. 675-2700. e111. 360 
CENTER FOR NEW YORK 
CITY AFFAIRS 
- I-. . 
The New Scfiool 
66 WEST 12 St. NEW YORK 10011 . OR 5-2700 
. . ' \ 
-----~~-------~~~-~-~-
CENTER FOR NEW YORK CITY AFFAIRS 
THE.NEW SCHOOL. 158 West 12th St .• 
New York. N.Y. 10011 -
Please und me Information about urban 
affairs college credit courses thls~mmer. 
con 
Name·--------------------
Addre,.._ ____________________ _ 
c11y ________ s1a1e ______ Zip ___ _ 
I-•·, • ,.: ,J ... 
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lacrosse __ lad-ies Trip Colgate· 
By A.J. 
Combining all of their ·total. Goalies Maria Hutsick Reba Nash and junior goalie 
talent and playing a solid and Sherry Steup were Maria Hutsick, who inade 
game, the Lady Ithacans of outstanding on defense_as __ eleven tough saves, were 
the lacrosse field notched a they were credited with five outstanding defensively. 
14
-6 victory over. Colgate last and six saves, respe_ctively. · Althougl! this year has 
week. The ladies have a Against -perennially strong· been · somewhat- of a 
current record of 1-2-1 for Lockhaven tire Lady Ithacans rebuilding seasori, the Lady 
the season with three games did not fare as well as they I t ha cans have greatly 
left to play. I~ the Colgate 'were defeated 8-3. Tri-captains developed their potential and 
g~m~ the sc_onag was well Nancy Buttler and Sally talent to emerge · as another 
d1stnbuted, with attack ,wilJ_gS Scatton were effective fine example of Ithaca College 
rarna Ho(mes and Sally offensively as Scatton scored• women's athletics at its best. 
catton scormg _five and f~ur two goals and fellow attack 
goals, respec!ively. ~mor -wing Marna Holmes scored 
Nancy. Buttler. was also one. Defensively, Junwr 
outstandmg offensively as she t · t · L' p · · 
. n-cap am 1z nee Betsy 
contnbuted three goals to the z · d D bb~ 
I h 1mmer, an e 1e Pciol t aca cause. Sally Rogers -
added two tallies· to the final :'c-;~~mo::sryCar~f uJ~bbet::d 
Diamond Girls Win 
First of Year 
By A.J. 
Trackmen 
Win 3 Times 
By Dave Rives 
P o w e r e d b y · R ,i c h 
Eggelston's dramatic vielory in 
the pole· vault, and the 
., seemingly never ending heroics 
of IC's mile relay quartet, the 
Ithaca trackmen - scored wins 
over three team~ in the 
multi-dual meet RIT 
Invitational. The Bombers, 
~- who lost to RIT .and·· St. 
Bonaventure in the meet, thus 
ended the day's work with a 
3-2 mar.k...-::-This boosted their 
overall record to 5-5 and a 
shot at their first winning 
~ampaign since 1,66 when 
they ~ meet Hobart, College _at 
Geneva on Friday. ' 
' :· .. , 
- -, ,,.. 
·-.:. 
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LADY s·.o·oPSTERS 
- ' . ' .. 
IC (Joli Hig" II/Jove· Par 
' ' 
·ST AT-E 'CH··A·-MP.S average of below 80), there 1s The lth~ca College varsity a good chance of victory. golf team 1s one of the most The team has been playing 
successfu_l teams_ in the home matches for the past 
school's history. W1~h a 3-1 two seasons at the Country 
record f~r th~ first four Clu!) , of Ithaca, after having 
matches thIS spnng, prospects previously been at the 
f~r . a 16th consecutive Newman golf course. Tp.e 
winmng season look very Country Club offers an 18 good. 
By A.J. fast; defensively quick guards 
who scored when' need be 
P.erhaps one, of the biggest· and who consistently broke 
happenings in women's the_ opponent's press with 
athletics at Ithaca College this ., their dribbling and pinpoint 
year was the winning _ of the passing. 
Ne-w York State AJAW Freshman post players 
Basketball Championship and K a r e n Lang · and Sue 
their final 11-1 record. . Schneider- were bright ~ots 
The Lady Ithacans were--a for Ithaca's future as LaJ)g 
finely coordinated, closely had _74 _rebounds --in nine 
knit team of offensive and games and shot 64% from the 
defensive talent spirit and foul line while Schneider shot 
endurance. Aithough the 43% from the 'floor and was 
lthacans only play seven named th~ team's Most 
regular season __ games, while _ lmpro~ed Player. C~ach Doris 
their opponents play at least· Kostnnsky explained the 
twelve they soundly defeated season's success~ "Depth was 
all c'hallengers: Oneohta the definite key to success. 
64-29; Hartwick, 43-28~ Substantial depth particularly 
Canisius, 60-38; Cortland, at the guard, and post 
43-29; Brockport, 53-40'; ·pos!t!~ns was evident. :·Our 
Cornell; 41-29; and Niagra, flex1b1hty to play both single 
84-12. During regular season and double post offenses and 
p I a y the Ithacans averaged our ~reat flexibility in our 
fifty-five points per _game defensive 2-3 and 1-2-2 zones 
w hi I e they he Id their was essential. The press, when 
opponents to thirty-three and needed, paid off, as did our 
garnered fourty-four rebounds, hustling and potent fast 
to the opposing team's thirty. break. We had more height 
· Senior co-caprnin Pam this year than in the past 
Schule, who was high scorer two .. years and this helped to 
with 129 points in twelve control the boards and initiate 
games, played a significant · our fast break." . 
year's team. Sophomores Reba 
Nash and Colleen Murphy will 
-help to provide leadership and 
game knowledge while 
freshmen Sue Schneider, Teddi 
Jacobs, Dini Mccurry, Karen-
Lang and Nancy Booth will 
contribute their vast amount 
of potential to a perennially 
~trong LC. team. 
Perhaps this year's team, 
their success, an~ womens' 
athletics in general at Ithaca 
College was best described by 
Miss Kostrinsky when she 
said, "Our success can be 
attri"buted to the team's 
combination of talent, 
experience, and competitive 
spirit, which proved to be 
definite assets. 
With only one member of hole course as opposed to 9 
holes at Newman. 
the team graduating this 
spring, hopes for a good f 11 Coach of the team and a 'head of the men's intramural 
season seems quite secure. A. athletic association is Herb 
great amount of time is put Broadweli. Over the last 20 
into the tea'm: making most years, Broadwell has amassed 
mem~ers quite close ~~d 116 wins, with hopes for 
c~ea ting, good _team . spmt, more before the spring season 
with a strong mcent1ve to ends. Perennial rivals to 
win. We have high hopes for Ithaca's team are defending 
the fall. ICAC champ RIT, eastern 
Matches are played with coast powerhouse Oswego 
six members from each team State, and traditional rival 
competing. The lowest five Cortland State. The lthacans 
scores for each team are have already competed in this 
'Summed and the lowest total years ICAC taking a third and 
wins. Generally, if the five look forward to the Albany 
score totai is below 400 (a1 Invitational on May 6. 
Listeq,~mo~rs: 
crou4oiv have to wait 20 ~ars 
fo1:cigclrettes to .-,ect yf,u. 
ltonlY~s 3 secoqfls. 
r 
role in the team's offensive In tournament play Ithaca 
play and post offenses. She defeated Canisius 64-44, 
con-sistently_ bombed shots Cort I and, 6 I -4 5' and 
from the comer of the floor Brockport State,- 58-53, to 
and shot 63% from the foul emerge as state champions. They then travelled to i 
line. The biggest story for the Broaklyn College for the 
team, however, seemed to be Eastern Regionals where they \ the vast improvement of defeated the University of sophomore post player Reba Vermont, 5443 , and lost to Nash, who scored 102 points Southern Conn., 64-46 to end 
and averaged fourteen an extremely successful 
rebou nds per game for a season. Commenting on the 
seas O n high O f 1 6 9 ·· teams' successful tournament 
Co-captain Nancy Bilodeau 
was effective at both ends of play, Miss Kostrinsky said, 
"The state tournament was 
the floor as scored 69 points, the highlight of the season 
shot 70% from the charity and the team played steady, 
stripe, and had a season high 
with· .everyone coming 
of thirty-four assists in twelve through. Everyone was an 
games. Junior guard Debbie essential part of the win. All 
Griswold' consistently players were scoring threats 
contributed to the winning and allowed for free 
Ithaca cause as she scored 81 
points and played tenacious 
defense backcourt. The two 
smallest people on the team, 
however,. were the cogs that 
rriade the well drilled machine 
run so smoothly. They were 
in the person of Sally Scatton 
and Colleen Murphy .- · two 
substitution." 
The team should emerge 
strong next year as -there is 
only one senior- on the _team, 
co-captain Pam Schule. Juniors 
Nancy Bilodeau, Sally -Scatton, 
Debbie Griswold, Liz' Price, 
and Sue Stockfisch will bring 
talent and experience to next 
In just 3 seconds a cigarette rnakes vour heart beat faster, 
shoots your blood pressure up, replaces oxygen in your blood with 
carbon monoxide, and leaves cancer-causing chemicals 
to spread through your body. 
All this happens with every cigarette you smoke. 
As the crgarettes add up, the dam~ge adds up. 
Because ifs the cumulative effects of smoking:...adding this 
cigarette to all the cigarettes you ever smoked-
that causes the trouble 
And tell that to your dog. too. 
Send her the FID 
&veet: Sull?rise"' 
for Mothers Day 
Send Mom a care 8bat'i ~out J,ttf? 
SEND IT EARLY 
SO THERE S NO CHJ).NCE 
OF Q_ISAPPOINTMENT 
A colorful h,1ricf p,1,ntecl 
cer,1111,c lluc~et fillec1 w,th 
hr1!1ht Spr,nq flOll\ers '" 
pl;mts w1!11 fresh fit1,~ <'' 
accen1s Ifs ~ q,ft w,111 ,m 
·-E ,tr.i fa,y~h ·· she"II del,oht 
,n recen11nq \\e CiJn send 1! 
al:nu~:;~~·.",•lt~'t.>- • 
·;ii.~'.'.~t li.1 
· )/':-. , ..'\ :4t_..... :: · 
·tt'~''{JJ:i~ -~-
i i'), ::r:·:.c: ' : . 
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SWEET SURPRISE, arranged · 
BOOl::-. .F,1.0\\_EH !--1101'-
.. :s:,ec~.1:: . . -· .. 
..__ .,ms~,~ . · 
:?O'J '.\orlilt·,Auro1·a:!'-l rC't"L · 
. k ort.:,: . •· 
packa 
·· .. 1t,,vo -rD!l i'.no'z&!I:>~ 
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Sweet Surprise, . 
arranged, 
usually available 
, . ..,.A~ less ~an 
~~oo· 
w ,o'• 
-~Y,• 
..I 
'till midnight 
---- "· 
' I 
steak prim.~ .. rib, lohster .. 
· Easi Hill- Plaza· 
273-9~14 
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-~--rrURBACK'S 
·---SltdA ~OD· 
· Tff E BEST IN TBWN~ 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
ALL FOB UNDER ss.oo 
Half price for teetotalers under 12, plus all the .. sarsaparilla you can drink. 
MOND~Y all tre drinks yOJ can drink wth 
Sirtoin Steak, NY. Cut 
\0/llilJl\ JS{J)l. Y all tre draLght tref, red vvire a s:Jrgro with 
Sirtoin Steak, NY. Cut 
Soup of the Evenlng-'loday, Tomorrow, Always. 
Our Great Onion Soup bubbling wltb lmp_orted Cheese -175 
INCLUDES: Unlimited Table Wine, Gouda Cheese with Crusty Bread, 
Macadamia Nuts, Unique Spina.ch-Bacon-Mushroom Salad, Vintage Coffee. 
~~~~SUBSTITUTIONS~~~~ 
PRIME RIBS = 875 SIRLOIN STE.'~K - 975 
MAINE LOBSTER - 9 75 :SOUILL.A.BAISSE (s:t'e:) - 875 
COQUILLE-ST. JACQUES (Sc:1110:ps & Mus.b.room: crusted w/Cheese) = 775 
RATATOUILLE (teftc;ble) = 675 TROUT ,Q, 875 
n:xxxxaxxixxxaxxt i~2'}x_xxxx1xxa1111 1:a 
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